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Holland, the Town

Where

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

j

Folks Really Live
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a

Volume Number 59

Prayer

Wickers

NEW

BIRTHDAY PADDLING
METHOD APPLIED AT SAIL
GATUCK PARTY

An Event At
Hope College

Saugatuck youngsters have invented a new method to celebrate

Named

President Of
Hope College

I

$1000
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to
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whhh the public >s in-jdK
which

Friend Tavern, Mr. Wichers
“*jixU,en
““H might
10 lh'

the

grams, resolutions and lettersof
endorsementas well as a unanimous vote from the student body
and the faculty and the deluge of
endorsements from Hope's alumni,
Mr. Wichers surely was the popu' with do,ls (,resst,(1 in Pi,,k « f«vors
in in for the girls and mouth organs tied lar candidate.He takes the place of
Dr. E. D. Dimnent, who for a de'p"ubt
as favors for the
cade or more has ably conducted
As usual when little Miss liar- the affairs of the local institution,
his crowning success being the
tinnil
nif nri imdor thl l/nd.Jshiniri,,t 'H lhe hoBtessat a party a very
t.onal nature under the leadership (,eIil?hlfu,timc is
building of Hope's new Memorial
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^
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WORTHLESS LAM) IN ALLE-

aI

Hope is especiallyfortunate in' GAN COUNTY YIELDS 3,(100
procuring the serviceof so able a
BUSHEL ONIONS
leader as Dr. Harrison. He is
—
. ,
world famous doctor and traveler, I Justice hnlus K. Fish, who is adnd he has withal a mighty faith in uumstrator of the estate of George
the claims of the religion of Jesus Oliver, reports a bumper onion
Christ as the only force that can crop on the Oliver farm near
bring enduring happiness to man Bravo. On seven acres of muck
seeking for a solution of the eter- land 3,000 bushels have been harv________
_ ested this fall. This crop was
nal mysteries
of _____
life. _____________
It is sincerely

~

;

hoped that this may be a period o?!*rrown on l*nn<l formerly considered
great religious and spiritualworthless.
growth at our school. Dr. Harrison
expects to base his addresseson the ZEELAND STATE BANK
RENEWS ITS CHARTER
Gospel of John. His themes follow:
ON 30TH ANNIVERSARY
General Theme:
• John 8:31, 32. “If ye abide in my
The Zeeland State Bank this fall
word .... ye shall know the truth
and the truth shall make you free.” will commemorate its thirtieth
anniversary of its incorporationas
First meeting:
Introduction:“The obvious inad- a state bank. Accordinglythe
equacy of a conventionalChristian stockholdersmet at the bank
life and the demand for something offices on Monday, October 6, to
better," John 4:12. “The surrender authorize the renewal of its chater which under the state law is
that admits us to Eternal Life."
limited to a period of thirty years.
Second Meeting:
John 10: “The Divine leadership This was naturally done, but the
and help we may have if we lead gathering occasioned many reminsuch a life, Christ our Shepherd.” iscences by the only two survivors
of the original corporators, C. J.
Third Meeting:
John 9: “The repudiation of all Den Herder, the present president
Tiuman Group leadership as a con- of the bank, and Dick Van Bree,
Zeeland’s veteran druggist, who
dition of entering this life.
has held forth at the old stand all
Fourth Meeting:
John 8: "Meeting Temptation." these years.
The first bank in Zeeland was
Fifth Meeting:
John 15 and Ifi: "Ixjvc for the organizedas a private bank by
brotherhood, the measure of the late Jacob Den Herder, fir^t
president of the present organiChrist’s love for us."
zation, and father of C. J. Den
Herder, in 1878, and conducted by
TWO-HEADED TROUT
LIVES 16 MONTHS him for a period of twenty-two
years until in 1900 the Zeeland
A- two-headed Loch Leven trout, State Bank was organized with a
now 16 months old. is one of the capital stock of $25,000.Jacob
most interesting freaks at the Den Herder was president; Frank
world’s largest fish hatchery here. Boonstra, vice president;C. J. Den
The freak feeds by both head?, Herder, cashier; Albert La Huis,
but its actions are guided by the Thomas G. Huizinga, John Veneright head. For many months both klasen and Henry De Kruif, direcheads grew about the same, but tors. At the time of its organization the total deposits were*
lately the right head is increasing
$198,000,a very modest sum comin size. Attendants believe that the
pared with its present deposits of
sh will die when the weak head no
$1,122,138.04, an increase of 567%
nger is able to serve the body.
in these thirty years. b
The two-headed trout are not uno
common. as are other freaks among
the millionsof fish spawned here,
but Capt. H. G. Lambson, superintendent of the hatchery, says that
this is the first time in his experience that such a freak has lived
more than 45 days.
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- Society Honors
Local

Woman At

Grand Rapids

96,

HE WHIPS UNRULY
SON, 57

MRS. DIEKEMA TO BE GUEST
OF WOMEN’S CLUBS— ELAB-

ORATE PREPARATIONS

MADE

John Bousard, Jr., of Portland,
Oregon, used a word at home that
his father, J. Bousard, 96. had

Grand Rapids Herald— All over
never permitted to be used in his Grand Rapids and in its environs
house since he established that women who are interestedin keeping the wheels going round in the
home seventy-odd years ago.
The father proceeded to chastise club world, will center their interest in the immediatefuture upon
his son. When police arrived they
at least one major event, namely,
found the elder Bousard had subthe luncheon to lie given today at
dued his son and was still master
1 o’clock by members of the Womof his house.
en’s City club in honor of Mrs.
THESE BIRDS FELT THEIR Gerritt
J. Diekemn, wife of the

ONIONS

United States minister to The
Charged with varying their hard
Netherlands.
work in onion fields in Gun marsh
Extensive plans are being comdistrict, Allegan county, by drinkpleted for the luncheon to be given
ing, too much liquor, five men were

in honor of Mrs. Diekema, which

"S

«>rded >" honor guest at the clnbthat some one piloting a ear load
house.
of noisy joy riders had driven into
Mrs. Diekema will receive in the
a scales at Shelbyville, causing condrawing room of the clubhouse and
siderabledamage.
will be assisted by the president,
Sheriff Guy Teed and Deputy
Mrs. Earle A. Clements, and also
Edward Clock visited the home of
by Mrs. Fred W. Green of Ionia,
Edward Carlson, 39, and took into Mrs. Arthur H. Vandenberg,Mrs.
custody Carlson, driver of thp car
William Alden Smith, Mrs. Carl E.
which hit the scales. Harry and Mapes, Mrs. Jacob Steketee, Mrs.
Charles Ians, father and son, James
Siegel W. Judd, Mrs. Benjamin P.
Howard, 55, and Enos LaCourse, Merrick, Mrs. Paul W. Jones, Mrs.
21. Carlson was given the alternaG. A. Hendricks, Miss Grace Van
tive of paying a $190 fine or spendHoesen, Mrs. Huntley Russell, Mrs.
“ ig 90 days in jail. The others
Samuel A. Morman, Miss Mabel
charged with being drunk and disPerkins, Mrs. Eber W. Irwin, Mrs.
orderly, were assessed $29.35 each.
Allen C. Miller, Mrs. J. B. Nicholson and Mrs. Dorian Russell.
THE HUMAN NOSE GOOD
A feature of the luncheon will be
ELECTRIC CONDUCTOR
Mrs. Diekema’s talk on “The Offi• The other day, in the physics cial Side of Life at The Hague,"
laboratory at the high school Mel- and should prove of great interest
vin Schcerhom received the shock to the public and to those of her
friends who have had the pleasure
of his life, when he nosed too near
the spark gap of Mr. Leddick's of being entertained last summer
at her beautiful home in The
electric machine. The sparks made
a one-stop flight from one spark Hague, which stands in a park of
ball to Scheerhorn’snose and its own near the summer palace of
the queen.
thence to the other spark ball. Mr.
Reservationsmust be made at
Leddick estimated the current that
the
clubhousenot later than 1
passed through the young man’s
o’clock on Thursday. Decorations
protuberanceto be about 50,000
for the occasion are in charge of
volts. Because of the high voltage,
Mrs. R. Wallace Hook.

however, no harm was done. It
might prove a valuable remedy for

-

IN AFRICA

n bad cold. Mr. Leddick might ex-

-

periment

-o

Mr. and Mrs. John Breen

vaISEb?

.udents at .the Moody Bible Institute, Chicago, where they will take
trainingin Christianwork methods,
and follow intensive Bible study.
The present enrollment of more
than 1800 in the Day and Evening
Schools is reported to be one of the
largest in the forty year history of
tst famous school.

of

Hol-

land have just receiveda message

“•""‘Si

has arrived their safely

and left Ibi,

Africa for the interior where she is to

work with Miss Veenstra. Miss Veen,
stra met her at Ibi.

President E. D. Dimnent of Hope
college is on a business trip to
New York.

Guy

Case of Zeeland

Keefer, before

Firm Upheld By

his death some time ago, also
made this ulain to the health authoritiesof this county and Dr.
Keefer, as we all know, was consideredone of the nation’s greatest
health exponents.

The plan of which

chapel.
............

I

Far

From Settled
75 MEN WRESTLED
AND WRANGLED AS HOW
BEST TO HANDLE IT

AT LEAST

|

avern on health measures and the

in detail. Dr.

0EP,

the^religioustoTwahToung

DIV1.

matter of enlarging the scope of
public health work was gone into

;

Z'"s

people.

*iff.

Mc,^y7u

Situation

I

n_

Y^W C°A ! fcaturo8of lh‘‘ Pnrly for there were
many games Ji coVs.s in which
are also giving their support.
Hams won first prize and
On November 5 Dr. Harrison Jack
Junior Palmer the consolation.
will be the guest speaker at the
o l The table was decorated in pink
and'

HEALTH
HEALTH
DENDS

Y

la£a',

re-

”afl,Tlch

mVa*

WILL BRING COUNT

..............

J

ceived all but four votes, these going to Rev. James Sterenburg,
The meetingsare sponsored by | "'r‘
Ph.D., of Knox College, Galesburg,
the Hope College ReligiousConfer- 1 [‘“A*
of thITcf III., also u graduate of Hope colence of which Prof. Paul E. Hin- 1 hosteM out of th,s Part of the Pr°- lege some years ago.
kamp is the president.The
u ... tviiiin.
.
Judging from the many telenHsinff the0?

Today, Thursday, is the 59th anniversary of
the Holland fire when
........
...........
practicalvone half of the city was

Health,

i

in

asso-l

Line For

Holland Fair

At least 75 citizens including
fire also falls on the same date.
officers and directorsof the HolThe Ottawa County Health De“ On October 9, 1871, a fire broke land Fair, members and citizens
partmenl with the co-operationof out in the city of Chicago, which who had been active in that entermany of the prominent women proved very disastrous.The ori- prise, gathered in the Chamber of
from differentcommunities in the gin of the fire was believed to be Commerce rooms Wednesday evecounty are backing up
un a proposal through the kicking over of a kero- ning in order to find out just what
that will mean considerabl
isiderablemore '‘one lantern by a cow owned by condition, financially and otherwise,
money to carry on health worn
i.rary.The
me results ol
work m
in ;•»*>».
[Mrs. w
O’Leary.
of tnis
this
the fair is in.
the differentcommunitiesof Ot-i great conflagrationwas the snuffAs atated in the Holland City
'm out of 200 lives. Also 100.000 News a few weeks ago, the fair is
his is not a new measure hut wtre rendered homelesa. Over 2,000
in debt approximately $35,000.To
has been .brought to the attention buildings were burned while there
offset that there ia 28 acres of land
of the public before. A few months 1 was a loss of $200,000,000,only
practicallyin the city limits and
ago Dr. William H. Pickettof the! one-half were covered by iniur- nuildingswhich if duplicatedwould
State Board of Health was in Hol- aiice.
"
cost $75,000 to build. There ii a
land and spoke at Warm Friend !!ii!Iii!!l!li!!l!l!!i!!!!Hi!i!H|liililliii!ini[|il!H(!!i!!|[||[i!|!
$3,000 wire fence around it and

Sunday

her'
her

_

TODAY 59TH ANNIVERSARY
OF HOLLAND FIRE

and, .°ln«
,0#u
16000
. namely that of Mrs. Tolk who per$6000 IN
IN
DIVIished In her little home on West
' 9th street. The fire was blown Into
| the city from forest fires raging
Board of Superviaorn In I oaition to the south and west of Holland.
to Make This Possible
The anniversary of the Chicago

!!!“«<>

U

n

Better

of ™“l'i

H£"r0wrm

Holland Since 1872

Nambat 41

Ottawa County

birthdaysespecially where paddling
AND TELEGRAMS
ARABIAN MISSIONARY TO BE the honored guest is part of the LETTERS
SHOW HOLLAND BANKER
program.
It
appears
that
Harriet
HEARD FIRST WEEK IN
IS POPULAR CHOICE
J Whipple invited sixteen juvenile
NOVEMBER
^ 'I boys and girls to her fifth annual
Mr. Wickers Will Assume His New
Prayer week at Hope Collece Is I birthdayparty. The young lady
Duties Some Time in February
an event in the year's program
t0 “tb'’r„
this institution, this year Dr. Paul °“Kb
Just before noon today Mr. WyHarrison,medical missionaryto
/II nand Wichers, acting vice-president
Arabia, will be the lecturer.The.l“xtcc" on' ‘° f™"'
and cashier of the First State Bank,
first address will be given
y „ f T, " l" was elected presidentof Hope College by a large majority. When a
.r' other
wayi "love5 pai. The wise little vote was taken by Hope College
daily frSm
a m. until n!,on
;»««« by Council at a meeting at Warm

_

Constructive Booster for

Holland, Michigan, Thunday, Oct. 9, 1930
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Week

The News Has Been a

Ottawa

Supreme Court
HAS TO DO MTTH LOT LINES
AND OLD TIME FENCE

County can avail itself is this: It
now has a budget of $5, (KM) for
health work in this county which
pays for a county nurse and a
great many necessitiesin health
work. Accordingto the state de-

Mr. Dimnent resigned with the
close of the school year in June
and no persuasion at that lime
could make him recede from his
decision.

After

a

long-drawn-outlegal

battle another Zeeland man has
come out victorious in the supreme
court of Michigan, namely, John
Wichers.
The case in question involvedthe
partment, if the Board of Supervisors will add to this appropriation old Ralph Wagenaar property on
an extra $1,(MI0, making it $fl.()(M), East Main street at the SoutN Mathen Ottawa County is entitled ple Street intersection. This propthrough this expenditure,first $500 erty was sold for taxes and was
from the United States Public bought in on a tax title by one W.
Health Sendee, $2500 from the C. Foster of Chicago.
After receiving his title about
Rockefeller Foundation and $3000
from the State Board of Health. three years ago, Foster found upon
It is shy just $1000 at the present measuring the ground that the
time to get $6000 more which is deed called for more ground than
available at any time. Surely a he could measure, so he promptly
wonderful public investment and it set about to legally push over Mr.
seems that good businessjudgment Wichers’ "line fence ’ and take in
would enable the Ottawa County a few buildingsin the bargain.
The case was won by Mr. Wichsolons to see it in this light and
make the added appropriation of ers in circuit court at Grand Haven
$1000 at the October session of the when it held that the Wichers Lumber Co. had title to that property
board possible.
The Ottawa County Health De- by adverse possession,and the supartment, although a very efficient preme court has now affirmed the
organization,could be made still decisionof circuit court.
The actual measurementbetween
more efficient at an added cost of
$1000 for under this new arrange- the Wichers lumber shed and the
ment the county would benefitthe west line of Maple street is only
same as if a more expensive service 19 feet, 30.7 feet short of the deed
given Foster by the Auditor Genwere in vogue.
With the $6000 appropriated ami eral.
The supreme court states in its
the $6000 added through these different sources, making $12, (KM) in decision, "There'ls no difficulty in
all, it would put Ottawa County’s locating lot 11 or the east 28 feet
health unit in a class by itself, of lot 12. There is no doubt that
comprising one trained medical the boundary line between the two
health officer* two public health descriptionsis nol where it ought
to be but the Wichers Lumber Co.
nurses and one clerk.
It must be remembered that this insists that its present location was
extra appropriation is only avail- established thirty or forty years
able if the county comes fifty-fifty ago and has been lived up to conwith the nationaland state boards tinuously since that time, that it
of health and the Rockefellerfoun- was marked by a board fence which
dation.The fifty-fifty plan cannot was torn down 22 years ago and a
be given a $5000 appropriationbut lumber shed built by the Wichers
only on a $6000 appropriation and Company has stood where the fence
what is true in Ottawa County is stood since that time and no questrue in every county in the state. tions asked nor was there a dispute
It virtuallymeans that by paying as to the property during all tnese

other accessoriesbesides building!
and grounds.
The fair went "In the hole" hotter than $5,000 this year and the
offleeraand directors who have
signed notea and bonds at the banks
and are responsible for the bills
outstanding want to get from under such a situation.They want
the affairs of the Holland fair
straightenedout: they want tho indebtednessliquidated by disposing of the fair property and withdraw from the proposition. One can
hardly blame these public spirited
men for not wishing to burden their
estate with an indebtedness that
has been accrued on an enterprise
that is purely civjc and from which
they could not possibly derive any

The Board of Trustees of Hope
college has been casting about for
some time in order to secure the
proper person for this most imdirect benefit.
portant office and il goes without
Therefore it was proposed to ensaying that their choice will meet
deavor to sell the grounds and
with the fullest approval at home
buildingsand all the assets to the
and abroad.
City of Holland, having the city
Mr. Wichers will ifot take hold
take it over for the debt and It goes
immediatelybut will assume his SUMMER MOTORING
HOLLAND’S THREE BANKS HIT
without saying Dial Holland would
duties some time in February, beNEW RESOURCE PEAK
TRIPS DISCUSSED-MKS.
be getting a bargain considering
ginning with the new semester,givCARL BOWEN GIVES ONE
that at least part of the grounds
ing ample time to make all necesHolland's three bunks have
could be used for cemetery pursary arrangements and business
reached a new peak with combined
poses ami thus keep our Holland
At a meeting of the members of resources of $11,226,108.37.Comchanges that will naturallyfollow.
cemeterycentralized.
Mr. Wichers is a graduate of the the Grand Haven Woman's Club it mercial deposits are listed at $3,Even the repreaentatives from
class of 1909 and for more than 18 appears that many women were 640,829.28and savings deposits at
Zeeland, namely M. C. Ver Hags,
years was instructorand professor called upon to give their experience $6,436,642.30.
Dick Boonstra, Mr. Yntema from
of the institution. As registrar in during their respective motoring
First State hank heads the group
Forest Grove, and others from
the latter half of his professorship trips during the past summer. A with resourcesof $4,354,317.32,
there were ready and willing to
he built up the study courses of the half dozen responded,including Holland City State bank lists return the property over to the City
collegethat gave it its high stand- Mrs. Carl Bowen, a former Holland sources of $3,578,632.54,
and peoof Holland immediately. Considerard of scholarship.In addition to woman, who believes that Friday, ples State bank, $3,293,158.51.
ing that Zeeland has done much to
his work at Hope he has studied at the 13th, is a jinx if you start out
"The complete Bank statement of
build up this Holland fair and its
the University of Michigan and then. This is what the Grand Ha- these three solid institutionswill
citizens have spent much time and
Columbiauniversity.
ven Tribune says:
be found on page 3 this section.
money on our proposition It was
Five years ago he was asked by
“Mrs. Carl Bowen, who gave a
rather a magnanimous spirit to
the board of directorsof the First review of her western trip, starting
MAN HURT WHEN AUTO
•how on the pert of these men.
State bank of Holland to become out on Friday, June 13, to CaliforSTRIKES TREE
George Cabell of Zeeland, howcashier and at present is acting nia, believes in a jinx, for 14 puncever, wanted to have the fair convice-presidentof that instiution.
tures, one in the only mud, in the
While driving his car on the
lined. He said that everything
Several educational institutions only rainstorm of this dry season,
looked rosy a year ago, the direchave sought Mr. Wichers’ services she believed, followed them on the Highway near Beaverdam, Albert
tors were optimistk. he went to
in recent years. Western State entire trip of 9, (MM) miles. The trip stf Istra of Borculo, lost control of
Europe on a trip and when he reTeachers’ college has made at- out was made in seven days and lhle wheel with the result that his
turns he finds everything flat; and
tempts to add him to the faculty the return from Spokane, Wash- machine left the road and collided
the director!ready to quit He not
and he has been offeredthe chairs ington,in five days, a feat attest- with a tree. He was badly laceronly asked for an audit of the
of church history in two seminaries ing Mrs. Bowen’s skill as a driver. ated about the head and suffered
books, which he said was only busiof the Reformedchurch.
She spoke particularlyof the com- the loss of much blood. The car
nesslike and no reflection Is intendMr. Wichers, who was born in forts of the western tourist was also badly damaged.
ed. However the treesurer had a
Zeeland 44 years ago, was wed to camps."
typewrittenfinancial report setting
Miss Alyda De Free of Zeeland
The Grand Haven city council
forth all receipts and disburseand have been blessed with two
The lower grades of the Nauga- authorized the purchase of 1,000
ments covering a period of yean.
children,a son William, age 14, tuck school have such an unusually feet of snow fence to be used in
Mr. Cabell also objected to
and a daughter, Miss Dorothy, age large enrollment this fall that an- places where drifting snow makes
gambling, the claaa of “hullo-hullo
8.
other teacher, Mrs. V. Partridge, it difficultto clear roads. A second
years.
shows" and the kind of concessions
Mr. Wichers has been very active has been engaged to care for the hand truck also will be rigged up $1000 more Ottawa County will
According to the Supreme court: that were allowed on the grounds.
in civic affairs, having been presi- beginners. She was an instructor to clear the sidewalksand en- have $7(MM) more to spend' for
“The evidence supports this con- He did not even spare himself for
dent of the Chamber of Commerce at Camp Orchard, near Holland, a trances to Harbor ave. and on to health and that surely isn’t wasttention. The line as evidenced by this conditionbut took part of the
and other organizations,is a mem- girls’ summer camp, the past sum- the oval, which will be clearedex- ing money for it makes stronger
men
and
women,
relieves suffering, the fence and later by the lumber blame with the other directon|
ber of the libraryboard and of the mer.
cept in extreme weather.
brings happinessin many homes shed has been treated as the cor- "But," he said, “we can stop now
zoning commission.
and what is more, the money is rect boundary line by adjacent and change it.” He made a plea
He taught English in Michigan,
spent and circulated in Ottawa property owners for more than the that we continue the fair at least
receiving his Master of Art’s deCounty, and while this is the least statutory period. It cannot now be for another year and that he pergree in 1918. He also taught sevof the virtues, it isn’t lost or disturbed though the surveys show sonally would affix his name as
eral summers in Western State
|
Files
of
wasted but an added financial as- it is at variance with the true line. extra security on notes and bonds.
college. He has also been president
As title to the disputed portion of
set.
Andrew Klomparens wanted to
of the Board of Trustees of Hope
Holland City
Fifty, Twenty-five
Health work is especially needed land bounded by the present line follow the plan suggested by the
and has been a member of Holland’s
in the rural districts. Medical au- was acquired by the Wichers Com- Holland City News, namely that
Board of Education for five years.
Fifteen
Years
thorities
stress this fact more and pany by prescription before the the City of Holland take over the
Besidesbeing very active in busimore.
Cities
such as Grand Haven plaintiff receivednis deed from the fair for the indebtednessand then
ness and educational lines, he has
and Holland have their city nurses Auditor General, possessioncannot arrange to have a new set of men
done much in a religious way, benow be disturbed. The decree of backed by the American Legion,
ing a Sunday School superinten- FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY the residence of A. Steketee on and health staff but the country the trial court is affirmed.”
Exchange, Rotary and Lion and
College ave. and Ninth street. / districts are not so fortunate and
dent, teacher,and an active memThe Brass Band under the manthese folks should be placed in a
other civic organizationswho
ber of Third Reformed church.
would help sponsor a new deal for
The Queen contest at the Hol- position to receive the information, ZEELAND EXCHANGE CLUB
In his speech of acceptance, agement of Dr. Gee furnished the
WILL HAVE HON. G. J.
a year to find out whether fairs
which is short but unusual, Mr. music for the political meetings land Fair will close tonight. The the guidance, and the help, if need
DIEKEMA OCTOBER 20
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday j contests seems to have centered be, of public health officersand
are a thing of the past or whether
Wichers reflects the calibre of man
evenings of this week.
nurses.
a new policy together with better
, around five candidates, namely
he really is when he say:
Zeeland Record— On October 20,
While Holland may not Iw so
co-operationwould bring about a
Martha Schroedcr, 207 votes; Ma"The Board of Trustees has just
Gerrit Van scneiven
H "S’,
Schelven made aa mjP Ukker, 130 votes; Reka Work- directly affected,it 'surely
condition that would enable Holland
conferred upon me an honor which
^.lJdster to lh(‘ Netherlands, to put its fair on a paying basis
rousing political speach at Gron- man, 119 votes; Edna Allen, 72 indirectly, since the Ottawa
I deem to be the highest and most
ingen Wednesday.Gerrit reports votes; Bessie Parkhorst, 223 votes. health force would Is- better able y'11. **
of
again.
responsiblewithin the gift of the
to cone
an attentiveaudience.
to
cope with
with rontatrimiii
contagious <iiiu>ua*a
diseases Ex< hangc ( lub. It surel> is a great
In case of a failure Holland
Watch the result next week.
Reformed church of America. Mereprivilege to have a man of his
The Holland fair made over and we all know these are not con- standing as a guest and all the would still have its bargain; in case
ly to be considered in the matter
The boot and shoe store of L $1,000 clear this year.
fined to boundry lines. Holland or
of success Holland would still have
is high honor indeed and to be elect& Son, the saloon of
Grand Haven would also lie free to members are eagerly awaiting the a valuableenterprisethat has paid
d
^llcn,LD(J0,peCollcgi il! * Peter'lJrown and the meat market FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY draw on the experience and help meeting date.
be chosen for the largest office of
The club, realizing that many thousands of dollars in labor, haa
of Jacob Kuite are being lowered to
of these county health forces in
bought thousands of dollars in
responsibility
and influencein thel
the grade of Eighth street. Note:
The News is publishing a pic- case of emergency and naturally ''"u*d like 10 h«'ar Mr. Diekema, merchandise and has given Holland
church. I am hereby accepting your
Strange to say most of the store ture of Orrie Brusse in uniform. the co-operationof the city health fas
Hny w,hh,n* thousands of dollarsin free advergenerousoffice. I do not do this
meeting.
buildings were elevated and had He is the son of former Mayor board and the county forces would
i
for personal reasons at all.
Monday evening the Club had
in front of them. You Henry Brusse. Orrie enlisted with be a commendable thing benefiting
John Arendshorst gave a history
"From the standpoint of every platforms
the
privilege
of
listening
to
Mr.
had to gain the main entrance by the Canadian troops to fight for the all.
personhl considerationI should reGeorge Cabal), who recently re- of the fair during his administraThe special training of the health
giong up a small flight of steps. allies. Later it Is shown where
tion when there were revenues
main in
present agreeable
The platform was used so mer- Orrie was in actual fighting and officer and nurses is provided for turned from Ireland,and told the enough to build $50,000 worth of
work, but I am laying aside all
Club
of the conditionsabroad and
chandise could be more easily un- at least one horse was shot from jointly by the RockefellerFoundapresent considerationsin obedient
things he had seen on his trip buildings and when the total Intion and the State Departmentof
loaded from warfon or loaded as under him.
debtedness during that period
answer to a call which I believe is
which
was of much interest.
Health in Lansing. These courses
the case might be. As the time
wasn’t over $18,000. John believed
• • •
a call of God to service.
states these stores were leveled
Dyke and Gosling complete last for 12 weeks and if the appli- HOPE SQUAD GOES TO ALBION that a new organizationcould put
"My Alma Mater has permitted with the street.
nearly 3 miles of the Alpena road cants for a course are accepted by
the fair on its feet again.
me seventeen years of very pleasFRIDAY
• • •
towards Getz Farm at a cost of the training school and they are
John Kooiker,George Cabell,
ant teaching and is very generous
not receivinga salary or any other
Who says the farmers don’t get $3,000.
William C. Vandenberg', Ed Brouindeed to allow me to come back
Coach
Jack
Schouten
of
Hope
*
•
•
compensation while taking the
rich. Mr. Cris De Jong of Zeeland
after five years of absence. Howcollegeis drilling his squad for the wer and a few others thought there
township raised 600 bushels of
President Woodrow Wilson is to course, their expenses will bo dewould be enough public-spirited
ever, I am again persuadedthat
first M.I.A.A. clash at Albion next
onions on 114 acres of land and marry again, the engagement to frayed, allowing $5 a day for health
this absence of five years was proviFriday night. The squad is improv- citizens who would like to give the
officers,
and
$3
a
day
for
nurses
sold them in one lot for 75c per Mrs. Norman Galt of Washington,
dential to the end that I might get
ing in both offensiveand defensive fair another whirl.
bushel.
D. C. having been announced.The for seven days of each week.
Former Mayor E. P. Stephan,
work
that business experience and con-1
* • •
Mrs. G. J. Diekema, wife of the Y'ork in the scrimmages with the Alderman William C. Vandenberg,
marriage will take place just betact which must be valuable to any
minister to the Netherlands, has fr0shMarket Day will be held at fore Christmas.
one elected to this office.I am glad f
Schouten’s first string lineup in- Secretary Charles Gross and Ben
• • •
been an energeticworker, sponsorGraafschan next Wednesday and
that I can go back to my friends
cludes:
Center, Capt. Brunson; Mulder of the News motored to
ing
better
health
measures
and
esJudge Williams of Allegan will John Du Mez has on exhibition
on the faculty, all of them friends
guards.
Painter and Leerihouta; Hartford to see their wonderful
make a Republican speech. There the largest apple that has been specially this added avenue for
I believe.
tackles,
Norlin,
Zwemcr and Wyn- fair and incidentallygot pointers
will also be band music.
seen around here for some time? funds. Others back of this movegaarden;
ends,
G.
Wiegerink and on how they made it possible to
“Togetherwe shall attempt by
The apple weighs 18 ounces and is ment are Mrs. James Mclx-an of
Beaver;
quarterback, Dalman; remain in "the black and not in the
the Grace of God to carry on the
Hnllandj
Mjs.
George
Van
Duren,
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO of the Wolf River variety. Ten
red."
halfback,Slighter,Poling and Van
work so well done in the past for
TODAY
bushels of this variety are on dis- former head of the Red Cross;
Mr. Vandenberg spoke at some
Haitsma;
fullback,
Tysse
and
the intellectualand spiritual inMrs. Mabel Vandenberg,present
play at Du Mez store.
length, telling those at the meetOosting.
crease of our Reformed church. I
Bom of Mr. and Mrs. Nicodemus
secretary of the Red Cross of Hol•* • • •
• • *
am glad to acknowledge my debt to Bosch — a son.
Four newspaper men got the land; Mrs. McNet, chairman of the
(Continued
on Back Page)
•
•
•
«
Rev. Herman Maas sen of Sheall my predecessors,especiallyto
limit: John B. Mulder, Fred Slag, Ottawa County Red Cross; Judge
o
Dr. Dimnent whom I learned to reof rrooaie
Probate james
James uannoi;
Danhof; jonn
John r.
F, [)I°-\fan. PreHch in the North
John Dykema, who left Holland A. M. Galentine and Ben Mulder oi
The annual field trials of the
spect and honor first as a teacher two years ago to take a position
Van
Anrooy,
chairman
of
the
OtHolland
church
all day Sunday. Mr.
went white bass fishing Friday ____
f
_ J f
1 _ .
. • M tiUttaim
u ft Iv/ia
•• ....11 WolverineBeagle club will return
and then as President I have no with the Muskegon laundry, has night by lantern light and would atawa
County Board of Supervisors; Maassen has been extended a call to Allegan for their eighth consecuthought that I can ever equal his returned and is now employed as you believe it, they each caught Attorney Charles Misner of Grand from this church.
tive year, Oct. 18 to 18. Headmagnificent work or sacrificialser- solicitor for the Holland Gas Co. 25 beauties. Note:— Some fish Haven, also city attorney; Mrs. H.
Look for the cooking school an- quarters are at the Allegan fairvice here. I can only hope to strive Note:— Until a few months ago story.
Den Herder of Zeeland; Mrs. Lee
grounds where there are ideal fato reach his high ideals and service. Mr. Dykema was part owner of
Lillie of Coopersville;Dr. William nouncement to be held in the Arcilities. There will be six races
I trust that Dr. Dimnent the the Model Laundry, of Holland, a
Fekken & Dyke Coal Co. is a Westrate, city physician of Hol- mory next week— Full details are run. They are the 13-inch derby,
Board of Trustees,and the Faculty business he had been connected new firm started at Eleventhst land; Mr. Henry Bosch, health in- given on page 4 of this section.
15-inch derby, 13-inch A. A. bitches,
will always sustain me with their with for 20 years, and in which he and River ave.
spector of this city; Dr. Addison, These cooking schools have prpVen
13-inch A. A. dogs, 15-inch JL A.
Grand Haven; Dr. Stickleyof very popular when held befor*:'
advice and counsel and inspiration, was very successful.
bitches and 15-inch dogs. There
and I ask that you together with
Geo. Steketee, Cornelius Dom- Coopersville;Mrs. Mystic De Groof
• • •
will be a licensed specialty show
the whole church be much in prayer
Miss Nellie Churchford’s gosnel bos, Bert Slagh and Allio Harris of Hudsonville;Mrs. David Warren1 health is better than riches and
for beagles on
Oct 15,
for me and our beloved Hope col- wagon is at the fair grounds this motored to the famous Hutchem of Grand Haven, Mrs. Geo. Albers such a bargain is available,then
and also a bench show.
lege."
lake again yesterdaybut anpar- county school commissioner GVrrit it would seem that the Board of
week.
o —
ently the fish have all been fished Groenwoud of Holland and many Supervisors will rive this matter
Mr. and Mrs. J. 8.
Miss Jennie C. Steketee, 133 W.
Albert J. Huizinga has bought a out for they got none. Dombos others in the different communitiestheir earnest considerationand see
Emil Was and Mfs.
14th St., Holland, was a recent half interest in the W. C. Walsh changed his sport and bagged sev- about the county.
their way dear to act favorably on have returned from ai
guest at the Moody Bible Institute, Drug Store on East Eighth Street,eral ducks. On the way back the
Folks in this county have just this seemingly extra small appro- th tough the
Chicago, where she was formerly a
car tipped over in a ditch, but no begun to realize what a wonderful priationconsideringthe great oen- around Lake
student.
R. N. De Merrell has purchased bones were broken.
investment $1000 will bring and if efita that can b? driived,
through Wisconsin
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HOLLAND WOMAN
SUFFERS BROKEN HIP
IN ACCIDENT

G. J. DIEKEMA HONORED ride carrying two children, one
GUEST AT WOMAN’S LIT- fore and one aft. Men deliver all
ERARY CLUB PROGRAM
sorts of produce, even bureaus and

MRS.

OttfKttXMXtmOO

Big Damage Suit
of $50,000

couches,on their handle-bars.Milk

Warm

Mrs. Nicholas Hofsteen of Holland receiveda broken leg and hip
in an automobileaccident near
Bridgeman and is now languishing
in a St. Joseph hospital vhile her
husband, NicholasHofsteen, was

(EiUblithed 1872)

NEWS

Friend Tavern'sDining carts carry shining brass and cop-

Not

Buehler Bros.
Cash Market

Hall was filled to capacity Tues- per urns with spigots to fill dishes
day when the members of the Wo- brought out by the maids. The imPubliihedmrr Thuraday eveninf
mens Literary club staged a ban- maculate window curtains are
>7 a Da; f for
quet honoring Mrs. G. J. Diekema, framed by bright colored shutters JAMESTOWN VERDICT IS SUSEntewd as Second Clau letter
TAINED BY THE MICHIGAN
Better Ti kan Gold ' '
wife of the Minister to The Hague. on every house,* and the doors have
•t the post offioe At Holland, Mich.,
SUPREME COURT
injured
in
the
back
and
in
his
neck.
The
decorations
were
pleasing
peep-holes
through
which
notes
are
^Germany iDoestSometihing
of
tnder the Act of ConcreAS, MArch,
Mr. and Mrs. Hofsteen were re- and there was an atmosphereof passed. Mirrors are arranged on
The
Michigan Supreme Court
1887.
The lYesidi mt’s opttalatlc view turning from Chicago where they good will pervading the entire the inside of windows for the consustainedthe action of Circuit
& Grocery Specials for Saturday.
vience of those within and maids Court of Ottawa County in the
- 6050 of the near future, backed Uy had taken their son, Lester, who gathering.
Boiinexa Office
sound Diets and Urubcw. should is a student in dentistryat Loyola
Mrs. Diekema was at her best in gay colors are out daily washing damage suit of Paul Shannon,a
comfort many doubting Americans College. Upon reaching a point and impressed her audience when the windows and doorsteps. The
Sugar Cured Picnic Hams (none better
who thought (he world, had come near Bridgeman their car skidded she gave a resume of life as she littleshops display all their wares Grand Rapids police officer, who
CONSIDER. NOW,
had brought suit in the Ottawa
to impend when violent wtock. gam- and left the road and turned over in saw it in The Netherlands.
in the window, making it really
Fancy Beet Pot Roast (young beel)-»
county court against Jamestown
bling tpro<]uce<A Its usual reeuK.
the ditch, on last Thursdayevening
Mrs. Diekema pointed out that worth while to do window shop- for $50,000 damages. The case
Particularly
important
in
the
Tender Boiling Beef ...............
A surprising featureof this year
at about seven o'clock.
the feminist movement is just be- j ping. Shabbily dressed people are
was hard fought while Judge Cross
fact, usually forgotten, that this
ginning over there; that very few 1 seen gazing at a beautifulpainting
of aRricultural dearth, especially in
was
still
on
the
bench
and
ShanRolled Beef Roast [no bone or waste]
Aattot* consumm 90 per treat of all HOLLAND TEACHERS TO BE
women do anythingout of their in a window, showing the old world non lost his case and through his
the vicinity of Holland,is the fruit It produces. 115 tomorrow rthe peoGUESTS AT W.C.T.U.MEET own homes. A woman’s club is now love of culture.
Oysters Fresh from the Coast* quart
attorneys asked for
re-trial
crop. In fact, this is true every- plf*\4)f the U rated States, consumorganized at The Hague which she
The Diekemas were invitedto a which was refused by Judge Cross.
ers
.and
distrtmtoos,
should
rewhere in Michigan and even in the
No. 1 Creamery Butter ...........
Mrs. Elisabeth Perkins, nation- has attended, and although it was society wedding when the daughter
The case was then carried to the
sume* their normal ^purchasing.In- ally known child welfare worker, a pleasant occasion, she noticed
districts where drouth was most
CZU.1S
Michigan
Supreme
Court
and
a
deFresh Dressed Chicken ............
steadNof holding back In a vague,
prolonged and devastating,there is foolish fear, our prosperity condi- will be the principalspeaker at a that the Dutch women who are married. Mrs. Diekema described cision has just been rendered susmeeting of the Woman’s Christian very gracious in their homes, do the lovely decorationsin the
i
Cheese
Brick Cream or Longhorn ..
taining the “no cause for action”
fruit There are orchards loaded tions nrould Immediately, become
Temperance Union to be held in the not conduct themselves easily in church and the clothei worn by verdict rendered in the Ottawa
!»7.perkcent
of
nonmol.
/
with hi*, rosy apples where the
Woman’s Literary Club rooms this public meetings. Patrician women the wedding party, as well as the county court.
J ! Sliced Boiled Shoulder .............
week Friday evening.
have few home duties except to at- regular church service including
lawns and meadows and the very
The
township
of
Jamestown
will
!, Hills Bros. Coffee ....................
Amierlcans now hoarding, they
The meeting will begin at 4:30 tend to their best china and dishes, psalm-singing, prayers, and even
orchard grasses are parched and
u
to pay the damknow not why, (should remember and a pot-luck supper will be and take care of the linen closet. two collections, instead of the usu- not be called upon
B. B. Special Coffee, 3 lbs ...........
ages as asked for in the complaint.
brown. There are peaches and tluit Hie HKU) doll ar will do almost served. The Holland teachers will
Servants do all the other duties, ex- al four. After the ceremony 250
The Supreme court in a decision
jfrapes and pears in fine display at twice the buying -work of a 1929 be special guests. An exhibition
covering several typewritten pages
every roadside market and at the doll an Bay row. the dollar's(19:tO and sale of Japanese art will be in
ispecl
Government Inspected
Meats.
Groceries of
reviews the case, stating that Paul
value tiullk not rfudure.
charge of Mrs. Stephen Karsten
gates to farmyardsand orchards,
Shannon, who owned an automo/
National
Repute.
before and after the supper.
tempting the passing tourists.
bile and was an officer of the
Members of the committee in
We deliver any order C. 0. D. anywhere in
If
Henry*
Fond's
latest
prediction
Grand Rapids police department
What wonderfulresources has
charge
of
supper
and
other
arthe City for 5 cents. Phone 3551
becomes realitj , this country will
brought
suit for damages in the
the tree. It was a poet with a smat.consumenil U can produce, and Mrs. H. J. DeWeerd, Mrs. William
above named amount. On the day
tering of scientificknowledgewho more, barring,* perhaps, superfluous rangementsare Mrs. C. Van Buren,
of the accident, the plaintiff, toVander Schel, Mrs. J. Vander Poel,
said the visible, above-ground tree food products* And If they can be
gether with one Mr. Pease, also a
Mrs.
Frank
Van
Etta,
Mrs.
J.
Van
police officer, together with Goldie
is but the tail of the huge organ- produced as cheaply in proportion
Oss,
Mrs.
William
Modders
and
a* our ai*o» oblles are produced,
Parker and Gertrude Matice left
ism that reaches out far and wide
Mrs. Henry Ketel.
our farms Icould nndersell the
too,
8t.
Grand Rapids in Shannon’s car and
beneath the soil. How vast are the w ortld. as «air* automobile and movthat afterwardsShannon changed
resourcesof these giants as com- Ingydctures fiictorles do.
FROBEL PARENT-TEACHERS
scats with Goldie Parker, permitting her to drive. The accident
MEETING HELD TUESDAY
pared with that of the smaller veg3551
occurred near Jamestown.
Mr. yFord' |»redlcts n minimum
NIGHT
etable fry that open mouths for
According to Shannon, their car
pay for* worlat rs of $27 a day by
daily fill of rain and dew, and, failstruck a neglected piece of road
ilftO. th# flwMlny week to be uniThe
Parent-Teachers’meeting of
ing this continual refreshing, go versal. ukiigr the $27 n day man
with loose gravel and the testirroebel school was held Tuesday
mony tends to show that the driver
dormant or die outright.
leisure to enj^y Ids earnings,auto- evening. The meeting was called
of the car was driving rapidly over tKuoauMi
/ to order by William Brower, presiBut the trees go down to the mobile, radio,
this fresh gravel on a comparadent, and Prof. C. Kleis of Ho
perennial sources, to the general
tively narrow highway, when the
College opened with prayer. The
The greatest item in America's scheme of SoTo
many
akat
seems
preposterlevel of waters which conserves the
accident in question in which sevous— almost tcglminal.But not community singing was led by
cial
Welfare
is the happy union of
and worainfall of the summers and the
eral in the party were badly inlong ago there* 'was only onq/man Leon Moody. Dr. Leenhouts, the
jured occurred.
men in weolock.
snow meltings of the winters and in the Unitody Slates that could principal speaker of the evening,
In the complaint in Circuit
changes hut little from year to earn a dollarctday the yeac round. described scenes of the World War
Court, Shannon set forth that the
fields and his reacUon to them,
IT IS
The
inenra«eifrom
one
dollar
a
day
year. And out of this great abunJamestown authoritieshad neglectfor one jnun.only, to six 'dollars a william Arendshorst, Henry Geerdance the trees bring the tons of
ed the road and because of this
day. antfimooe.for millions of Inen. lings. George Mooi and' Fred
neglect, the car swerved from the
moisture for their sap, their life would h»e oeeuied ns ••Impossible” Beeuwkes. members of the Board
BY
FINANhighway, crashed into and over a
blood, and for the juices with which ns the ii»'nM^.* that Ma Ford sug- of Education, also spoke. RefreshCIAL
culvert
and
because
of
the
accigests frmnvslx
frutnyslx dolla
dollars* to twenty- ments were served by the mothers
they enrich their fruits.
dent he received serious and perof the sixth grade pupils.
seven.
^
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Upheld by Court

The Food Emporium

Holland

Neat

THE

TREE

a

*

—

Buehler Bros.,

34 W.

.

HOLLAND, MICH.

PHONE

i

(etc.

men

THE PURPOSE OF THE MARITAL

ENDOWMENT CORPORATION TO PROMOTE

»

—

MERCHANTS HAVE SHORT
BIT IMPORTANT MEETING

—

ll of a &
Dlscoveityf
coveuyf
gold

mine containing two or three/billions of dol-

wouM be

The first Holland Merchants As- lars In gxdd
sociation meeting after a vacation news, ttnatucingthe

the benefits are questionable.
In the future all solicitors for
scheme advertising must submit
their propositionto the secretary
of the
t Holland Merchants’ Asscciaation and he in turn will submit it
to a committeeof three for approval.If not approved then* will
oe nothing doing as far as the
merchants are concerned.

force, Ontario.

These deposits are said to be
greater than those owned by Belgian in the Congo, hithertogreatcat in the world.

Manager “Gene" Ripley was
given praise as was his company
for the excellent phone service that
Holland now enjoys, at least one
member said that it seemed like a
beendictionafter years of inferior
service because of old equipment.
All meetings will be held on the
first Monday in the month in the
future. President Dornbos, in appointing his committees,placed
the secretary on the publicity committee and the Good Roads’ Committee is composed of Jake Lokker, Captain Austin Harrington
and Gerard Cook. The other committee, the industrial group, is
composed of C. W. Dornbos and
G. J. Rutgers.
-o

-

f

'

/

Geonany proposes to meet the
crisis of extreme radicalismon one
hand and threat of Fascist leaderkhip on the other by action.
Rigid economy will reduce national expenditures by
billion

a

barks.
It la even suggeated that 'General

Von Hindenburg's pay be reduced.

We have no money worries here,
with money to loan a drug in the
market. We seem to lack the energy that does something, or anything. We are like a poor old
lady, dispossessed from her prosperity lodgings, weeping on the
sidewalk,not knowing what to do.
The fiery Hitler reminds you of
the saying that If a man doesn't

go too far he never goes

far

enough. He has gone far enough.
He not only threatens to Impeach Hindenbnrgbut proposes to
conquer Russia, "because Germany
Jack Bos, secretary of the Hol- needs more territoryfor expanland Lumber & Supply Co., proved sion.’’
himself a real hero when he dived
A large, Bolshevik bear in Mosinto 20 feet of water in the channel cow will have somethingto say
at Holland harbor and rescued about that.
Stewart I^e Baker, 8-year-oldson
of Mr. and Mrs. John Baker.
, George M. Reynolds, head of the
The child fell info the water big Continental Illinois Bank and
while playing on the pier and his
Trust company of Chicago, ended
plight was noticed first by Mrs. his fiftieth year in banking with

HOLLAND MAN SAVES CHILD
FROM HARBOR

-

o

-

The ca5e«has been occupying the
attention of the courts for more
than two years and the decision in
the Supreme Court exonerating
Jamestown officials will end the

hard fought case.

Shannon was
Grand Rapids

representedby
attorneys and
Jamestown by the law firm of
Diekema, Cross and Ten Cate, of

Orders have come from the U. S.
Postal Departmentat Washington.
D. C., that all those using cheap
tin letter boxes are instructed to
substitute in their stead a more
substantialletter box or mail slots

their door.

The

In a few months the volume

of,

business will startle the nation by
its size.”

plain the details of the

pon to the company's address with your name and
residence.
Qualifications: Unmarried and 18 years of
age or over.
Name

Reridenre

department

prefers the mail slot in the door
but galvanized iron boxes or boxes
with protected edges are satisfac-

Mrs. G. J.

Diekema

MARITAL ENDOWMENT CORPORATION.

tory.

now in use in many
homes are dangerous because of
their sharp edges and many cases
of carriers cutting their hands
The

member or officer to explan? If so, mail this cou-

a

Holland.

tin boxes

cept occasional ordering by telephone. The lady of the house is almost never seen in the shops. She
spends her time reading, walking,

,

E. P.

guests adjourned for a wedding
breakfast of an overwhelmingar-

Stephan, District Manager

3794

St.

30 East 9th
Phone
Holland, Mich.
Ads will be inserted under this
ray of food, served at little tables
heading
at
the
rate
of
one
cent
a
by many waiters. In The Netherriding horse back, playing tennis | lands the wedding receptionis held word per insertion. Minimum
have been reported.
or golf 'and studying various lan- 1 two weeks before the wedding. Re- charge 25c. All ads are cash with
guages of which she is usually ception guests send flowers and
order.
Faces
familiar with at least four. She is those invited to the wedding-breakwell educated in art and music- and fast send gifts. Flowers from 2000
In High School
YOUR LACE CURTAINS. Send
various other cultures. A very few people made a most gorgeous disthem to the Model Laundry.SatisBand Organization women are found in the professions play; those sent by the queen were faction
guaranteed. 2tc41.
and a small number are beginning white roses in the form of a founThe Holland High School Band business careers. There are no tain. Free weddings are performed FOR RENT— House. Centrally
Several Desks, Files, Safes, Terrell Storhas the largest enrollment in its Sunday Schools and the church every Wednesday at The Hague located. Reasonable. 42 West Ninth
work is all done by the government. and this custom brings out a great
3tp43.
age Cabinets and other Office Fixtures
history;and although nothing defi.
The European women are not as many people around the official
nite has been decided about the uni- good conversationalistsas Amer- offices on that day. Cars and horse
at a reasonable
at
FOR SALE— Lumber and all
forms, a good showing is expected ican women — they have a narrower drawn coaches are seen covered kinds of building material. Large
at all public appearances. The boys range of knowledge;but they are with flowers awaiting the bridal stock. A nationally advertised in
more specialized upon a small parties, who are gay in their lace sulating wall board at less than
not only lack good uniforms, but
number of interests. The women of capes and shawls.
one-third regular pric
price. Sheet steel,
See Henry Boersma
also instrumentation. They hope, The Hague have organized a RoWhile
nnne wrs.
Mrs. uicKema
Diekema siaiea
stated inai
that cablei paint
int, roofing, nails, doors,
hi
however, that in the near future tary Club and the Americanwomen she loved living in Europe, that wjm|owti.
windows, barn door track, rabbit
there will be provided the instru- of that city have an American Wo- she loved America more. She hutches,almost anything you may
, man’s Club of which Mrs. Diekema stated that folks in Europe are not
need at one-third and one-half
ments needed to form a good sym- ; js presidentfor the coming year.
keyed to a high pitch like in Amer- price. Come and see us. Open eve- muitnitTiniattiMiuiiamiHuuiwi
phonic band.
Personal impressions upon ar- ica but took their time to work, nings. Decker Bros., Jenison, Mich.,
Thirty-fourclarinets are en- riving in the old world were enter- took their time to live and took on M21 near Radio Station.
rolled; eleven boys play saxo- taining to Mrs. Diekema's audi- their time to be happy. The com3tc43.
ence; the old moss-covered stone petition, too, is less keen than in
phones; two girls and eleven boys
wharves,unsanitary conditions in the United States.
Record reaults come from the use
make cornets speak; nine handle the railroad dining-cars, ancient "The European children enjoy
of I-H flour in baking bread, binthe slide trombones; altos, bari- houses and shops, extremely nar- singing clubs and kite-flyingand
cults and cakes. It is absolutely
tones, piccolosand basses are two row streetswithout walks and the the young people go off for pleas- pure.
absence of frame buildings, she ant picnics on their bicycles. They
or three a piece; and seven is the
vividly described. The motor-cars are content with their old possesperfect number of drums and traps. keep up a continuous honking of sions; they have time to enjoy a
Have you anything to sell, adClarinets are played by Howard horns until it sounds like huge leisurelylife, making a little go vertiseit in this column.
Becksfort.William Bonthuis, flocks of geese in the air. Innumer- farther than do Americans, and alFOR SALE:— 60 acre farm inGeorge Bosworth,Herbert Chap- able push-cartsare everywhere and ways saving a nest-egg for a holibicyclesby the score, being ridden day. They 'hav"etimeTo" thfnkVhichI ^udin* f'1 j»ui,dinKs*Enquire 191
in First Class Condition
man, Bernard Donnelly, Donald El- by everyone, even nuns, priests and will help some day to bring the "cst
3tp42.
ferdink, Gerald Emmick, Gordon nurses. Old ladies go cycling, as world together in a spirit of friendOnly.
FOR SALE:— "Rock Pullets.”
Groenewoud, Kenneth Hill, James well as young lovers riding side by liness, bent on InternationalPeace,"
Clarence Brooks. Phone 2R13.
side holding hands, and mothers she said.
Hinkamp, Warren Huesing, Leland
'

Many New

FOR SALE!

Street.

figure. Apply

HOLLAND FURNACE COMPANY

LATE CAR MODELS
FOR SALE CHEAP

1928 Chevrolet

1929

“

Coach

Six

“

Both

Smith, whose screams at- this sensible and comforting statetracted Baker and Bos, while the
ment:
men were talking together on “Depressions don’t kill people.
Baker’s houseboat.
We are recovering from this depression faster than we appreciANIMAL DOCTOR COMING TO ate. There Is nothing fundaraen- Humphrey, George Hyma, Charles
| tally the trouble with this country.
OTTAWA COUNTY
Kirchen, Austin Kronemeyer,Clar-

Dr. Killham, animal disease specialist from the .State College, ia
visiting eight Ottawa county herds
Thursday and Friday in company
with agriculturalagent Milham.
ork in
ii the
" county is to demonHis work
strate that contagious abortion in
dairy herds may be eradicatedand
prevented. Blood samples are to
be taken at regular intervalsand
sanitary measures taken by cooperators in eradication of the disease. Herds cooperating in this
program are located in Crockery,
Polkton, W r i g h,t , Taliniadge
Georgetown,Jamestown, Zeeland
and Blendon.

May we send you

manent injuries.

WITH DANGEROUS MAIL
BOXES

m

PROVIDING

ASSISTANCE.

LOCAL RESIDENTS ARE INSTRUCTED TO DO AWAY

welcome
world more

of four months took place Tues- strongly onua gold1 basis.
day evening and because of the
Diseorerylof a mine containing
steady downpour, the first real millions of wons of pure copper
rain in six months, the rttendanee would be oflgrent value to induswas very small. The merchant# try, although* it Might upset stock
put their foot down on advertising prices.
schemes such as cook books, blotBut no minerali discovery could
ters, hotel registers and many pro- be as welcomeioras important as
grams. They find that the prices the discovery,Just announced, of
on this manner is tremendousand huge radium deposit* at Wilber-

-

HAPPY MARRIAGES

A BARGAIN!

ence Kuhlman, Woodrow Maris,
Hector Martin, Palmer Martin,
James Moody, Harold Nienhuis,

Fish Reared in Hatchery

Cash

Enquire 138 W. 23rd

BLUE BIRD Beauty Shop. Marcelling or fingerwavingincluding
i shampoo. 50 cents. Long hair 75
cents. 15 West 8th Street, tfc.

St.

!

Grow

Three Times as Fast as Those

CHILDREN’S HAIRCUT 25c

PHONE

9862

at

Kenneth Pelgrim, George Plakke,
Fredrick'sBarber Shop. 3tp42.
in
LaVcrn Scheerhorn, Billy Tappan.,
Tlyf FI TT
"Time was when fish culturists
WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE? TROUBLE FORCES
Kent Thompson, Kenneth Vander
acres, fruit and poultry fa*-m. Good l/F. iTl# Jj. 1101180
t]av.|
u
""a"| measured their planting of trout brook trout are held until one year
buildingsand timber. Price $25,000.
,, „ ^ ck Van Raalte, Willard jn millions, large numbers being old, but brown trout, because their
SOLUTION NO. 12
Keene Land Co., Allegan, Mich.
Specialist af
Van Regenmortor, RussellVan Ta- the goal; today the unit of meas- rate of growth the first year is less
bling.
tenhbve, Donald Visser, Julius urement is weight, rather than than brook trout, are held until
1— Tree could not grow on top
FOR
SALE-Guernsey, EYE* EAR* NOSE
Waganaar, James Westveer, and number, in many of the progressive two years old before planting. They of rock. 2— Cross bars on telephone fresh soon. C. F. Felker,R.2, Fennstates,"says Carlos Avery, presi- are then from 8 to 13 inches in pole are not on same side. 3— One ville,
Simple minded red men sold Arthur Wrieden.
3tp41.
dent of the American Game Pro- length and weigh from a quarter telephone wire does not continue.
MiinhattuQ Island for $24, not susThe
saxophone
section has as tective Association.
to three-quarter*of a pound each. 4— Basket shows different weave
FOR SALE — Rabbit hound. A
pecting how that island and land
17 West Sth St.
Superintendent John W. Titcomb on two sides.* — Cube sugar does No. 1. Warren Dill, Bravo, Mich.
One small eastern state planted
adjoining across the East river players Edwin Barkel. Alvin
Over
Meyer’s
Music House
3tp42.
would develop.New York city, Brandt, James Boter, Frank Duffy, 19 tons of trout in its streams last and his assistant,Ebon W. Cobb, not come in cans. 6— Word "ads” is
have
found
that
hatchery
reared
year,
all
reared
from
the
egg
to
misspelled.
7—
Apple
butter
does
with more than 7,090,000popula- James Essenberg, Hadden HanOffice Houre: 1$ to 12, 1 to 4,
fish of an average size of seven fish grow three times as fast as not come in jugs. — Stake holding
tion. has real estate assessed at
For Only $45.00
7 to 8.
HOLLAND FOUNDER OF MIS- $19,700,000,000 which means that It , U; N ctor Kron‘,meyer. Glenn and a half inches before planting. those produced from the egg in the sign could not be set into rock. 9—
HKIN UNION IS AGAIN
Loveland, Lindsay Miller, Donald Connecticut,the state referred to, streams. While the hatchery fish Stake is round above sign and
is worth at least $.,i0.000.000,000.
PHONE 4351
That la Impressive, and Inter- Prins and Paul Vunden Berg.
is one of the most densely popu- attain a size of from 6 to 8 inches square below. 10— There are dough- FOR SALE — A black pony, gentle;
HONORARY PRESIDENT
with cart, harnenM, saddle and all
esting.
Cornets are being handled by lated areas in the country, yet a the first year in the hatchery, it nuts in box instead of pies. 11— —only $45.00. Call C. Dornbos.
Mrs. John A. Dykstra of Grand
system of stocking and manage- takes a wild-stream bred fish three Young man has ring on index fipHerbert Harrington.Leslie Hill,
DE VRIES-DORNBOS
12252 -Exp. Oct. 25
Rapids was re-elected president of
ment of its trout waters has been years to reach the same size. This ger of left hand.
Impressiveand worth rememberFurniture
the Woman’s MissionaryUnion, ing la the fact that if the Indiana Edna Mooi, John Olert, Ranee Ov- developedand perfected whereby is because of the differencein feedSTATE OF MICHIGAN— Ths ProHolland, Mich. bste Coart for ths County of Ottawa.
MOVED from 13 W. 9th St. to Phone
comprising the Grand Rapids, Hol- hud put their $24 out at 6 per erbeekj Donald Poppen, Eugene satisfactoryangling is enjoyed in ing. The hatchery fish are fed all
land and Muskegon classes in the cen with compound Interest they Prins, Althea Raffenaud. Jacob most of its streams which arc* suit- they will eat, while the food sup- 258 E. 8th St. Now ready for hemAt
unsaid Court, hold at
WANTED— Salesman: Agricul- ths Probsts Office in ths City of Grand
Reformed Church in America. would have enough money now to Rezelman, Cornie Steketee,Donald able for trout.
ply of the wild fish is irregularand stitching. Mrs. Ella Wise. 3tp42.
tural
line,
small
Michigan
terriOther officerselected are: Vice buy Manhattan Island several
In rearing fish for planting, precarious, and often inadequate. Baumel. Bensenville,III. 3tp42. tory, salary and expenses,give Hsvsn in raid County, on ths Sth dsy
Vander Kamp, William Wichers and
of Oct. A. D.. 1930
presidents,Mrs. Richard J. Van- times over.
CRATES 'FOR SALE: 25 cents complete qualificationsand refer- Prsisnt, Hon. Jsmss J, Dsnhof,
denberg of Zeeland, Mrs. It. De
The difficulty la that you can’t Marjorie Zuidema.
each, one or a carload. Earl Vos- ences. Replies confidentional.Box
oung of Muskegon, Mrs. Philip make that sort of compound InJudfca of Probate.
Trombones are heard from Ver MANY SUGAR BEETS AND DRY in late July and early August that burg. Ada, Mich.,
3tp41.
19, Holland City News Office.
Meengs of Holland; secretary, Mrs. terest investment, whereas yoo
In ths matter of ths Estate of
WEATHER
PUTS MORE SUnon Avery, Holmes Crowell, Alvin
40tfp.
the sugar beet cf&T> of this section
C. H. Spaan of Grand Rapids; can buy a good piece of real esGAR IN THEM
JOHN K. BROUWER, Deceased
WILL
TRADE
modern
bungalow
Brest,
Chester
Hill,
Herbert
Klientreasurer,Mrs. John N. Trompen tate, take care of It, and later have
would be one of the largest in the
on large lot, gas, electricity, close
John S. Dykstra having filed in
of Grand Rapids.
steker, Arthur Sas. Richard Schaftit take care of you.
history
of
the
industry
running
ns
The sweet tooth will not he deto Chicago, for equipped dairy
said court his final administration
Mrs. C. V. R. Gilmore of Holland, .(A IMS. fcr Kite VcaturtiSradlcatt, Im.) cner, Woodrow Slagh and Frank
nied this winter if n higher than high as 20 tons to the acre. How- farm in West Michigan.George
account, and hia petition praying for
organizer of the union and its presWorking.
average beet sugar production in ever, some banner yields of 15 tons Baumel, Bensenville,Ind. 3tp41.
the allowancethereof and for the asident for 30 years, is honorary
the
south-western
Michigan-northan acre are expected. Grub worms
HOLLAND FOLKS ABROAD
signment and distributionof the resiAlto horns are Gilmore Bonzepresident.
ern Indiana district is a criterion worked considerable havoc with
due of said estate,
FOR SALE-Good Building Lot
luar and Howard Hoffman. BariThe next conference will be held
of national supply.
he progress of the crop in its on Van Raalte at 22nd St. Inquire
Mr. and Mrs. John Fryer have
It is Ordered, That the
In First Reformed church at Zeetones,
Robert
Evans
and
Leon
At the end of a most discour- early stages last spring.
returnedfrom a two-week Canadian
— News office.
land.
12th day el Nev , A. D., 1934
Moody.
Basses,
Al
De
Weerd,
Geraging
season
from
a
climatic
The dry, hot weather, however,
Offerings for missions totalled tJ.,I>~,Rob<'rtBlau sen has left for
standpoint and on the eve of the has insured an unusually high suat ten o’clock In the forenoon, it said
For Rent and For Sale cards are
$525 and a special hospital fund Honda where he plans to stay for ben Walters and Gertrude Wise.
T*l VUriMCTtVt MU tHANITI
an indefinite period of time—
1930 harvest, beet sugar producers gar content.
probateoffice be and is hereby apfor sale at the News office,32 W.
Piccolos are played by Oliver
in this district are by no means
pointed for examining and allowing
•o
The annual conference was held
Lampen,
James
Nies
and
Clyde sad. Despite the drouth,beet growsaid accountand bearing said petition;
TRINITY CHURCH STIU. WITH.
Mr. and Mrs. James Vander Ven
in tire Reformed church at CoopWoltman.
ers in the Galien-Glendora-Lydick entertained the members of the
OUT A PASTOR
It is FurtkorOrdered, That
Public
ersville.The three sessions were
Distinctive Memorials notice
Ladies and Gentlemen’s
beet producing sectionwil harvest North Holland School board and
Drums
are
beaten
by
August
thereof be liven by public
attended by unusually large audiTrinity Reformed church, Hol- Hasten, Wendell Miles, Victor No- 10 tons to the acre, which is said their wives Tuesday evening.
tion of a copy of this order for thrae
ences.
to be considerably above the aver- Games were played after which resuccessive weeks previous to said d.y
*and, nc™*i ^th disappointment
Feh Hats Cleaned Thraout.
Reasonably
Priced
tier, Tom Selby, Roy White, Har- age.
Sunday' the decision of Rev. Henry
freshments were served. Those
of hearing in the HollandCity News,
Boyd is taking a post- D. TerKeurst that he felt impelled old Woltman and Leslie Woltman. The sugar beet makes its heavi- present were Mr. and Mrs. SchilleEipertly Reblocked
a newspaper printed end circulated ia
i course in shorthandand
to continue the pastorateof Bethest root growth during late August man, Mr. and Mrs. Van Gelderen,
Ottawa- Allegan-Kent said county.
*n the afternoon.She attends
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith of 218 and the first half of September, Mr. and Mrs. Ebels, Mr. and Mrs.
JAMES J.DANHOP,
COLUMBU CLEANERS
chLurch al Gran<i
college in the morning.— MaKapids, which he has served three ^,LTenth Strect have moved to which was marked this year by an Raak and Mr. and Mrs. Joe WcsCo.,
and one-half years.
unusual drouth. The prospect was tratc.
310 West Sixteenth Street.
IS W. Sth tt. Htltand, Mich. 71 Ult ElfMh ft. Mim, 1111
oi Probate,

One

thing write down and remember for future reference.This
is the time to buy good stocks, If
you have money to buy and will
not be frightenedaway from them.
Hut no time is good for gam-
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THOUSANDS OF MUSKRAT

George Junior; to Mr. and Mrs. ma gave a very interestingtalk on was served. A large number of ry Brower, Mrs. J. A. Roggen. Mrs.
Martin Nagelkerk,Lincoln street, the "Soldiers’Relief Fund" of Ot- beautiful gifts were presented the rf. Kuite, Mrs. R. Haakma, Mrs. J.
Brink, Mrs. H. Strsbbing and Mrs.
During the 1928-29 season two- October 1, a son, Glen Sherwin; to tawa County. Our new commander honored guest
In
thirds of a million muskrat pelts Mr. and Mrs. Herman Johnson, asked for the co-operation of all
Dr. and Mrs. G. H. Rigterink J. Tanis.
taken in Michigan were reported as North State St. road, September 29, members.The new Legion yesr is visited at the home of F'-ank Leroy
Wednesday being Mr. Hein
Lucille Schroeder, Sylvia Nelson,
sold to licensedfur dealers in the a son. Howard Jay; to Mr. and just starting and all ex-service at Holland laat week Wednesday. Brower’s eightieth birthday, his
are for the purpose of straightenLoretta Spense, Mary Blanchard,
state. Some pelts are also made Mrs. John Maat, West Washington men should join the ranks now and
Mrs. John Kolvoord and daugh- children sUged a happy surprise
ing curves m the roads. ’Hearing
Marjorie Murphy, Mina Johnson,
into coats, etc., and are used lo- St, October 2, a son; to Mr. and learn of all the benefits they will ter Irene were in Grand Rapids on for him. Those present wera Mr.
has been set for Oct. 22. Land in THAT IS WHAT THE ROAD BEMrs.
Henry
Krol,
North
State
receive by being a Legion member. business Saturday.
and Mrs. Pansy Schweisberj?er,question is owned by Hattie Kruitcally without going through the
and Mrs. Ben Logten, Mr. and
TWEEN HOLLAND AND
hands of a fur dealer. In addition Street, September27, a son, Peter; After the business meeting a picMrs. Wilma Clyboarne and Nathan
Rev. J. A. Roggan was at Har- Mrs. Henry Brower, Mr. and Mrt.
ZEELAND COSTS
hoif on M89 and Mary Caughey,
Oliver the Pawating hospital, Niles,
to this, trappers sell a large num- to Mr. a^d Mrs. Newhouse, at Zee ture was shown giving scenes at lem Tuesday eveniny to conduct a James Lehman, Mr. and Mrs.
James M. King and wife of Menber of pelts each year through the land hospital, October 5, a son; to the Children'sBillet at Otter Lake. consistorymeeting at that place.
attended the funeral services of
Ben Ranken and the grandchlldran,
The
contract
for
paving
the
3.878
dota, 111.; Daniel Magneson and
Miss Ruth H. Zwemer, former wife and Scott Zoll and wife on miles of 20-foot concrete on M-21 mails direct to fur houses out of Dr. and Mrs. H. Van Duine, at Ford We had a nice party of Holland The following women attended the brothers,Harman, Ben, GarrR
hospital, Detroit, a son.
Legion men over to viait us. This the conference of the Missionary and Henry, and J. Kronemeyer and
nurse at that hospital.
between Zeeland and Holland cities the state, so that the total "take"
M118.
Theological Student Harry
was let recently to Barden and in Michigan that year must have
G. Kooiker and their wivas from
George Schuiling spoke at the
• u,,i“ *i
The Community Chest drive in- West at the cost of $25,419.82per been near a millionmuskrat pelts. Brower of the Weatern TheologMrs. B. Fokkert Mrs. G. Kleinhek- Holland, the two latter representquarterly Sunday School meeting
ical v Seminary, will conduct the land Legion Post has given a numstituted at Grand Haven several mUe.
sel, Mrs. H. Kempker, Mrs. J. ing the families of Mr. Browar's
at North Blendon Tuesday evening.
morning services at the Second ber of these minstrel shows and Hoffman,Mri. Bennink, Mrs. Hen- slaters.
NEW GRONINGEN
weeks ago has been completed ac-| Work on this paving will be postReformedChurch, Zeeland,Sunday, they were well received. We are
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Knoll of 25 cording to a report made at a poned till next spring when it is
sure Zeeland will loyally support us
West Ninth Street have moved to regular meeting of the directors of hoped work will be started as soon
Bert Schuitemaof New Gronin- October 12th.
"Pre- Post- or A-Millenium, in giving "Minstrel Flashes.
25 East Thirteenth Street.
the Chamber of Commerce.The to- as the weather permits. Prelimin-« gen submitted to an operation at
Report of tho Coaditio* of
the local hospitalon Friday morn- What?" is the subject of the serThe Holland Postal Clerks and tal amount raised is $15,000 or ary work will all be completed this
mon to be considered by Rev. J.
HAMILTON
THE HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
members of the Women’s Auxiliary about $3,000 more than was anti- fall to facilitate the surfacing next
Junior Karsten entertained aix Van Peursem next Sunday evening.
cipated as necessaryat first.
The grading has all been cornheld their regular monthly meeting
Dr. Jacob Vander Meulen of the
at Holland, Michigan, at the close of busineaa, September 24, 1920, at
special committee was appointed to pleted and the bridge across Black of his little friends Saturday with Prof. John R. Mulder of Holland
Tuesday evening at the home of Mr.
called for by the Commissionerof the Banking Department
check on any prospects that might* River will be finished soon if pres- a party in honor of his ninth birth- will preach at the morning service. seminary had charge of the servand Mrs. Alfred Bolks, 115 East
Application for marriagelicense ices ip the American Reformed
RESOUkClJS
overlooked and to bring ent plans mature. At the east end day. Those present were Jay De
Seventeenth street. After the bifti*
CommercialSavinp Dollara Cti
in $500 which has been pledged. |of Washington street in Zeeland Vries, Gordon Bouwens, Maurice has been made by Tymen Nyen- church Sunday.
ness session, a social hour was enbrink, 21. and Fannie Weenum, 18,
Loans and Discounts ..... $697,606.77 $ 396,134.11
Student Lester Kuincr preached
The Parent-Teachers’Club of the the r‘Kht.of wa>' i* being cleared Schaap, Junior Deters,Lavern and
joyed.
...... 2,083.34
Holland Christian Schools was a V removing some of the buildings Dale Vanden Berg. Junior received both of Blendon township; Henry at the First church while the pas- Items in transit
Wesseldyk, 23, and Lena Brink, 121, tor filled a classicalappointment
William Banne, 45, passed away very enjoyable affair,.Dr. Garrett £at were
and leveling many gifts and a good time was enWednesday mornnig at his home on Heyns, the superintendent,giving the ground on the curve where it joyed by all. A delicious lunch was Zeeland.
Totals .......... $ 699,689.11 $ 396,134.11 1,096,828.22
at Vricslund.
Rural Route four. He has been a a very timely talk and introducing co?,nect811w,th the present highway, served by /Mrs. Karaten.
Mrs. Joe De Pree, formerly Miss
Rev. R. A. Carnahan of Central
resident of the North Side for the differentnumbers that const?- L Rje^tly an effort was made by
Bert Schuitema, our milk dealer, Carrie Moerdyk of this city, subReal Estate Mortgages...! 20,300.00 91,097,778.03 $1,118,078.03
College, Pella, Iowa, will preach
about nine years. He was associated tuted the program. Mr. Cornril Zee'antd c*t,z^8 1« urge hepaving submitted to an operation at Zee- mitted to an operation at Blodgett
Sunday
afternoon at the First Rewith the Koening and Banne Poul- Dornbos led in the community sing- 1 "
Ronds and Securities,vis.
*
ciiJ th'* but the time land hospitallast Friday morning. hospital,Grand Rapids, last week formed church.
try farm. The deceased
survived ing. There was a very acceptable ,,mlt 18 becom,nK 80 8hort that He is in a critical conditionat this Tuesday morning.
______ is
_________
Mrs. Wm. Ten Brink was in Low- a Municipal Bonds in Office 5,000.00 67,164.16
by one sister and two brothers, j vocal solo by Miss Anne De Groot. fher® i8 no probabilityof any pav- time.
c U. S. Bonds and Certificate!
Mrs. Herman Miller has graciousMr. and Mrs. Nick De Boer at- ly opened her home for the first ell for the week-end.
of Indebtedness in Office 200.00 162,000.72
~s- Cnhar>M.K^n'K, Hoi-! Peter Sikkel rendered a violin solo ,n«
fil1’
The tall telephonemen— Jack
lai
SouUt,h!thatwas well received and the 8«nce Oct. 15 is the last date pav- tended the funeral of Miss Tracy meeting of the Zeeland Literary and Howard— are busy putting in a
c Other Ronds .......... 339,594.16 168,490.87
Bend, Ind., and Arthur Banne, Hoi- 1 Heerspink brothers gave a delight- 18 Pitted in this sectionof Mulder in Holland last Wednesday. Club on Tuesday, October 14, at
private line for Roy Ashley and
Friends here received word of
ful
*tate by the state highway auful guitar
guiUr duet.
duet. Mr.
Mr. James Dvkstra
Dykstra
Totals ........... $344,794.15 $ 377,666.75 $ 722,449.90
3:30 p.m. The Club is celebrating Henry Was.
thorities.
the death of Mrs. J. Vander 1’loeg
its tenth anniversary with a tea and
Mrs. P. H. Fisher and daughter
who died at her home in Holland has invitedall former members to
Reserve!, vis:
Hazel visited at the home of Lee
Saturday evening.
Due from Federal
be present. At this meeting the club Stillwell at GreenvilleSunday.
A meeting of the Parent-Teach- nuartet will make its debut Mrs.
Reserve Bank ........ $108,859.72$ 85,000.00
Announcement was made at the
Benton Harbor Tuesday while they ent with their simple but pleasers’ association was held in the New
ing littlesongs.
Hickman will play a violin solo. services of the First Reformed Cash and Due from Banka
were on their wav to Holland to
by
Groningen school on last Friday Reports of the delegatesto the Dischurch Sunday of the death of Mrs.
In Reserve Cities ..... 229,732.11 106,685.09
attend the funeral of Jay SchadMr. and Mrs. Henry Siersma
officers were trjct Fed(,ration Convention will be
evening.The new officers
Vander Ploeg of Holland. Exchanges for
delee. Their machine skidded off the were pleasantly surprised at their
electea:PresidentMrs. B. Vene- 1 |ven and gn 0UtIjne of
m John
Is
Mrs. Vander Ploeg was a member
Clearing House ........ 6,873.82
wet pavementand overturned,roll- home in North Holland last week
klasen; vice-president,Bert Hie- for the
wj|1 b(.
of the First church. The funeral
ing over on one side. They contin- Wednesday evening, the occasion
mersma; secretary,Mrs. M.
"
*
senfed.
services were held Wednesday.The
Totals ........... $344,405.66$ 171,686.00 $ 616,150.74
ued to Holland by train and attend- being their forty-eighth wedding WATER CORE ERADICATED
dertima; treasurer,Marvin Smith.
ed the Schaddelee rites. The nurses anniversary. The couple were preFROM INFECTED FRUIT IN John R. Dethmers gave a very in- The announcements for Bible bereaved family is assured of the
Witness Hall. Zeeland, are as fol- sincere sympathy of the commu- COMBINED ACCOUNTS, vis.:—
were the Misses Christine Schol- sented with a beautiful lamp. The
tereating talk. /fHis subject was
3 TO 5 MONTHS
lows: Thursday evening. J. Mitten, Beatrice Olsen, Alice Olsen guests were Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Overdrafts ...................................
875.71
"Respectfor Authority.” Mr. and chell’s class in the Epistle to the nity.
Walter Monroe, Jr., and family Banking House .................................
and Marie Lindequist. They suf- Lievense and children, Bertha, That placing apples, infected Mrs. Corey Lamer gave a few se49,900.90
Galatians.
Services
Sunday
mornhave sold their propertyin the Furniture and Fixtures ..........................
fered bruises and slight lacera- Jane, Esther, Nelson and Russell, with the disease known as "water lections on the saxophone and piano
16,(96.17
tions.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Westrate and core," in cold storage for a period accordion which were much en- ing and evening will be conducted north end of town and have moved
Other Real Estate ..............................
13.267.69
by Jack Peelan of McBain, Mich- to Holland. His father has moved
Herm Prins and Sam Althuis son Harold, Mr. and Mrs. William of from three to five months will joyed. William Glerum, our former igan. Sunday afternoon at 3 o’clock. in the home and becomes a resi- Customers’ Bonds Deposited with Bank for Safekeeping 40414.46
Siers, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bos and
Outside Checks and Other Cash Items ..............477.72
have returned from a months’ huntrid them of the infection, is demon- president, was chairman for the Peter Pell will discuss the Book of
dent of the first ward.
children, Nelda, Gladys and TheoStock of Federal Reserve Bank .................... 6,009.99
ing expeditionin the far west. They
strated by an experiment at Mich- evening.
Revelation.Beginning Monday evedore, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Johnson
A ball game was played Mon- ning. October 20th, and continuing C. Drost of Holland was a visibrought back with them two mounigan State college.
tor at the D. L. Brink home Friday
and Miss Florence Kossen.
tain sheep, two elk and a moose
Total ...................................
$3,678,632.64
Michigan apples of Deliciousand day afternoon at the New Gron- every evening during that week evening.
ingen
school
grounds
between
the
weighing 1800 pounds besides lessMr. and Mrs. Benny Batema en- Wagoner varieties,coming from
and the following. Dr. M. U. De
A
regular meeting of the P.T.A.
er game. The two men spent the tertainedthe members of the Hol- Benzie and Leelanau counties, were Noordeloog school and New Gronin- Hnnn of Calvary Undenominational was held at the Albers School last
Dollara da.
month in Jackson Hale, Wyoming, land Booster baseballteam at their used in the experiment. Apples se- gen. The score was 49 to 8 in favor Church of Grand Rapids will speak. week Tuesday evening. Wilbur Capital Stock Paid In .............................
$100,009.99
and spent the entire time in hunt- home Tuesday evening. The Boos- lected at random from certain in- of the local team.
Surplus Fund ....................................100.000.90
This will be a series of evangelestic Vander Kolk presided.A poem of
ing wild game. Sam Althuis also ters won the city championship this fected orchards in these counties
UndividedProfits, net ............................ 72,787.24
sermons and Bible expositions. The introductionwritten by Harry Pol
ZEELAND
brought back a pair of horns that summer. The players presented showed, when the experimentwas
subjectswill be announced later.
was road by Arthur Hogman; So- Dividends Unpaid ........ ........................ 270.00
were found in the big woods.
Coach Benny Batema with a large undertaken, about 50 to 75 per cent
The regular meeting of the phie Schieving and Anna Pol ren- Reserve for Taxes. Interest. Depreciation,etc ......... 10,000.00
Revs. J. Van Peursem and R. J.
%
There is no more famous dra- silver loving cup on which was en- of the Delicious and about 90 |>cr Vanden Berg and Eiders Isaac Van W.C.T.U. will he held Friday. Octo- dered a piano duet. Several guitar COMMERCIAL DEPOSITS,
matic star on the screen today graved the record of the team in cent of the Wagener apples to ix\ Dyke and Joe Meeuwsen left for ber 17. at the home of Mrs. Annie selectionswere given by Arthur Commercial Deposits Subject to Check $ 847,913.07
appreciationof the serviceswhich diseased.
Demand Certificatesof Deposit ....... 330,090,45
Cook. Reports of the State Conven- Hoffman and Garret Van Dyke.
than Gloria Swanson. In her latest
he rendered.Those making up the
1,300.40
These apples were held in cold Chicago early Tuesday morning to tion being held in Grand Rapids Rev. J. A. Roggen spoke on "Ap- Certified Check ....................
picture. "What a Widow-’’ now
attend the Synodical Conference of
Caahier’i Checks ...................•6,91 6. 5
that week will be given. All mem- preciatingOur Privileges." A large
showing at the Majestic, she es- championship baseballteam are storage at 32 degrees for slightly the Reformed Church.
Captain Joe McCarthy, Bud Wes- under three months, when not one
bers are urged to attend the State number were in attendance. The
State Moneys on Deposit ............. 26,000.00
says a comedy role with her usual
Gerrit Petroelje of Lincoln St.
terhof, Edward Wolters, Russell of the 50 remainingDelicious apU. S. Government Deposits .......... 1,738.79
success.
Convention, Oct. 14 to 17. Ranquet. building has been beautifullydechas
been
appointed
to
the
position
Sakkers,John Mills, Benny Batema, ples showed a trace of the trouble
Tuesday evening at First Methodist orated during the summer months.
Gerald Breen, .former Holland Watson Spoelstra, Chester Slighter, and only throe of the remaining "f '|«.k *nj le“fr “"J"
‘he Eoiscopal Church. Wednesday eve- , The Cubs won the city championTotals .....................
$1,211,957.86 $1,211,957.96
high school student, is making a Cornelis Unema, Mark McCarthy, 33 Wagenera ahowed water core. Ze'1,n,)
10 fiU the v“' ning an address is to be given by ship and now the miserable Cub
cancy caused by the resignationof
fine name for himself at Michigan Louis Japinga and Carroll Norlin.
Attorney General Brucker. ThursThis experiment was checked by
SAVINGS DEPOSITS, via.:—
— o
Russel Nykamp who entered the day election of officers and a dem- fans are noisy again.
State College. He was elected presa more extensive repetition as fol-’
The
local high school l>ull team
Book Accounta — Subject to
Rush Medical Collegein Chicago.
ident of the Senior Class, and
onstration by the local presidents. met and defeated the team of Burlows: —
Savings By-Laws ................ $2,043,252.98
Jacob Wabeke, son of Mr. and
starred in Michigan State’s first
One bushel of tree run Delicious Mrs. Bert Wabeke of this city, who Thursdayevening a pageant will be nips by the score of 7 to 5. This is
Total .......................
............ $2,048,251.11
footballgame. Breen made 16 of
oresented by the young people of the first game for the youngsters
apples from each of three Benzie
has
been
employed
in
Philadelphia
the 28 points.He made two touchfor
the church.
and Leelanau county orchards were
and they played a very good game. Customers’ Bonds Deposited with Bank for Safekeeping 40,414.49
for some time, has this week indown and four points after touchMrs. A.’Streur and three children
Rev. J. A. Roggen motored to
sent
to
the
College
experiment
stadowns.
formed his parents that he was at
tion, practically every apple show- this time recovering from the ef- 'eft Zeeland on Saturday. Septem- Dunningville Monday evening to
Total ...................................
$3,578,682.64
Sentences were imposed on three
ing more or less water core and fects of an operation for the re- ber 27, for <os Angeles, California, preside at the meeting of that con«qa*|
Grand Haven Tribune— Carl T. many being badly affected.These moval of his appendix in a Phila- to join her husband there with the gregation.
local youths Tuesday by Justice C.
nurpose
of
making
their
home
in
STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, aa.
De Keyser for stealingmelons and Bowen, county surveyor, spoke be- apples were held in cold storage at delphia hospital.He was suddenly
Mrs. Henry Nyenhuis gave a
that city. Mr. Streur has been workdestroying property. The trio was fore the Rotarians of Grand Haven East Lansing for three months,
I, Henry A. Geerds, Asst.-Cashierof the above named bank, do solseized with appendicitis while ing in Los Angeles during the past miscellaneous shower in honor of
arrested nearly a month ago by Monday giving much interesting in- when 40 apples were removed from
Grace Rankens at the Nyenhuia emnly swear, that the above statementis true to the best of my
there, and he writes that he «rDeputies Dornbos and Rufus Cra- formation on the roads of Ottawa the top and center of each bushel pects to return to Zeeland as soon summer, leaving here about June home Thursday afternoon. Those
knowledgeand belief and correctlyrepresents the true etato of the
mer of the sheriff’s *aepartment. county.
several matters therein contained,as shown by the books of the bank.
for cutting and examination. These as he has sufficiently recovered to 1st for the purpose of establishing present were Mrs. Henry Kleine.
a
home
and
a
position,
in
the
hope
He said there were 86.1 miles of apples were then classifiedinto make the trip.
Mrs. Geo. Brower, Mrs. Harold
Clarence and Leonard Witt, both
Henry A. Geerds, Asst Cashier.
of providing for his familv which Dnngremond. Mrs. Gil Bussies,
pleading guilty, were assessed fines Trunk lines, 130 miles of county three groups as follows: Apples
Subscribed and sworn to before me thie
Mr. and Mrs. Peter De Jongh of
he contemplatedmoving there to Mrs. Jack Nieboer, Mrs. Buscher. 2nd day of October, 1930.
of $45 each and costs of $12.15 and gravel, 3 miles county black top, showing no water core; apples
McKinley street received very sad
Joe Lepo was given a 60-day jail 42 miles county pavement and 5 showing traces of the disease, and news last week when they received benefitthe health of Mrs. Streur. Mrs. Marvin Kooiker, Mri. Ed
Alfred C. Joldersma, Notary Public.
sentence for changing testimony miles of county gravel under con- apples in which the disease was word that their nephew and niece, Mrs. Streur was formerly Miss Lampen, Mrs. Joe Lugten, Mrs,
Emily Huxtable, daughterof Mr. Fred Mason. Mrs. Harry Lampen, My Commission expires March 11, 1983.
given under oath. '
structionin Ottawa county.
noticeable.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Dobbins of MusThe speaker reviewed the deCorrect Atteet
This last class contained fruit kepon were instantlykilled in an and Mrs. Henry Huxtableof this Mrs. Dick Smit, Mrs. Fred Smit,
velopment of road constructionin having water core spots larger automobile accident in Mattoon, city, who since her marriage has Mrs. Henrv Nyenhuis, Mrs. Ben
Chas. H. McBride,
this county from 1911 when the than one-sixteenthinch. The larg- Illinois. The funeral was held been living in Holland.
Rankens, Mrs. Geo. Rankens, Mrs.
D. B. K. Van Raalte,
We
had
a
big
meeting
last
Moncounty system was first laid out. est water core spot found at this Saturday at the home of Mr. DobGarret Sale, Mrs. Harold MichDick Bator,
day night of the American Legion. mershuizen,Mrs. John Kalmink,
At that time the assessed valua- time measuredabout one-eighth by bins’ parents in New Jersey.
Director*.
There wer? about fifty present. Mrs. Justin Schievink. Janet Kleine,
tion of the county was $26,000,000
one-fourth inches in cross section.
The regular meeting of the Lawhich has now increased to over Over 60 percent of the entire lot dies' Auxiliary of the American Le- Comrade Alfred Joldersma, the 5th Katie Kleine, Grace Rankens, Dora
District Committeeman, installed Rankens,Hazel Rankens and Mae
$61,000,000.
gion will be held at the Legion
Report of tho Conditioa of
examined fell into the first class.
• Matinees Daily 2:30
the new officers.Comrade Jolders- Rankens. A two-courseluncheon
The maintenancecost of trunkThese apples were examined by rooms on Monday evening, October
lines last year was $43,800, and
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
severalpromologists and all agreed 13, at which time the newly elected
county roads $116,000,he said.
Evenings 7 and 9
that the entire lot of apples was in officers will be installedby Mrs.
at Holland, Michigan, at the close of business,September24, 1930, aa
The road bonds now outstanding
Report of tho Condition of
a good merchantable condition upon Godfreysonof Lowell, Fifth Discalled for by the Commissionerof the Banking Department
amount to $498,000 but with the
being taken out of cold storage and trict Committeewoman.The officers
THE FIRST STATE BANK
sinking fund now established the
RESOURCES
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
that the amount of water core in are as follows: Mrs. Jane Rooks,
Commercial Savinp Dollara Oti
bonded indebtedness would be represident;
Mrs.
Ethel
Baar.
first
class 2, which constituted another
at Holland, Michigan, at the close of business, September 24, 1930, as
Oct.9, 10, II
duced to $120,000, by 1934, Mr.
Loans and Discounts..... $837,230.44 $ 696,963.16
vice
- president;Mrs.
Phoebe
called for by the commissioner of the banking department
Bowen said. The total road bonded 23 per cent of the entire group, Mecngs, second vice-president;
Items in transit .......... 141.42
was of no consequence.From a
RESOURCES
WHITE HELL of
indebtedness including the Covert
Mrs. Joan Danhof, secretary;Mrs.
practical
point
of
view,
water
core
Commercial Savings Dollar* Cta
bonds is $788,000.
Totals ........... $ 837,371.86 $ 696,963.15 1,534,335.01
Mary Hardenburg, treasurer;Miss
He said that three years ago a was reduced in storage from about Martha Karsten,historian; Mrs. Loans and Discounts . .$1,018,597.90 $ 691,899.72
Pitz Palu
Items in transit ........ 647.26
ten-year program was adopted to 90 to 12 per cent during an 11- Elizabeth Hieftje, chaplain; Mrs.
Real Estate Mortgages ...$ 74,819.42 $ 588,368.49 $663,187.91
week period. Tj|ie balance of the
widen and improve all the roads in
Della
Piewes,
sergeant-at-arms;
apples
from
these
three
bushels
of
staged among the icy peaks of the county system.
Totals ........ $1,019,245.16 $ 691,899.72 $1,711,144.88 Bonds and Securities, viz.:
ami Mrs. Deborah Rycenga, publi
Switzerland’s highest Alps!
The speaker then discussed in Delicious fruit were held in stor- city officer.
143,992.12
a Municipal Bonds in Office
detail the budget for this year age for another two months, when
Born to Mr. and Mrs. George Real Estate Mortgages $ 58,438.00 $1,270,819.33 $1,329,257.33 e Other Bonds ..........81,348.76 201,917.50
with
an
examination
showed
no
evidence
which has been published in the
Gebben, of East Main street, at
of water corq in any of the anples.
McNAMEE
Bonds and Securities, viz.:
Tribune heretofore.
Totals
..$81,348.75 $ 345,909.62 $ 427,268.87
Zeeland hospital, October 3, a son,
This
evidence
clearly
indicates
a Municipal Bonds in Office
FollowingMr. Bowen, Wm. M.
91,370.30
dramatizing the story by his
that
moderately
moter
cored
DeliKipirrt
January
3
e Other Bonds .........
22,880.20
Connelly was called upon and told
378,393.05
Reserve*, vlx:
wonderlul voice!
MORTGAGE SALE
of the new bridge to be constructed cious and Wagener apples may be
Cash and Due from Banka
Itefault having bwn made in thr rondlon Seventh at a cost of over $100,- expected to return to an apparently liona of a certain mortgagei>igncd and
Totals ............ $ 22,880.20 469,763.35 $ 492,643.55
In Reserve Cities ...... $198,285.94 $ 102,656.08
Mon., Tuei., Oct. 13*14
000. He also spoke of the 40-foot normal and a good merchantable exacuti-dby Jellc Vrenatra and Jennie
U. S. Securitie* carried a* legal
Veenatra.hia wife, to the Counrilof Hone
condition
when
held
in
cold
storage
pavement under considerationbeReserves, viz:
Colloge. a Michigan rornoratlon, on October
reserve in Savings Dept,
44,900.00
RUTH
tween here and Muskegon and said for the normal storage season of J9. 191H, and recordedr.t the office of the
Due from Federal
Exchanges for
Regiater of Oeeda for Ottawa County,
it would probably be built within from three to five months.
OLIVE BROOK
Reserve
.....
89,815.22
83,934.42
Clearing House ...... 33,663.06 70,000.00
Michigan, in Liber 102 of Mortgagee
the next three years.
Cash and Due from Banks
page 4RS on December 18, 1918, on which
9
mortgage there ie claimed to be due at the
in Reserve Cities ...... 357,178.30 175,741.52
Totals ............ $231,949.00 $ 217,456.08 $ 449,406.08
lime of thia notice for principal and interVIOLATORS OF FISH
Exchanges for Clearing House
16,257.01
val the aum of Three Thouaand Seven HunAND GAME LAWS
dred Ninety-erven and ’.O-HtO Dollara
COMBINED ACCOUNTS, vh.:—
“Anybody’s
($3797.Ml), and an r.ttorney fee aa provided
Totals ............ $446,993.52 $ 275.406.44 $ 722,926.47
Overdrafts ....................................
99.37
ARE PUNISHED Bible
in aaid mortgage.
Banking House .........................
150,009.09
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that hy
virtue of the power of aale contained in
COMBINED ACCOUNTS, v«.:—
Furniture and Fixture* ..........................
37,846.92
There were many violators of the
Wed., Thurs., Oct. 15*16
aaid mortgage and hy the atatute in auch
Overdrafts ...................................
$
814.95
game laws in August, according to
Other Real Estate ..............................
27,527.16
rn»e made and providedon Thuraday.Jan
Banking House ................................ 26,000.00 Customers' Bonds Deposited with Bank for Safekeeping 3,600.09
a report from the Conservation Deuary 8th. 1931, at eleven O'rlork in the
EVANGELIST KADY AND
morning CentralStandard Time, the under- Furniture and Fixtures ..........................
1.00
partment at Lansing. In this vicin“Africa Speaks”
TOM CARROLL TO SPEAK aigned will, at the front door of the Court Other Real Estate ..............................
ity the report lists the following:
612.92
Total .......... ................... . .$3,293,158.51
Houae in the City of Grand Haven. MichOTTAWA:
Customers’ Bonds Denosited with Bank for Safekeeping
59.800.00
igan. aell at public auction to the higheat
Amazing in its reality!
Rudolph Boettcher— Taking more
Outside Checks and Other Cash Items ..............
3,116.22
Evangelist P. H. Kady of the bidderthe prrmiaeadearribed in «aid mortDollars
Cta.
gage for a aum aufTicient to |>ay the priorithan limit of fish, $10.35.
Stock of Federal Reserve Bank ...................
9,000.00 Capital Stock Paid in ..............................
1160,000.90
Flint Gospel Tabernacle, preacher l>al aum on aaid mortgage togetherwith inMike Zinder— Taking more than
tereat end all legal coata and chargea.the
Surplu* Fund ...................................160,000.09
and
gospel
artist, is the speaker premlaea in aaid mortgage being dcacribed
limit of fish, $10.35.
Total ...................................
$4,354,317.32
UndividedProfits, net ............................ 33,953.80
followa:
Arthur Dreese— Carrying firearms tonight at the Bible conference be- aaThe
Reserve for Taxes, Interest,Depreciation, etc ......... 12,000.00
eaat one-half of the aouthweatquaring
held
this
week
and
Sunday
at
without permit, $33.05.
ter of the nurthweat quarter and the
Dollars Cta
the Holland Armory. Mr. Kady is
northcaat quarterof the aouthweat Capital Stock Paid In ..............................
ALLEGAN:
$200,000.00
quarter,except live (S) acrea more or
Matinee Sat. only 2:30
Ralph Pope— Non-resident without a very forceful speaker, illustratSurplus Fund ...................................100.000.00 COMMERCIAL DEPOSITS, viz.:—
leaa in the aouthweat corner owned by
ing his song messages with blacklicense, $13.90.
Wm. Zonnebelt.and that part of the UndividedProfits. ne« ............................ 40,961.49 Commercial Deposits Subject to Check. .$719,217.27
Evening 7 and 9
Fred Landon, Noa-residcnt without board drawings. Mr. Kady will also
northweat quarterof the aoutheiatquarDemand Certificatesof Deposit ....... 352,327.25
COMMERCIAL DEPOSITS, viz.:—
ter
hounded hy a line commencingnine
speak on Friday evening at 7:30
license, $12.25.
CertifiedChecks
..................3,551.10
Commercial Deposits Suhieet to Check. .$865,832.17
(91 roda and twelve 112) feet north of
Carl Swanson— Non-resident with- and Sunday at 10 a.m. and 7:30.
the aouthweat corner thereof,and runState Moneys on Deposit ....... ...... 25,000.00
Demand Certificatesof Deposit ........ 451,017.68
On Sunday afternon at 2:30 a
out license, $12.25.
Friday and Saturday,
ning thence north nineteen(19) roda on
Certified Checks .................... 794.57
the quarter line of aaid aertion nine (9);
Leslie Merchant — Non - resident special treat will be in store when
Totals ......................
$1,100,095.62 $1,100,095.62
Oct. 10-11
Cashier’s Checks .................... 11,131.38
thence about aoutheaateleven (II) rods
Tom
Carroll
of
San
Jose,
Califorwithout license, $12.25.
and twelve(12) feet to the to-called North
Ben Baker— Non-resident without nia, noted preacher and evangelist, Holland road aa it now runa; thence
GLORIA
Totals ......................
$1,328,775.80 $1,328,775.80
will speak at the Armory. Mr. Caralong the edge of aaid North Holland
license, $12.85.
SAVINGS DEPOSITS, vlx.:—
rord eighteen (18) roda to the place of
roll before his conversion was the
KENT:
Book Accounta— Subject to
beginning, all in aertion nine (9) in
SAVINGS
DEPOSITS,
vlx.:—
Edw. Horter — Killing raccoon out champion hammer thrower of the
Tnwnahip five (fi) north of range fifteen
Savings By-Laws ......... ...... $1,768,609.29 $1,768,609.29
Book Account* — Subject to
(IS) weat. Excepting from the above deof season, $14.76.
Pacificcoast and is also a great
a
aeribed
parcel
of
land
that
part
thereof
Savings
By-Laws
................
$2,624,780.03
Rupert Browm— Killing raccoon out athlete. Tom Carrollis also recomBills Payable ......................... ......... $ 75,000.00
conveyed by Arie Lageatee and wife to
of season, $14.75.
mended by Dr. Ironside.Mr. Kady
William Zonnebeld by deed bearing data
Customers’ Bonds Deposited with Bank for Safekeeping 3,600.00
— added
Total ......... ....................
f ..... $2,624,780.03
A. Steinbrecker— Possession of un- will also appear on Sunday after
April JOth. 1902. and recorded in Liber
10$ of deeda on page 213.
Customers' Bonds Deposited with Bank for Safekeeping 59,800.00
noon with a gospel artist talk.
FOOTBALL with Knute Rockne dersized fish, $23.25.
Total
...............................
$3,293,158.61
Alio the weat one-half of the aouthweat
MUSKEGON:
Special music and an inspiraquarterof the northweatquarter of Meand his Notre Dame Eleven
Alex Campbell—Taking undersized tional song service is led by Mr.
llon nine (I) Town five (S) north of
Total ...................................
$4,354,317.32
STATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottaw*. aa.
range fifteen IIS) weat. Containingin all
bluGgills, $9.00.
Peter Vander Wal of Grand Rapids.
I, Henry Winter, Vice-President and Cashier,of the above named
aeventy-flve
(76) acrea of land more or
State of Michigan. County of Ottawa, a*.
Mon., TuesM Wed., Thurs.,
Harry Nolan— Taking undersized Mr. Vender Wal is well known to leu.
bank, do solemnly swear, that the above statement U true to the beat
I, Henry J. Luidens, AssU-Cashier of the above named bank, do
bluegills, $9.00.
the listeners of the Atwater Kent
And alao the following describedpremof my knowledge and belief and correctlyrepresents the true state
Oct 13, 14, 15, 16
iaea: The north half (NV4) of the aouthsolemnly swear, that the above statement is true to the best of my
M. Campbell—Taking undersized gospel radio programs.
of the several matters therein contained, aa shown by the books of
eaat quarter (8E'4) of the northweat
knowledge and belief and correctlyrepresents the true state of the
bluegills, $9.00.
Large audiences have been atSpecial Matinee Mon. and Tues.
the bank.
quarter (NW>4) and the aouthweatquarEdward Bleich— Taking undersized tending the conference each eve- ter (SW'A) of the aoutheaat quarter severalmatters therein contained,as shown by the books of the bank.
Henry Winter, Vice Presidentand Cashier.
at 2:30
(SE'A) of the northweatquarter N W
)
Henry J. Luidens, Asst.-Cashier.
bluegills, $13.10.
ning this week as Dr. H. A. IronSubscribed and sworn to before me this
of Section nine (I), Township five (S)
o
Subscribed
and
sworn
to
before
me
this
side of the Moody Memorial church
FLORENZ ZIEGFELD and '
north of range fifteen MS) weat. con30th day of September, 1930.

Local
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News

Judge A. S. Butler of Allegan
county to condemn property on
Ml 18 and M89 preparatory to pavThe Misses Vyvyan Thompson, ing in Allegan city. Proceedings
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Petitions in bankruptcy were filed

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
present

EDDIE

CANTOR

“Whoopee”
[at popular prices]
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of Chicago deliveredthe messages.
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tainingthirty 110) acrea of land, he the

came more or leaa.All the above land be/*
yesterday by Ralpn Bronkema,
ing in the Townahip of Holland,Ottawa
Grand Rapids, listing liabilitiesof
Eight criminal cases are listed in
County, Michigan.
$790.89 and assets of $330. A vol- the calendar for the October term
THE COUNCIL OF HOPE COLLEGE.
untary petition was filed by Robert of circuit court which opens MonMortgagee.
Dated:
Thia 2nd day of Oetober,A.D.. 1930.
E. Eyles, Holland,in which no day. Five cases are for violation of ~K)KKER
* DEN HERDER
schedules were listed.— Grand Rap- the liquor laws; three are statutory Attorney! for Mortgagee,
ids Herald.

cases.

o

Holland, Michigan.

3rd day of October, 1930.
Albert A. Neinhuis, Notary Public.
My Commission expires Oct. 10, 1930.
Correct Atteat—
Albert H. Meyer,
Daniel TenCate,
.r
Tho*. H. Marsilje,
Director!.
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.

jftlt

~
__

My commissionexpires June

13, 1982.
Correct Attist»--
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Mn. Albert Johnson and Miss ents. Funeral serviceswill be held
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Conrad HOLLAND FAIR SITUATION
Rev. J. H. Bruggem, former pasLook for the cooking school anRev. and Mrs. Clarence Dame, of
Florence
Kossen. Mr. and. Mrs. Saturday afternoonat 2 o’clock
FAR
FROM
BEING
SETTLED
G.
Lohman,
136
West
Eleventh
tor of 6th Reformed church,now of Muskegon motored to Holland nouncementto be held in the ArHenry
Siersma
weit married in from the home of Rev. and Mrs. H.
Coopersville is a delegate to the Monday visiting friends.
mory next week— Full details are street, a daughter, MargaretKate,
that
community
a<d have dived Vander Ploeg, where Rev. J. O.
(Continued
from
Page
One)
annual Chicago Synodical confer- This city has a clean slate with given on page 4 of this section. on October 6.
Bouwsma will officiate. Interment
there all their lives.
These cooking schools have proven
ence which will be held in Bethany
will be in Graafschapcemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Hole and ing what these men found at HartReformed
church,
Chicago.
John
very
popular
when
held
before.
Mr. and Mm. Janu?H W. Oakes
family of Michigan avenue have ford. In the first place, the direcEAST SAUGATUCK
and Mr. and Mrs. Jokn DeGlopper H. Ter A verst, also of Coopersville,
RUG WEAVING— We make durMr. and Mrs. Ray Brown of moved to Byron Center.
tora get no salary. In Holland the
of Holland left Saturdayfor a trip is attending.
Dr. William Westrate.Immuniza- Grand Haven again are the proud
able Sanitary rugs of used ingrain
The
state highway department directorsreceive $26.00 each. The
north to todude^Maifotee and^osThe new carferry being built for tion against diphtheria is in pro- parents of twins, who have been
Catherine Irene Meycring,two- carpet or burlap sacks at $1 p^r
ordered the removal of the
the “Iron special attractions cost Hartford
Grand Haven-Milwaukee run will gress to be followed by vaccination named James and Jean. This is the
Turtles” from Eighth street on the $1500. Holland paid considerable and a half year old daughter of Mr. yard, rag rugs sixty cent* per yard.
be named the City of Milwaukee,against smallpox.
third set of twin boys bom to this corners at River, Central, College more. The admission to the grounds and Mrs. Ralph Meyering, died We buy carpet or sewed rags. Call
Henry 0. Maent*, member of the it was given out Friday at the local
A memorial to the founders of couple. There are 10 children in and Columbia avenues. They were was 35 cents, to the grandstand 36 Wednesday evening at the home of
Allegan Are department since 1HW, office of the company. No date' has the Lillie school district, southeast the family. The oldest twins are 2 reported as a menace to traffic and cents. Three hundred seats were re- her grandparents,Rev. and Mrs. H. day business.Phone 271W. C. W.
appointed fire chief for life in 1024, been set for the launching. The of the villageof Coopersville,has years old. One set of twins died. that they interefered with the served at 60 cents. The entire sec- Vander Ploeg in East Saugatuck. Alden, 120 Park Ave., North Side,
3tp43.
will retain that position,the fire new ferry will be very much like been erectted by James A. Dickin- The moter and the new arrivals are turning of trucks and large cars. ond floor in the art hall was de- The child is survived by its par- Allegan,
department ruled Thursday eve- the Madison and the Grand Rapids. son, former resident of the district. doing nicely.
They were removed by the city en- voted to school exhibits and one
ning when it tabled his resignation The addition to the fleet will give A huge boulder has been placed on
Mr. Keith R. Landsburg, high gineering department yesterday. day during the fair ajl schools in
the company four up-to-dateferries
the comer of the Lillie school school a gricultural
i
instructor,
indefinitely.
Funeral servicesfor William the several counties were closed
for the lake
m property.On a bronze tablet is the charge of the annual fruit show,
and it was found that children came
Rev. Jacob Vander Meulen, nroBanne, who died early Wednesday
Last week Principal Riemersma following
followinginscription:
“Placed here announced Wednesday that Seth Q.
ins
from far and near, interested in
fessor of Greek in Western Th
Theomorning,
will
be
held
today,
Frireceived a letter from a student to the memory of Jane Fosget , Pulver of Owosso, former state
this tremendousexhibit.High
logical seminary' since 1920, num- representativeof Dowagiac High
day, at 2 o’clock from the home on
Dickinson, who organized the first; senator and candidate for attorney
school bands from different schools
bers among his antiques a Bible
Holland
Route
four.
Interment
will
Scnool, Dowagiac, Michigan, ask- reunion of this school in 1901, the general, will be a speaker at the
on different days furnishedthe muprinted in 1685. The volume is ing for a copy of the constitution
take place in Chicago.
first in the state, and to the exposition Friday evening. The
sic. The president of the fair statprinted in the Holland language,
of Holland’s student government. pioneers who founded the district presentationof cups will take place
More than 100 rural teachersat- ed that the large cities in the counGerman acript.
The high school is remodeling its in 1844: Horatio Dickinson, Tim- the same evening. Mr. Stanley tended a get-togthercalled by the ties each had a day, and each vied
Former high school librarian, student council, and, knowing that othy Lillie,Benjamin Lillie,Perley Johnson, director of the South Ha- county school commissioner in with the other as to which could
Miss Winifred Zwemer, who is now Holland High School is a pioneer Lawton, Sylvius Waters and ven horticulturalexperiment sta- Zeeland High School Wednesday put on the best entertainment.
teaching in Middletown, Conn., is in that field,they wish to know of Thomas Healey, Sr.’’
tion, will judge the fruit exhibita, night. Dr. Paul Saugern,head of When the Holland committeewas
a very busy person. In a letter any activities this organizationhas
and Mr. A. D. Morley, Allegan the departmentof mental hygiene there it was Benton Harbor day
A.
E. Vander Wilke, who lived
she states, she edits a school paper, undertaken.Holland High School
dounty agricultural agent, will of Western State Teachers college, and the business men of that city
We now sell Goodyears lor little
at 349 W. 21st street has moved
is teacher in English, librarian, is known all over the state and
judge grains. Mrs. Morley will addressed the meeting.
gave away $1000 in prizes and
his family to Sanborne, Iowa. Ted
more than the cheapest makes.
play leader, club sponsor,and Sun country for its successfulstudent
judge the home economics departKooiker has moved from Central
The Young Men’s Bible class of folks from Benton Harbor and St.
Yet we can PROVE that Good•lay school teacher,and finally she government.Every year representment displays. Prospects are the
Joe
were
there
in large numbers.
Park to Holland.
First Reformed church, Zeeland,
is patroness of the high school atives from various schools visit
show will be the best ever.
years are superior even to highest
Thursday
there were 8000 people
will open the fall entertainment
* e doi
Handicraft clubs are being orclass. No wonder she
don’t find our council meetings and our caupriced tires. Reason enough—
Brig. Gen. Charles J. Symmonds activities Oct. 29 when the Jubilant on the grounds, Friday there were
time to motor home for the week- Cug and election to get ideas that ganized this month in rural schools
Tuesday was ordered retiredafter Trio of Muskegon will render a 12,000 and Saturday there were
Goodyear builds nearly one-third
will help them organize a student by agriculturalagent Milham. It
|
40
years of service in the United public program in the church audiol all tires sold jn America — 50
The girls’ gym classes have Wen council of their own. Maroon and is expectedthat two hundred or States army. Gen. Symmonds was
According to the secretary the
torium. The class will stage a mismore boys in the county will enother makers divide the remainder ol the business.
taking advantage of the nice Orange.
The Junior High cafeteria is open roll in this work this year. Re- bom in Holland, Mich. Appointed sionary motion picture in the treasurerwas given a salary of $50
weather lately to play ball out on
to the United States Military church basement the following a year and the secretary $1200 a
again
under the supervisionof Miss quests have come from seven clubs
the tennis court. The classes are
All sizes— All
Prices
academy at West Point from Wis- week when Rev. W. J. VanKersen, year. They had a “nest egg’’ in the
Lavina
Cappon.
Students
living
too
during
the
past
week.
Communinow organized into squads and arc
consin, where his family then lived, secretary of the Reformed church bank of $2000 for emergency and
starting work under the supervi- far from school to g" home for ties desiring clubs should arrange he was graduated in 1890. During board, will present pictures of his they expected to make at least
sion of the new teacher.Miss Per- lunch a iv provided with well-bal- with Mr. Milham at Grand Haven the World War Gen. Symmonds 3, 000-mile tour of orientalmission
$2000 more this year.
ry. The followingwere chosen anced meals. The girls who Hreifor an organizationdate or a date saw service as Commander of the stations.
There were many home concestaking
the
course
are.
Marian
De
to
explain
and
demonstrate
tne
id leaders:Vera Damstra, Lusquat
intermediate
storage
depot
a t
sions. in fact, most of them were.
The
Coopersville
Community
Weerd.
Janet
Derks,
Leona
Brightwork of handicraft clubs.
Double Eagle
New Heavy Duly
Standard
cille Seekarap,
>P. Olive Wishmeier,
Gievres, France. He was awarded Club at its first meeting of the They had little patience with conJulia Overbeek, Mary Mooi, Verna rall, Kathleen Dalman. Marie Van
“Put out your fires, obey the the American distinguishedservice 1930-31 season elected the follow- cessionistswho gambled on the
All-Weather
Van Dort, Mary Ann De Weerd, Wezel, Harriet De Neff. Dorothy State fish and game laws, give the medal, the French legion of Honor
side or did not give customers value
Jean Rottschaefer,Marian Te Steffens, Gladys Morris, Marie game a square deal, and never and the Polish polonia restituta. He ing officers: John H. Ter Avest, received. These were closed up
president;
Lee
LilHe,
vi presiKool,
Lois
Tazelaar.
Vivian
HarkRoller, Irene Kleis, Renetta Shackshoot until you can see horns," is
retiringfrom command of the
quickly and no amount of pleading
son, Arloua Kraai, Hazel Verhey. ema, Anna Marie Dorn, Ruth Jap- the counsel of the U. S. Forest 2nd Brigade. 1st Cavalry division, dent; James M. Zuidema, secretary,
and William Van Allsburg, treas- for another chance was listened to.
Hans are being made toward inter- pinga. They report that they like Service to deer hunters from now Fort Bliss, Tex.
urer. Three past presidentsof the They were done for that year at
claas basketball and baseball it very much, with tfae exception of until the dose of the season.
club.
George Laug, Barney Lubben least. Four of them were closed up
A
unique
event
takes
place
at
doing dishes.
teams.— Maroon and Orange.
Holland Christian high school on and L. W. Shears, will constitute during the visit there.
There were only a few things
Thursdayevening, Oct. 9, when the the program committee for the
brought out by Mr. Vandenberg as
“Box
Opening’’ takes place. These new year.
; 4>: +
>: 4-4
4a 4-4
observed by the Holland men. A
------ o
boxes contain collected funds coverrace card was never scrimped on
ing a period of time for the benefit I). JAARSMA REPORTS ON
STATE ASSOCIATION MEET- but remained of a high standard.
of the school. There will also be a
Other men who spoke at WednesING AT RABBIT CLUB
jrogram. The opening of these
day’s meeting were Jack Knoll,
ooxes is always lonked forward to
“Bill" Eaton, Mayor Earnest
with expectation.
At the meeting of the Holland Brooks, who was seeking informaTuesday afternoonthe divorce Rabbit BreedersAssociation held tion rather than giving advice. B.
suit of Trader vs. Trader was Tuesday evening, D. Jaarsma, lo- A. Mulder, Ben Bouwer, Carl
heard. Judge Fred T. Miles was cal delegate to the State Rabbit Swift, Dewey Jaarsma. and
disqualified in the case and is ex- BreedersAssociation, gave a remany others.
changing circuits with Judge Van- port of the state meeting.
Austin Harrington presided over
derWerp.
be present as our Guest at each
Mr. Jaarsma stated that the the meeting and it was apparent
Ottawa County ballot boxes state associationhad gone on rec- from the first that the directors had
of Four Sessions
were shipped back to Wm. Wilds, ord as approving the action of th^ their minds made up to unload.
county clerk this week from Lan- local associationswhich have been They protested against postponing
sing where they have been for the opposing the questionablebuy back the matter until it could be found
recount and are being deliveredto concerns.
out whether other men would
These buy back companieshave shoulder the burdens. After considthe various precincts of the county.
Evidence shows where the locks been selling non-standard bred erable talk they reluctantlyconwere neatly clipped off. The boxes rabbits at a highlv inflated price sented to give these men so inclined
will have to be repaired before they and give along with the animals a one more week to put this over and
“contract" which was an agree- if satisfactory arrangements to
are fit for future use.
To0 be conducted by
William Banne, 45. Rural Route ment to buy back the off-spring of assume the indebtedness and man-

Mich.

trade.
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1930’s
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PRICES

BRING GOODYEARS
WITHIN REACH OF

end.

8,000.

ALL!

Types— AH

ALL GOODYEARS
—

-

a

You are

—

Cordially Invited

To

COOKING COURSE
Mrs. Dorothy K. Harris
Domestic Science Expert

COMPANY

A -B STOVE

HOLLAND ARMORY
October Fourteen, Fifteen, Sixteen and Seventeen

Time, Two to Four-ThirtyP. M.

You

will enjoy every session.

This

is an educa-

not a mere demonstration,

tional series—

but a very complete course in cookkery

by a nationally

known

No

charge—

No

authority

obligation.Receipt Souvenir
each day.

COME EARLY

Bible Conference
NOW ON
4 K M O R Y
AT

FRIDAY

7:30

- SUNDAY

10:00

-

2:30-7:30

Evangelist

Kady

P. H.

H

Flint Gospel Tabernacle,

Arlist. Mr. Kady
!j

speaker, illustrating his song messages with blackboard drawings.
is a forceful

SUNDAY,

Tom

V"?

W

Preacher and Gospel

San Jose,

Calif.,

2:30 P.

M.

Carroll

Noted preacher and Evangelist

Special Music and inspirational Song Service
in charge of Peter Van der Wal.
Don’t miss these meetings.Come and bring your Friends

SOQQOOQO
: ......

.

.

this stock.

agement was not made by that
also reported that the state time, it is understood that then the
organization went on record as board of directorswill present the
supportingthe American Rabbit propositionto the city of Holland
and Fur Co-operativeMarkets, Inc., as the next step in the proceedings.
of Chicago.
The committeeappointed to take
Dr. H. Milton Van Dyke, a gradThe local association also sent up this matter are John Arendsuate of Holland High, who is pracletters to the National association horst, chairman,William C. Vanticing medicine as a specialistin
urging that certain changes be denberg, and Mayor Earnest C.
children’sdiseases in Long Beach.
made. The National will hold its Brooks.
California, was recentlyofferedthe
meeting the first week in December
unique opportunity to join the famin Des Moines.
NORTH HOLLAND
ily of the great actor John BarryThe next local associationmeetmore as the physician to the Barrying will be held November 4 at
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Siersma
ipore baby, on a three months’
which time H. Anderson, a grader were surprised at their home in
cruise in the waters of Mexico and
of the Shubert Fur company, will North Holland Wednesday evening
Central America. Dr. Van Dyke
give an address.
when a group of relatives and
was graduated from Holland High
The meeting Tuesday night was friends called to celebrate their
School in 1916. He is a brother of
held in the City Hall and Rufus forty-eighth wedding anniversary.
Miss Lillian Van Dyke of the shcool
Cramer furnished refreshments.
The couple were presented with a
faculty.
beautifullamp. Those present were
The $25,000 damage action of HOLLAND HUNTERS BAG
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Siersma, AlTheodore H. Elferdink. adminisBIGHORN, ELK, MOOSE bert Siersma, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
trator of the estate of Ruth RodenLievense, Russell, Bertha, Nelson.
hisler. 7» against the Grand Rapids
Herman Prins and Sam Althuis, Jane and Esther Lievense.Mr. and
Gravel company, was settled out of local hunters,each bagged a Rocky
Mrs. Peter Westrate and Harold,
court after opening testimony had mountain bighorn sheep and elk
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Siersma from
been taken before Judge William and much small game in the JackDetroit,Mr. and Mrs. Peter SiersB. Brown. The plaintiff asked the son Hole country in Wyoming.
ma, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Bos. Nelva
$25,000 after the girl had died of Prins also bagged a moose.
Gladys and Theodore Bos, Mr. and
internalinjuries receivedwhen she
Led by guides, the men proceeded
was struck by a gravel truck near in the interior about 65 miles and
the Holy Name school, Nov. 12. found much snow. They made the BRIDGE OF 2—88 FOOT SPANS
1928.— Grand Rapids Herald.
trip by automobile and were away
IN OTTAWA COUNTY
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schepers of about one month.
East Lansing were guests of Mr.
TRUNK LINE BRIDGE 1 OF 70and Mrs. Albert Diekema Monday. MRS. MARTIN VANDER BIE
GRANTED DIVORCE
7-1 CONTRACTS NUMBERS
They attended the first meeting of
the Century Club when Mr. G. J.
1 AND 2
Judge John VanderWerp,sitting
Diekema, Minister to the Netheron the Ottawa County bench Tueslands, was the guest speaker.
day, granted a divorce decree to
Sealed proposals will be received
Lower lake levels have restored Nellie VanderBie of Holland against at the office of the Resident Conwide beaches on the Lake Michigan Martin VanderBie. There was no structionEngineer, H. C. Fleming
shore and the danger of crumbling contest but some minor matters of Grand Rapids, Michigan, until
bluffs has been removed. At Tdlethe settlement were made by the 9:00 o’clock a.m., Central Standwood, north of (Htawa Beach., judfCe By. the t(irm8 of the de. ard Time, Wednesday,October 22
where >n recent months the hills icree> \irs VanderBiegets title to a 1930, for the construction of
had^crumMed for a width of 40 to,houw}and iot in Holland, $125 in bridge located at approximately
50 feet and property owners werejcaj,hand a mortgage of $6,500on a Station 11—10, crossing the Black
forced to move their cottages to Kara(fP
garage in Holland. The c
couple River, in Section 29, Town 5 North,
keep them from tumbling into were married in July, 1902, and Range 15 West. Ottawa County, in
Lake Michigan, the obliterated have been maintainingseparate the City of Holland.
beach has been restored to nearly living apartments since April 9,The substructureconsists of two
50 feet in width. A much wider 1927.
reinforced concrete abutments of
beach has been formed at the Michthe semi-gravity type with a height
igan state park at Ottawa Beach. CENTURY CLUB HEARS
of 18 ft. Oty in. each from bottom
Ottawa county park and other secMR. DIEKEMA of footings to crown of roadway
tions along the east shore.
and one reinforced concrete pier
Prof. Thomas Welmers and Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Telling were of the plain concrete type with a
J. B. Nykerk, both of Hope col- host and hostess Monday evening height of 24 ft. 9% in. from botlege. have returned to their college in their beautiful home on US31 tom of footings to crown of roadtasks after attending meetingsas when the Century Club met for way and is on a 55 degree angle of
delegates to the Chicago Synodical their first meeting, beginning fall crossing.The superstructure is of
conference at Chicago.
and winter activities.
the steel deck girder type with faMinister G. J. Diekema of The bricated sections,reinforced conMr. and Mrs. Peter Breen arcvisiting relatives in Chicago for Hague was the speaker of the eve- crete floor, concrete wearing surning and was introduced by the face and concrete spindle railing
a few days.
Charles H. McBride attended the new president, Mrs. William J. and consists of two 88 ft. spans
with a 40 ft. roadway, and two 6 ft.
Republican State committee meet- Olive.
The subject of Mr. Diekema was sidewalks.
ing in Saginaw Thursday.
Proposals will be received for:
“The Pilgrim Fathers," in which he
Mr. and Mrs. P. Marlink and famset forth the influence of the Dutch
Contract No. 1— For fabrication
ily’, formerly of 146 West Eightupon the early American settlers; and furnishing of structuralsteel.
eenth street, are now residing at 2
how the Puritans left England and
Contract No. 2— For complete
East Main street, Zeeland.
nt a littleover twelve years in structureexcept cement, structural
A meeting of Rebekah lodge will
Netherlandsin contact with steel and field painting.
be held tonight. Friday, at 210 Cen- its social and educationallife; how
Contract No. 1— Must be comtral avenue.
the influence of Dutch ideals of uni- pleted on or before January 1, 1931.
.......
ContractNo. 2 — Must be comMrs. Paul Pearson of .154
West versal education and tolerancewere
Fourteenth street, is spending the i imparted to the Puritans, who pleted on or before July 1. 1931.
Specifications
proposal
month of October with her hus- brought these ideals with them to
band. Captain Paul Pearson, at the this country and sowed the seeds blanks may be obtained at the ofcoast guard station on Walker’s which have grown into great Amor- fice of the Resident Construction
ican ideals. Mr. Diekema stated Engineer, at the above address, and
Point on Bois Blanc Island.
the purpose of religion was to up- at the State Highway Department,
Joe Czerkies underwentan oper- ; fjj P,1
eals and with upliftingideals Lansing, Michigan. Plans may be
ation at the Holland hospital recent- *
to make progress.
examined at the above addresses,
ly. He was able to return to his
Music was furnishedby Mrs. but will be furnished only from the
home yesterday.
D. B. K. Van Raalte, who sung a Chief Engineer’s Office of the State
NO
up group of songs: “The Sunbeam" by Highway Department upon receipt
of a deposit of Five Dollars which
. Day’’ by Daniel Katheroe, “The Air will be refunded upon their safe
Desalome” from the “Herodiade” return within thirty days from date
of receiptof bids,
A certified check in the sum of
bins.
Five Hundred ($500.00), made payblack on. a white background
Mrs. Olive, in opening the meet- able to Grover C. Dillman, State
being placed about the boundaries
of Michigan’s 66 state parka. The ing, gave a brief resume of the club Highway Commissioner,must acsigns will replace the “game ref- when organized in 1897, its pur- campany each proposal for Conuge" signs formerly uaed to direct poses, its activities, that it has tract A certified check in the
hunters away from the park areas. been in a flourishing state all these sum of One ThousandTwo Hundred
and Fifty Dollars ($1,250.00), must
Michigan’s 66 state parks now thirty-threeyears.
Mrs. Albert Diekema,the secre- accompany each proposal for Coninclude close to 26,000 acres. Manv
of the parks include excellentref- tary and treasurer, read her finan- tract
The rigl
fht is reserved to reject
uges for waterfowl,others for cial report as well- as the report of
any or all proposals.
ground feeding birds, and others the program committee.
Mayor
layor Brooks was n
named viceGROVEfe C. DILLMAN
for other species of wild life. Every
sident in the place of Dr. B. J.
State Highway Commissioner
acre of state parks land is closed
srVries, resigned.
Lansing, Michigan. '
to all hunting and trapping.

No. 4, Holland, who had been seriously ill at his home for the last
10 days, died en route to Blodgett
hospital early Tuesday morning,
attendants reported.
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For the Rock-Bottom in High Quality at

Cost— The New

Goodyear

Style

Pathfinder

Matchless lor the money in looks, construction and per*
lormance. Full Oversi/e. Fresh 1930 ‘‘Hrsts" — carelully
mounted— liletime guaranteed and hacked by our year
round

service.

29-4.40

30-4.50
30—31

$5.55

-

6.35

-

Big Oversize

4.95

Special lire Paint 50c.— Tubes also low priced.

Holland Vulcanizing Co.
180 River

Ave. Ph.3926 Holland, Mich.

Guaranteed Tire Repairing-EstimatesFree.
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MODEL DRUG STORE

9 Cent Sale
Ending Saturday Night
October

11.

Money Saving Bargains in

all

Departments

Millers Coffee, 39c.

lb.,

3 for

99c

$1.00 Vitamin tested, Imported

Norwegian Cod

Liver Oil

59c

25c Mi'k Magnesia, 2 for

29c

$1.00 Listerine

69c

HCSHN^SST^

A

50c.

Kleenex,

FREE

with one jar Cold Cream,

and one jar Vanishing Cream,
$1.50 value

“It

for

- -

79c

Pays to Trade at The Model"

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Two Sections

Volume Number

59

Holland, Midi

SALE... Fall and Winter

Albert Van Andel, Route 10, HolNews that he has
gone in for story writing. He has
followed this professionfor over a
year while training as a writer.
Van Andel states that he specializes mostly in writing storiesfor
maguziner. Hia subjectsvary from
war storiesto air and sea stories,
undoubtedlysubjectsthat carry
land, informs the

COATS

real thrills.

an, Thurtday, Oct. 9,

1930

Number 41

Investment In

PROFESSES TO BE
A STORY WRITER

OCTOBER

ig

Section Two

[ottest

The Trespasser

Churches Bring

Month on Record

Rich Returns
I

HOLLAND DIVINE SPEAKS AT,
CHURCH CORNERSTONE
LAYING

In

Wer

ARE. ANV

if

thebe

TWITS

STRAW
STACR ?

\H THIS

Ganges Folks Build Church on

Ruins of the Old
The young man also intends to
a book soon he says, and
hopes to receive considerable enMotorists going over US31 becouragement from the publishers. yond Saugatuck Sunday might have
He is at present awaiting an anseen n large gathering at the roadswer on a, 10-000 word story entiside devotedly participating
in relitled "When Lady Luck Won." It is
gious exercises on the foundation
a narrativethat has to do with war
of a partially built church.
and that subject is broad in scope,
Sunday afternoon was the time
leaving plenty of room for advenset aside for thfc laying of the corture and romance.
Van Andel states that he has nerstoneof the new Methodist Epis-

you want a Coat that is smart ... If you
want a fashion that is definitelyof the 1930
mode -see these newest arrivals from our
buying trip of the past week, and our purchases this week in the New York market.
Never before have we offered such values.
If

write

We’re very Busy these Days—
There’s a Reason!

OTTAWA COUNTY IS l.» DEGREEM ABOVE NORMALS
HIGH NEAR RECORD
According to tabulations made
by W. J. Rice of the Ottawa County
weather bureau, September was one
of the warmest, sunshiny and most
summer-like months on record with
an average of 1.9 degrees above
normal. A high temperature of 82
degrees was within four degree*
of the record and only the lait
four days of the month showed
temperatures below summer regisIt was the second driest September since 1891 and the precipiUtion for the past six months ending Sept. 30 was 8.22 inches, making it the driest crop season on
record. The normal for this period is 17.94 inches. Measuraoie
amounts of rain fell on eight days
of the month. The greatest rainfall in 24 hours was 0.64 inches
on the 24th-25th. Thunder was
heard on five days of the month
and there was an unusually brilliant electrical display on the night
of the 25th.
Sunshine averaged71 per cent

sent several contributionsto book copal church at Ganges, taking the
place of the one destroyed by fire
time has not heard from them. He some two years ago. This M. E.
invitesa visit from other writers church was establishedat Ganges
in the same field so they can ex- in 1865 and this date was inscribed
change confidencesand swap expe- upon the cornerstone together with
19.‘10. the year in which the new
riences.
edifice was erected.
Dr. J. C. Willitts, pastor of the
M. E. Church of Holland, was tht
OVERISEL MINISTER
VISITING MISSIONS principalspeaker of the afternoon
and he in this discourse pictured
the great dividends that a church
Rev. G. J. VandeRiest, pastor of
pays to those who invest in them.
the Christian Reformed church of
compared to the normal of 61.
He paralleled this thought with
Overisel,is making a tour of inThere was no day during the
the experienceof an intimatefriend
spection of the Indian missions in
month on which the sun did not
of his in a western community. ProNew Mexico. The missions are unshine at least part of the day.
moters had come to him asking him
der the supervisionof the Christian
There were 11 clear, 12 partly
Reformed church of America. He to invest in a new civic enterprise.
cloudy and seven cloudy days durwill visit more than a dozen sta- The man in questiondismissed
ing the month.
them by saying he had just invested
tions, among which arc tribes of
Wind movement for the month
$12,000in a new church in the comNavajo and Zuni Indians.
totaled 7,420 miles or an average
munity.
He
was
told
that
by
investo
of 10.3 miles per hour. This ii
ing in this enterprisehe could consomewhat above normal. The maxOCTOBER TERM JURORS IN
tinue his church benefactionsfrom
imum velocity was 42 miles per
ALLEGAN COUNTY DRAWN the dividends derived. A comprohour from the southweston the
mise was made whereby the $12,000
26th. The highest velocity on recTell
to
Insists
Jurors for the October term of remained in the church and $1,000
MICHIGAN OPEN HUNTING
ord for Septemberis 49 miles per
circuit court have been drawn as was put into the enterprise. In one
DATES
hour in 1878. During the thunderKill the
followsto attend the 20th of A)cto- year Dr. Willitts states the enterOct. 15- Jan. 1— Rabbits, lower
storm on the night of the 25th, a
ber: Franklin J. Feather,Fred prise went on the financial rocks,
: peninsula.
local wind squall hit the eaat end
but
the
$12,000
has
been
paying
Webb, Charles Marron, John W.
of the
I Oct. 1-Jan. 31— Rabbits, upper
of the Challenge Refrigerator
Peet, Allegan city; Myron Sebright dividends these many years in soul
peninsula.
plant and tore the roof off and
and Joseph Falk, Allegan town- saying,in community uplift, in edu- ACCEPTS THE HID FDR NEW I Oct. 25-31— Fox, squirrel and Alabama Moth and l*aarr Peach portions of the upper walls were
ship; Earl Dow of Casco, Donald cation and in betterment of a comBUILDING WITH PROVISO
pheasants.
demolished.Strong winds preBorer Are Preaent in MichiMarble of Cheshire, Beverley Rob- munity and will continue to pay
vailed most of the 26th and a tre1 Oct. 15-20— Patridge and prairie
gan Fruit Belt.
ASSURING HOME
dividends
many
more
years
to
the
inson of Cly^ie, John Koons of Fill' chicken.
mendous sea developedon Lake
WORKERS
more, T. L. Gooding pf Ganges, glory of God.
Oct. 15-31— Woodcock.
Two insect enemies of Michigan Michigan. The barge Salvor,loaded
Rose Burchett of Gunpiain, Emma
Nov. 15-30 —
_______ ___
_____ _ considerable with stone, broke loose from it*
peaclfrs
are causing
He spoke of another incidentin i To protect Grand Haven labor,
Voorhorst of Heath, Kendall Baird another community where in the me
noani oi
worns ai
Patridge,prairie chicken and damege in State orchards ami grow- tug near Muskegon and sank in
the Board
of ruouc
Public Works
at meir
their
of Hopkins, Walter Luplow of Lee, school only mediocre teachers were regular meeting Friday night ig- 1 pheasants closed season in upper ers are advised to use control meas- rather shallow water quite dote
John Bouws of I.uketown, George hired. This phase of economy was nored
ures suggested by the
noreu the
me lowest bidder
oiuoer for
lor the
me I
wic entomology
rniumuioKjr to the shore. The steel derrick prou..
Ginter of Leighton, Herman Vi- also reflectedin the church. The
truded above water. Five Uvea were
kens of Manlius, A. H. Strobel of community heads felt they could MunicipalLight Plant and gave
U;.t . ...... ......* ........ ........ .......... ....... ...... tefe (ondact "'.'tt/elSlLdby lost out of the 14 aboard.
Martin, Edw. Ochampaugh of Mon- pay no more for education or sal- the contract to R. S. Hauzman of FORMER OTTAWA SHERIFF, the Alabama moth and the lesser
terey, Earl Gray oi Otsego city, vation and these three men. alBenton Harbor for $22,983, with
DEL FORTNEY, INJURED
lM‘ach |*,reJp- Thf. Alabama moth is NATIONAL ALL-STARS
W. M. Hilliard of Otsego township, though hard pressed for funds, took the provision that Grand Haven
TRIM ZEELAND. IS TO 1
AUTO CRASH NEAR CLARE
Henry H. Dampen of Overisel, from their own to pay the differ- labor be employed at a minimum
George Weber of Salem, Douglas ence for the very best. This was a of 40 cents an hour and union mato enable it to feed on the fruit
The National League Ail-Stare,
Bryan of Saugatuck, Auirust Girke great many years ago and this
Del Fortney,formerly of this |>ulp. Rot organisms enter the open- led by Freddie Lindstrom, walloped
- y
........sons
.........
hired
.
to insure the union scale
of Trowbridge, Howard Phillips of ground work startedby these three of wage.
city, for four years sheriff of Ot- mgs made by the moth and the
the Zeeland Independents, 15 to l.(
Valley, Clark Rowe of Watson,
God-fearing men has been reflected Another provision of the con- tawa county, still is in a serious peach decays. The peaches should
Charles C. McClintnck, Waylund, in later years ns coming from that tract was that materials,so far ns conditionat Clare followingan au- w* picked while they are a trifle at Zeeland Friday. GUatto of the.
Cleveland Indians pitched the first
Fred Engle of Dorr.
community.
was possible, would be purchased tomohile accidenta week ago three green, before they are attractive to six innings for the leaguers,with
o
*
miles west of
Ml. Pleasant. Mr. the moth, and the picked fruit must Styles of the Cincinnati Reds befrom Grand Haven dealers.
Mrs. Henry Van Ry celebrated Dr. Willitts pointed out that bebe carefullycovered to prevent atcause
of
these better educational The Board preferred to take a
hind the bat Leo Durncher of tha
her eightiethbirthday anniversary
tacks after it is taken from the
and
religiousenvironments, better slightly higher bid rather than
Reds hurled the last three frame*
Tuesday. Mrs. A. Buter entertained
tree.
men and women have gone out'8acrificeany ^ance of giving loand held Zeeland hitless and runwith a party at her home on East
The lesser |>each borer injures less.
from
that
community,
many
of cal labor employment and for that
Fourteenth street in honor of her
the larger branches and the upper
them now in the halls of Congress, reason did not consider the bid of
Durocher, Dressen and Nels hit
mother.
portions of the trunk of peach home runs for the All-Stars,while
not a few of them preaching the $22,000 which was offered by
trees,
This
borer
cannot
he
congospel of God's kingdom, and a Herrman & Son of Kalamazoo,
Hager clouted a homer for Zeetrolled bv onlinary treatments with
score of editorswho are educating after thev stated it would be imland’s only run. Larry Hyma twirlparadichloro benzene but a paint ed for Zeeland and ^Spriggs" Jethe people in different parts of the possiblefor the firm to confine itmade by mixing one pound of this Roller was backstop.Tne first five
nation through their respective self to any labor conditions.
chemical with two ouarts of crude men to face Hyma hit safely. There
The contract price covers the
journals.- The seed for this farcottonseedoil kills tne borers when was a large attendance.
reaching influence was sown by entire building with the exception
the mixture is painted upon the inof the foundation and basement
these three men.
i fested wood in late fall or early
which will be built by the city. A
Lambert Beeuwkee quietly obHe brought this message to the moving crane will lie purchased
| spring.The removal of loose bark
served hl« 83rd birthday anniverpeople of Ganges, telling them that from the Shaw Crane Co. of Musand gum from the areas to be sary Monday at the home of hie
they too had made great sacrifices, kegon for $1666, which, together
• treatedaids in the destruction. The
son, Fred Beeuwkes, 112 Etft
that collectivelythey had joined with the Diesel equipment, comAlabama moth is a migrant from Ninth street.
hands and had invested in a new pletees the expenditures for the
Mexico and Central America which
church edifice that was bound to new plant.
reaches Michigan in years when
bring them similardividends. They
The originalestimate of about _
spring is early in the tropicsand
had rebuilt a church that had left $48,000 for the building may lie
FARMER’S INSUR4T
, .
fall >* late in Michigan. The insect
its mark for good on the cntir6 slightly increased on account of hortney suffered cuts ami bruises nltackH cotton in the Houth aml the
ANCE NOTICE
about the head and chest and may |arvH„ i8 known HS tht> cotton
community
that its influence
the use of
; : and
,
. (The
or glazed brick
oncK for
lor the
me first
nr si
was felt far beyond its immediate 12 feet „( the first floor of the yet lose the sight of his left eye. wormi
Notice is hereby given, that the
The accidentoccurred when, it
’
q
confines.
interior.
directors of the Farmer’s Mutual
In conclusion he said: "It is a
believed,
John
Cox,
tool
dresser
REFORMED
SYNOD
IN
The Grand Haven city council
Fire Insurance Co. of Ottawa end
splendidsacrifice on the part of the room was filled to overflowing with who was driving the car,
TWO DAYS’ SESSION
Allegan Counties have determlhed
citizens of Ganges
and vicinity
and representatives
--- --r,-- - ----------rcuicfiviliauvco from
IIUIII nine
lime contract- asleep.Mr. Cox also was seriously
IN CHICAGO
to make a thoroughinspectionof
hurt and is being,cared
for at
may the blessing of the Lord come I jng companiesfrom Grand
4.
all their risks within the next two
Clare. The
the time
time of
Clergy of western Michigan
unto you, one and all, and on the Holland, Muskegon and Kalamazoo Uaf*'rhe men
men at
at the
of the
----------- are
months. Persons having property
ell representedul
splendid work that you are doing .,n(i »Wo from this city who were 1 m*8',aP were taking tools to a well well
at the annual syn
Unr/i
1. I<eaton,
Ij'iitiin si* miles f rum Mt
Mf odical meeting of the Chicago insured in said company will thereat
here."
eager to get the job.
Pleasant.
I synou
nurcn in
synod oi
of me
the ueiormed
Reformed iChurch
in fore P|easc !>« Prepared to meet the
The program was interspersed)
1 America, which convenes this week J"HPectora.an<* arrange to have
with music and singing,Rev. J. H. CASHES WIFE’S CHECKS;
lh*ilr
in shape to comply
Rayle, pastor, being in charge
HUBBY GETS IN WRONG THOUSAND BIG MOUTH BLACK in Bethany Reformed church, Chi- urith
with truft
the ivtaviMiVM**
insurancenrmiinwzta
requirements
cago.
the
BASS IN ALLEGAN
Speakers who are now in Chicago and to pass the inspection.
After the program the congrega- 1 Arraigned in the office of the
taking part include Rev. Abraham , By order of the Board of Direction and others participating
in the jcounty jail before JusticeFred McLast spring the Rog and Gun club DeYoung of Kalamazoo, Rev. lor8»
meeting gathered around the cor- ; Eachron of Hudsonville, George
nerstonc where Rev. Clark S. Bell of Jamestown was charged built a dam across the North Side James M. Martin. Rev. Albertus
GERR1T YNTEMA, Sec.
Wheeler. D.D., of Grand Rapids,| with larceny for cashing his wife’s brook near Allegan where it comes Pieters,Rev. E. J. Blekkink ami
Dated, Jamestown, Mich, Sept
down
through
the
hills
and
planted
Rev.
Henry
Hospers
of
Holland,
Mich., district superintendent,ami check for $32.69. Bell paid hack the
23, 1930.
Dr. J. C. Willitts jointly read the amount of the check and the mat- it with large-mouth black bass fry. Rev. Gerrit J. Hokhuis of Grand
church form as this relates to cor- ter was settled with costs or 15 These have grown finely until this ville, Rev. C. H. Spaan and Elder
week when they were placed in C. Dosker of Grand Rapids and
nerstonc laying of churches of that I days in jail,
The defendant spent the day in neighboring lakes. They had Rev. J. F. Heemstra of HudsonRev. Rayle placed the copper jail and the family secured the fine grown to about three inches in ville.
box in the stone containing the which releasedhim. The check was length. In a year or two they will
church rules, program of Saugn- one given to Mrs. Bell from a be large enough to be token under HOLLAND PROFESSOR TO
DELIVER EIGHT LECTURES
tuck Centennial, history of the creamery in that section and Bell the state law limiting length.The
Ganges church, of the Ladies’ Aid endorsed the check and got the club has also this week planted
many thousands of such fish from
Prof. Albertus Pieters of WestSociety, and the Sunday School en- cash,
state hatcheries, sixty cans of them. ern TheologicalSeminary, Holland,
rollment, the program of the day
The state’s enterprise in hatching will begin a series of eight lectures
ami copies of the Fennville Herald THE DUTCH FAMILY OF
and planting fish has proved to be at Bethany Reformed church,
HOPPES GET PUBLICITY
and SaugatuckCommercialRecord.
IN BIG NEWSPAPER highly successful, in the great lakes Grand Rapids, on Friday evening,
The mason work at the laying of
I
The Chicago and Detroit papers at. well as in interior lakes and Oct.
the cornerstone was done by Walstreams.
Prof. Pieterswill give each lecter Wightman, an official of the are picturing Jan Hoppe and his
— oture on a succeeding Friday evechurch, assisted by his brother, wife and two children who were
MK. HOFFMAN GOT INTO
ning.
in Holland the greater part of three
Chester Wightman.
LIME LIGHT
The old Ganges church was weeks and also visited the Holland
HIGH SCHOOL WANTS LARGER
burned some two years ago and the Fair. The Chicago American calls
Allegan Gazette— In its account
LIBRARY
members of the congregation have him the "Wooden Shoe" driver.
l ......
"More room!" is the cry from
The Df,trojt
Detroit Tjmp8
Times ,)rints
prints a
a picture
picture of the Republican state convention
been working diligently and sacri- iThe
the Grand Rapids Herald told thus many of the faculty members in
ficing much to build even a better of the family in Dutch togs and
The Fire Demon rides
of a passage in which Allegan’s Holland High, especiallythe librachurch building on the ruins of the says: "Jan Hoppe, with his wife
with
reckless abandon
aggressive attorney and Republican rian, Miss Hazel De Meyer. Two
old church which was built in 1865. and childrenstop off in Detroit on
had a share in the convention pro- rooms seem imperative— a worka
world
tour
in
four-year-old
AmerTheir efforts have been crowned
throughout the country,
ceedings:
room and a larger reading room for
with success. The foundation has ican car. Despite his wooden shoes,
crushing many a valuable
"Clare
Hoffman
of
Allegan,
in
the
pupils.
The
library
is
open
from
already Ween laid, the cornerstone Hoppe is able to manipulate the
supportingPulver, declaredthat 7:30 o’clockin the morning until
property with his flaming
has been placed and the spire of a pedals of his car with the skill of
while we all appreciated the ability 12:00 o'clock noon, and again from
new temple of God will soon pierce a veteran driver — as a trial spin
chariot, taking advantage
and uualifications of Voorhies, we 12:30 o’clock until 4:30 o’clock and
the heavens, a gathering place for proved.
can’t forget the "crime,bootlegging often later in the afternoon.From
oi every act of carelessGanges and the entire countryside
and racketeering in Wayne.” Im- 200 to 250 students every day patVESPER RECITAL
and a reminder to thousandsand
ness. Are you careful?
mediately Wayne made its presence ronize the library, and the books
thousands who nass that way that
known.
The
leers and the boos taken out daily average forty-five.
HOPE
MEMORIAL
CHAPEL
Are you seniibly insured?
"God still lives."
broke forth for a few minutes
Since the library is a place to
Sunday Afternoon 4 o'clock
The program incident to the
which tickled Clare more than work, no talking is tolerated.
cornerstone laying follows:
October 12, 1930
cheers might have. He winked at Classes to teach sophomores the
This is jour agency
Music by the orchestra.
W. Curtis Snow,wOrganist
the press table and waited until it use of the Dewey decimal system
Hymn 275 by congregation.
"Festival Prelude on Ein' Feste
of
(he Hartford Fire
had quieted down. Then he went employed for cataloguingbooks will
Responsive reading. Psalm 84.
Burg" ...............................
Faulkes forward with a statement that he start within two weeks.
Prayer by Dr. Willitts.
Insurance Company.
"Air a la Bourree”..............Handel was supporting a man who had
Hymn 276 by congregation.
"Prelude in D Major" ............Bach long been a warhorse of the Re- GRAND HAVEN IS
Offertory and announcements. "Lied" ......................................
Vierne publican party, who had many
Call, Write or Phone
BADLY TRIMMED
Music by orchestra.
"Will o’ the Wisp" ..................
Nevin times been promised something and
Hymn, The Church in the Wild- “A Song" (Mammy) ..................
Dett as many times had been denied
Carrying the Red and Blue colors
wood, by double
‘The Lost Chord" (Request)
what had been promised. This of South High school to their third
Address by Rev. J. C. Willitts, “Toccata’’(Gothique) ...... Boellman didn’t sit so well in some places, straight decisive victory of the
D-D., Pastor M.E. Church,
Sullivan but it gave others a chance to
current season, Clifford Gettings’
0-laugh."
well- balanced, smooth - working
. Music by Double
Henry Kroll, who has been mano
football machine ran up a 39 to 0
Cornerstone Laying Ceremony by aging the Zeeland Kroger store for
Mayor Earnest C. Brooks ad- score in trouncing Grand Haven
District Superintendent,Rev. Clark some time past, has accepted the dressed the Men’s Luncheon . club
High’s eleven at Grand Haven Sat’^heeler, D.D., of Grand Rapids, higher position of manager of the at Muskegon Heights Tuesday
urday on Ferry school athletic
Kroger store at Holland.*
noon.
field.
\
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THE HOLLAND CITY
her new home on the Zeeland road.
Games and cards were played at
which the prize winner was Miss
Joe Boven. A three-courseluncheon

was served.
Mrs. T. Vanden Brink celebrated
Mrs. John Vander Ploeg, 60,
her eijrhty-seventhwedding anniversary Saturdayat the home of passed away Saturday evening at
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vanden Brink, 52 her home at 74 East eighteenth
West Sixteenth Street.
street. The deceased is survived by
R. Visser,247 West Nineteenth her husband, two sons and two
Street, has been granted a building daughters, Jacob of Holland, Wilpermit in glass in the porch of his liam of Hamilton, Mrs. James Harnotne.
rington of Holland and Mrs. ClarMrs. Henry Karsten entertained ence De Vries of Los / Angeles,
ten nurses of Holland hospitalat California.Funeral sendees were
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THERC ARE
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MISTAKES

PICTURE

IN THIS

te find them.

In the want ad column we explain the mistakes. Then you can see
how near 100 you bat, but study the picture well before looking at the
solution.

m
~

patterns of this spring. Beau-

now

tiful coloringsand designs ... but are

VERY SPECIAL
One

Lot 9x12

prices:

—

$69

Now

$9975—

discontin-

. thereforethese are

Genuine Wilton Rugs
values to

I
One

Lot 27x54 Rugs to

$8.75

match the 9x12 Rugvalues to $12.00— Now

One Rug,

11.3x12, form-

erly sold at

Now
Two

only

Now

$109

$145—

.....

Rugs, 11.3x12, formerly

•old at

$95

$135.00-

......

only

One Rug, 11.3x15-

A

$133

Real Special for

This Sale only

.

.

REMEMBER —

These are drop

pat-

terns and cannot be duplicated.

JAS. A.

BROUWER

CO.

held Wednesday afternoon at 1:30
Mrs. Arthur White submitted to
from the home and at 2 o’clock from
operation recently.
the Seventh Reformedchurch. Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Winslow
P. Van Eerden and Rev. J. Lanting
have moved from 635 Michigan
officiated. Interment took place in
Avenue to 95 West Fifteenth
the New Groningencemetery.
Street.
James Vander Jacht, three-year- Mr. and Mrs. H. Bittner, Sr
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
have moved to Flint where they
Vander Jacht, 345 West Fifteenth will nrtake their home.
street, died suddenly Sunday afterMr. and Mrs. Bert Mead of 95
noon. The child is survived by its
par
arents,
______
two
___ brothers,
_________ , ______
Duane' and
___ West Fifteenth street have moved
Wilber, and a sister. Virginia.Fu- 10 Allegan.
neral services were held at 2
The Federation of Women’s
o’clock Wednesday afternoon in the Adult Bible Classes held a meethome and burial took place in Hol- ing Friday evening in the Fourland Township cemetery.
teenth Street Christian Reformed
C. C.

Wood

Aye.

Holland, Mich.

The Women’s Guild of Grace
Episcopal church will hold a rummage sale in the Parish Hall Saturday, October 11, from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.

•Ians fielder
Holland Every Monday
18 East 16th Street — Reasonable Rates

3581

Address 614 Gilbert Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Grateful

—

here suited

facilities

to

Remembrance
The

her needs.

obligation to express your
grateful remembrance of

the stenographer carrying a savings

happy hours shared together
with th^ departed' You can
fulfillthis sacred duty in no

a

checking account;

—

-

—
—

account;

4

the

woman

with funds to invest;

the

woman

with jewelry, papers or

more fitting manner than by the erection of a suitablemonu*
ment. Consult us for suggestions.

Holland Monument Works

other valuables to keep in a safe de1

posit box.

FACT, YOU

IN

sorrow of losing a

loved one brings v'ith it an

household

the housewife with

will find

Block north end ons-half west of
II Weet 7th
phone

St.

Warm

4214

Friend Tavern
Holland, Mich.

our banking and

trust facilitieshelpful.
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STATE

BANK

Cor. 19th
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and Washington Ave.
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MICHIGAN

PLUMBING AND HEATING
installed.

----

St.

HOLLAND, •
All kinds of

lOUNTY’S OLDEST BA1

A.

ELECTRIC PUMPS

hour glass it marks the

Harness your pennies to a pur-

Q Money

properly planted or in-

vested begets

money—

try

it!

The Thrift Tree has no
Crop Failures

Miss Jennie Terpstra, who is to
be a fall bride, was honored with a
miscellaneous shower last week
Thursday evening at the home of
her parents,Mr. and Mrs. D. Terpstra, 257 East Fourteenthstreet.
Games were played and a twocourse luncheon was served. The
bride-to-be was the recipient of
many beautiful gifts. Those present
were.Mrs. J. Rypma, Mrs. R. Pas,
Mrs. G. Oetman. Mrs. R. Walters,
Mrs. Ter Louw. Mrs. J. Koops, Mrs.

C[

A man
ed to

with a surplus

way.
ity

C^s

If

is

prepar-

advantage of an op-

take

portunity

>URPLU!

when

he

is

it

comes

his

broke opportun-

must pass him by.

Mrs. J. Vos, Mrs. C. Koetsier,Mrs.
C. DeVries, Mrs. C. Terpstra, Mrs.
L. Terpstra, Mrs. W. Vande Linde,
Mrs. T.. Moddus, Mrs. A. Tibbe,

Saving Means Surplus to the
Saver

Start A Savings Account
4

and

SEPTIC

TANKS

Guaranteed. These are especially adaptable
in outlying and rural districts, v

Today!

PERCENT-PAID ON SAVINGS-4 PERCENT

BANK

FIRST STATE

Resources over $4,350,000.00

MICHIGAN

HOLLAND,

YOUNG NURSE DIES
AT NILES HOSPITAL
Miss Ruth Zwemer, 30, died Fri- p.tionsbecause the fruit has reached
day evening at Pawating hospital, the stage of maturity where it
where she has ben nurse for should be placed in storage.If left
nearly two years. Miss Zwemer to ripen further,it may not keep
was born in Holland on August 3, well.
11)00, and graduatedfrom the loDOUGLAS, SAUGATUCK
cal schools. She took her nurses

AND

training in Hinsdale, Illinois. SurVICINITY
viving are her father, Edward
Zwemer of Holland; four brothers, Douglas went back to the winter
Walter of Grand Haven, Clarence schedule of one mail a day Oct. 1st.
of Oklahoma, William of Holland The lake shore rural station was
and John of Green Bay, Wis., and closed for the season Tuesday
two sisters.Mrs. Harry Kramer i n:„ht
and Mrs. Laura Maatman of Hoi- 1
land.

Mrs.

W. T.

N
Phoning

mi

Smith of Gilman

Funeral services were held Tues- Road, Saugatuek,passed away in
day afternoon at 2 o’clock from the the Holland hospitalTuesday noon.
home of her sister,Mrs. Harry The funeral will be held this (FriKramer, 119 West Tenth street, day) afternoon at 2:00 o’clock, at
and at 2:30 from the Seventh Day the home.
Adventist church. Elder C. H. Sorenson of Berrien Springs officiated.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Claver and son
Intermenttook place in the Hol- Randall of Zeeland and Mr. and
land Township cemetery.
Mrs. J. O. Brady and son Bobby of

WESTERN MICHIGAN FRUIT
GROWERS ESTIMATE FRUIT

Grand Rapids spent Sunday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Brady,

Coal purchased

NOW

Saugatuck.

chased next

or winter. By placing

Mrs. C. W. East, whose summer
is at Saugatuck, spent a few
Western Michigan orchurdists clays in St. .Charles,111., guest of
estimate that last week’s gale cost her brother,Mr. J. D. Nies, on her.
them more than $1,000,000.
way to Springfield,111., which is
Thousands of bushels of apples, her home. She reports that Mr.
pears and peaches and plums were Nies is making a splendid recovery
either blown from trees or were so from a three-months’ illnessand
badly limb-bruisedthat they are of has resumed his work with Lewis
littlecommercialvalue. Apples on Institute, where he is Dean of Electhe Grand Rapids and other mar- trical Engineering.
kets this week were sold at almost
iy price growers could obtain.
Mrs. Nina Daugherty and sister,
Kceports from the country indiMiss Nellie LaDick of Holland
cated that virtually every apple visited with Mrs. Ida Bronson, Mrs.
j

|

of any

In an

Money"

home

WOMAN

beach drifts with

passag^ of time.

LOSS AT $1,000,000AS RESULT OF GALE

kind can find

the

them grow.

Personal Items

KrmuztmutsoMHBa

Phone

USES BANKING SERVICE

Sand on

ning with a dinner-shower in honor
of Mrs. Lewis Lawrence,a recent
bride. Covers were laid at a table
beautifullylighted by candles. A
three-course dinner was served.
Games were played, with prizes going to Miss Mickey Essenburghand
Mrs. H. J. DeWeerd. The guests
were Mrs. CatherineEssenburgh,
Mrs. James Schurman, Miss Mickey Essenburgh, Miss Jean Houting,
Mrs. J. Vander Poel, .Vrs- Annie
Cress, Mrs. H. Vande Linde,
inde, Mrs.
George Schurman, Mrs. N. Wassenaar. Mrs. H. J. DeWeerd, Miss
LaVerne Essenburgh and Mrs.
Lewis Lawrence.

nodical conference of the Particu- Cook and Ruthmary of Central
lar Synod of Chicago Tuesday and Park. Mich,; Mr. and Mrs. George
Wednesday.The sessionswere held Brown of Grand Rapids. Miss Jenin Bethany Reformedchurch, Rose- nie Mills of Elyria,Ohio, and Mr.
land.
and Mrs. James Mills of Flint,
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Musser and Mich.
j daughter Necia Ann of Grand Raplids. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson and
Miss Ruth Zoet and Marvin Nyson Harleighof Hudsonville and kerk, son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fairbankr and J. Nykerk of 110 East Thirteenth
son Harold of East Lansing were street, were united in marriage last
the week-end guests of Mr. and week Thursday afternoon at Rev.
Mrs. Alva Fairbanks,274 West H. Bouma’s parsonage. The young
Tenth Street.
couple were attended by Mr. and

STUDIO—

WHO

Q

C. Dykema, Mrs. C. Ter Louw,

Teacher of Singing

EVERY

you save them!

|

the tides and the winds.

Mrs. H. Windemuller.Mrs. W.
Wesdorp, Mrs. J. Van Kampen,
A very pretty wedding was Mrs. P. Schierenga, Mrs. J. Veltsolemnized Friday afternoon at the kamp, Mrs. M. Witteveen. Mrs. W.
John Costing submittedto .an home of Mrs. George W. Atwood, Pluim, Misses Trua Wesdorp, Henoperation for appendicitisat the 18 East 9th St., when her daugh- rietta Wesdorp, Alice Windemuller,
Holland hospital last week Wednes- ter, Miss Georgene Annette, be- Gertrude Windemuller, Gertrude
day.
came the bride of Mr. Harry Mills. Van Kampen, Jeanette Van KamMiss Jean Steinfort. who has At 2 o’clock Rev. Albert Balgooyen, pen, Johanna Pluim, Julia Rypma,
been confined to the Ann Arbor uncle of the bride, read the double Anna DeGraaf, Sena Oetman, Gerhospital for eight weeks, is recov- ring service.Two little nieces of trude Oetman, Jennie Terpstra,
ering at the home of her parents, the bride, Harriet Stegeman and Mrs. C. Kimball. Mrs. C. WesterMr. and Mrs. Tony Steinfort.Or- Ruthmary Cook acted as flower broek and Mrs. Bernice Rypma.
chard Hill.
girls while Master Jack StegeMr. and Mrs. George Woldring
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Swetz have man, nephew of the bride, carried
celebrated their twenty-fifth wedmoved from 456 Harrison Avenue the rings on a silver salver.
After the ceremony a delicious ding anniversary at their home on
to 161 West Twentieth Street.
luncheon was served.
East Fifth street last week ThursJoseph Ming underwentan operThe followingout-of-town guests day evening.Guests were members
ation at the Berean Hospital,Bufwere present: Rev. and Mrs. A. of the board of directors of the
falo. N. Y.
Balgooyen of Troy, Mich.; Rev. Sixth Reformed church. Games
Rev. James M. Martin and Elder and Mrs. James Stegeman, Harriet
were played after which refreshHenry- Van Ark represented the and Jack, of Muskegon Heights, ments were served.
Third Reformed church at the sy- Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. Herman C.

n

It will if

pose and watch time make

buildingpermit to remodel his
house at 24 West Thirteenth street.

•I.

Q

Mrs. Jack Knoll entertained a
party of 12 guests Wednesday eve-

church.

has been granted a

The Old Reliable Furniture Store
212-216 River

- --

Your Pennies Into Dollars!

-

How good are you at finding mi:takes? The srtlst hat Intentionally
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture.Some of them
are easily discovered,others may be hard. See how long it will take

.

o

white crepe de chine and carried a
bouquet of roses. She was attended
by Miss Elsie Wood. Best man was
Leslie DeNeff, brother of the bride.
Little Marlyn DeNeff was ringbearer, and Miss Nora DeNeff
played the wedding march. Following the ceremony a three-course
luncheon was served. The couple
left on a short trip and on their
return will reside here. Among the
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Ovenaug and daughter, Harriet of
Twin Lakes; Jqmes Evans of Muskemon; Mr. and Mrs. Peter DeNeff,
Roy Dolittle and family; Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Seigers, and Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Ketchum.
o— --------

w,

.

Will Turn

Miss Esther DeNefT and LeRoy
were united in marriage
last week Wednesday evening at
the hom$ of the bride. The ceremony was performed by Rev. C. W.
Meredith.The bride was dressed in

DROP PATTERNS

ued by the manufacturer

| Time

Dolittle

Wilton Rugs

new

- —

with a bridge party Friday at her
home on Central avenue. Prizes
were won by Mrs. Herbert Ingham
and Mrs. Arthur Kronemeyer.After the bridge games refreshments
were served.
were Mr.
erved. The guests
gu*
and Mrs. Vaudie Vandenberg,Mrs.
A. B. Bosman, Mrs. J. J. Marcus,
Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren,Mrs.
Ruth Spaulding, Mrs. Joseph
Geerds. Mrs. William Lokker, Mrs.
Herman Ingham. Mrs. William
Westrate, Mrs. Henry Geerds and
Mrs. Arthur Kronemeyer.

—On Genuine—

all

o

Mrs. William Bos entertained

SPECIAL SALE

These are

mmwmmmmmMmmm

Mrs. George Ihrman of Fillmore.
Following the ceremony a wedding
upper was held at the home of the
groom ’• parents. The newlyweds
ubnort
will take up residence at Fillmore
route 5.

-

H0MM1

NEWS

was blown from McIntosh trees. Flora Goodrich and Mrs. Amos
This variety drops easily. Growers
are leaving the McIntosh apples on
the ground to color and hope
realize half of the market value of
the fruit later in the season. Such
winter varieties as Rhode Island
Greenings, Baldwins and Northern
Spys also fell heavily.,
Peaches and plums fell in heavy
volume, as those fruits were more

Tucker of Ganges last Saturday.
Mrs. John Westveltentertained
donn, "e8I,v“u wi
the W‘,man » Fore,Kn M'»*!™ary

to

i

church at her home on the lake
shore at Ganges last Tuesday af-

effect a real

fall

is

substantiallycheaper than coal pur-

saving. Bottom prices are

your

order today you

now

in force on

grades of coal and coke in our yards. Be

snappy weather makes

Our

its

all

“set" by the

all

time

bow.

coal is the best grade, and not alone that, but Duitleil.

Our new method

enables us to fill your coal bin with

clean coal.
It

sure helps save the wall paper or house decorations.

Costs No JVtor©
Let us save you

money on your winter

supply.

Gebben & Van den Berg
Holland.

275 East 8th

Street,

Holland, Mich.

ternoon.

The building occupied by Dr. E.
E. and E. T. Bruson near Ganges
matured, and were ready to be' on US31 was damaged considerpicked. The drop was heaviest in ably by fire late Thursday afterGold Drop and Banner peaches, noon. The fire seemed to have
and in Grand Duke plums. The loss started between the piaster and the
in pear orchards was not as heavy outer wall and worked its way up
as the pears were better able to through the roof. The Saugatuck
fire departmentarrived in JO mincling to the trees.
Seasonal conditions were partly utes and saved the building.Much
responsiblefor the heavy losses in damage was done to the interior,
apple orchards. Winter and fall and most of the roof will have to
varietieshave ripened two weeks be replaced.
earlier than normal as a result of
Mrs. Leighton, formerly with the
the warm, dry fall. Many orchard- Tri-County Telephonecompany in
ists had just started to pick their Decatur,is the permanent chief
Northern Spy, Baldwin and Green- operator for Saugatuck, taking
ing crop when the storm struck. the place of Miss Watson. In a
Packing plants were beginning to short time pay stationaccommodapack late varietiesand indicationstions for long distancewill be availwere the harvest would be cgm- able at all hours. The new telephone directorieswere mailed to
pleted by Oct. 20.
Since the storm has wind-picked subscriberslast week,
pnrt of the crop, growers expect toi Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cobb of Hamcompletethe harvest by Oct. 15.|iltonwere guests of Mr. and Mrs.
They are speeding up picking oper- Jas. Dempster, Douglas, Sunday.

Model Drug Store
33-35 W. 8th St.

HOLLAND,
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GAME

TO BENTON HARBOR

QUNDAY

Notice
FOR

ExpircE Dec. II

MORTGAGE SALE

John Flikkema spent the weekend at his home in Kalamazoo

—

WHEREAS, default has been Default having been made in the
budding Holland 7 to 6 foot- Mrs. S. V. Mersen spent a few days
conditions of a certain mortgage
made in the payment of moneys seball victory was turned into a Ben- in New York— -Mr. and Mrs. G. J.
signed and executed by Jack Blue
ton Harbor 12 to 7 triumph at Ben- Diekema spent the week-end with cured by a mortgage dated the 1st and Irene Blue, his wife, to the
ton Harbor Saturday at FiWtrup their daughtersin Chicago— Mrs. day of September,1927, executed Peoples State Bank of Holland,
<Br REV. r. B. riTlWATBR. D. Dh field, wjien Capt. Bob Krakcs broke William L. Eaton of Waukazoo is and given by John Sjoerdsmaand Michigan, a Michigancorporation,
Grace Sjoerdsma, husband and on May 14th, A. 5. 1927, and reu«mb«r of Facultr.Moody UIW«
loose for 15 yards to score the win- spending a few weeks in Chicago
Inatltatoof Chicago.)
ning touchdownwith less than two Miss Matha Tien spent the week- wife, of Holland. Ottawa County, corded in the office of the Reglater
((6. )>» W— torn Nownaaof Ualoa.)
end in Chicago— Henry Geerlings Michigan, as mortgagors, to (Mrs.) of Deeds for Ottawa County,
minutes to phy.
During the last three years the spent the week end in Detroit— Weia Feikema of Holland, Ottawa Michigan, in Liber 147 of MortLeison for October 12
Tigers and Dutch have battled on Marvin Schumackeris visiting County, Michigan,as mortgagee, gages on page 434, on May 17th,
even terms on the gridiron, Benton friends in California—J. J. Rie- which mortgage was recorded
A. D. 1927, on which mortgage
MARY THE MOTHER OF JESUS: Harbor having scored its last vic- mersma spent the week-end in Lan- the office of the registerof deeds there is claimed to be due at the
AN EXAMPLE OF MOTHERHOOD tory over the Hollanders in 1926 by sing— Gerald Heunick spent the for Ottawa County, Michigan, on time of this notice for principal
the narrow margin of 2 to 0. To- week-end in Muskegon — Robert | the 9th day of September,A.D. end interest the sum of Four ThouLESSON TEXT— Luk« 1:16-1*; day’s game was the fifteenth grid- Kruizenga and Harry Friesema 1927, in liber 137 of Mortgageson sand Seven and Eleven One-HunJohn 1:1-1; 1I:I6-IT.
iron contest between the two spent the week-end in Detroit and page 196, on which mortgage there dredths Dollars and an attorney fee
GOLDEN TEXT— Bui Mary kept schools.
I Is claimed to be due at this time
Ann Arbor—
aa provided in said mortgage.
all these sayings,pondering them
I the sum of One Thousand, One
Default also having been made
Coach Bud Hinga’s club scored
In her heart.
Hundred Sixty-five and 26/100 Dol- in the conditionsof a second mortPRIMARY TOPIC — Mary, tha Its only tally in the first five minlars (91165.26),principal and in- gage signed and executed by said
utes of play, Capt. Beekman carryREGISTRATION NOTICE
Mother of Jesus.
terest, and an attorneyfee of Jack Blue and Irene Blue, hia wife,
JUNIOR TOPIC— Mar), the Moth- ing the oval over the 1-yard line
Thirty-fiveDollars ($36.00),being to the said Peoples State Bank, of
Park Township
er of Jesus.
after Van Zanden had broke loose
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR with a 38-yard run from midfield to
the legal attorney fee in said Holland, Michigan,on December
TOPIC— What Ws Owe Our Mothers. place the ball In scoring position,
mortgage provided, and no suit or 16th, A. D. 1929, which said mortFor the general election to
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT van Zanden carried the ball over held on Tuesday, November
proceedings having been inititutod gage was recorded in the office of
TOPIC— A Mother'sInfluence.
at law to recover the debt, or any said Register of Deeds in Liber
1930.
for the extra point.
To the qualified electorsof the part thereof, secured by said mort- 154 of Mortgages, on page 61, on
Benton Harbor also collectedits
I. Who Mary Wat (Luke 1:20,
gage, whereby the power of sale December 23rd, 1929, on which
first touchdown in the opening township of Park, State of Michcontained in said mortgage has be- mortgage there is claimed to be
She wag a Jewish maid of Naza- period with Frakes, Johnson and igan:
Notice is hereby given that in come operative.
due at the time of this notice for
Armstrong carrying the ball from
reth. The first Informationwe have
THEREFORE. noUce is principaland interest the aum of
of her la that she was engaged to midfield to the Holland six-yard conformity with the “Michigan
hereby
given
that
by
virtue
of
the
Twenty-five Hundred Seventeen
be married to Joseph, a carpenter line on 11 plays. Johnson, 123-pound Election Law,” I, the undersigned
said power of sale and in pursuance and No Hundredths Dollars, and
of the same village. The custom fullback for the locals, plunged clerk, will upon any day, except
among the Jews was for betrothal through center for the touchdown, Sunday and a legal holiday, thn day of the statute in such case made an attorney fee as provided in *ald
and provided, the said mortgage mortgage, and no suit or proceedto take place a year before mar- Frakes’ attemptedplace kick was of any regular or specialelection,
riage. During this Interval the blocked, giving Holland a 7 to 6 or primary election, receive for will i*e foreclosed by sale of the ings at law having been instituted
woman remained with her parents. lend, which they held until the Ti- registrationthe name of any legal premises therein described at pub- to recover the moneya secured by
lic auction, to the highest bidder, either or both of said mortgages or
II. Mary Accepted Motherhood at ger captain broke loose in the clos- voter in said township not already
registered who may apply to me at the north front door of the any part thereof,
God’e Command (Luke l:26-r>0).
ing minutes of play.
personally for such registration. court home in the City of Grand
Notice is hereby given that by
1. God sent Gabrielto Mary (vv.
Lineup and summary:
Provided, however, that I can re- Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan, virtue of the power of sale conHolland-7
Benton
Harbor—
12
26-38).
tout
being
the
place
where
the
cirtained in said mortgages and the
It was during this Interval of beMarshall .......... LE... . Klomparens ceive no names for registration
cuit court for the county of Otta- statute in such case made and protrothal before Joseph and Mary Lake .......... LT .... ...............Good during the time intervening bewere married that God sent the Chaddock ........ LG- ............ Norlin tween the second Saturdaybefore wa is held, on Monday, the 29th vided, on Thursday, Decamber
day of December, A.D. 1930, at 18th, A. D. 1930, at ten o'clock in
angel Gabriel to announce to Mary Taylor .................C ..... .... Masseling any regular,special or officialpritwo o’clock in the afternoon of that the morning, Central Standard
that she was to be the mother of Reinhardt ....... RG.. ...... DeKraker mary election and the day of such
date, which premises are described Time, the undersigned will, at the
election.
Jesus. More than seven hundred Gagliardo ....... RT ... Van Zanten
The last day for general regis- in said mortgage as follows, to-wit: front door of the Court House in
years before, Isaiah prophesiedthat Baker
RE... ............. Tysse
The following described lands the City of Grand Haven, Micha virgin should give birth to a son Frakes (c) ...... Q
....Van Zanden tration does not apply to persons
and premises situated in the igan, sell at public auction to tha
whose name should be called Im- Armstrong
(c) Beekman who vote under the Absent Voters’
LH
City of Holland, County of Ot- highest bidder the premises domanuel— God With Us (Isaiah Siriano .............RH... ..... Landwehr Law.
tawa. and State of Michigan, de- scribedin said mortgages, together
7:14). Though at first perplexed, Johnson ..............F... ....... TeRoller
October 25. 1930, Last Day
scribedas follows: Lot one hun- with interest and all legal coats.
she accepted the annunciationwith
Score by quarters—
dred ten (110) of Steketee The premises in said mortgages
remarkable courage and devotion. Holland ..........................
7 0 0
for general registration by perBrothers Addition to the City of being describedas follows:
To be a mother was the normal de- Benton Harbor ........... 6 0 0 6 — 12 sonal applicationfor said election.
Holland, according to the recordLot Seventy-four (74) and the
sire of every married Jewish womTouchdowns— Beckman. Johnson,
ed plat of said addition, on recEast three (3) feet of Lot Sevan. Mary accepted motherhood at Frakes. Point after touchdown—
Notice is hereby given that I will
ord in the office of the Register
enty-five (75) of Steketee Broth-,
a tremendous cost. She was con- Van Zanden. Substitutions—For be at my office at Waukazoo on
of Deeds for said Ottawa Couners Addition to the City of Holscious of her virgin purity. She Holand, Baker for Van Zanden, Ver
ty,
Michigan.
Oct. II and Oct. 18. 1930
land, Michigan, according to the
knew that to become a mother un- Hulst for De Kraker, Loyer for
Dated this 26th day fit Septemrecorded plat thereof.
der such circumstances would ex
Klomparens,Van Looyengoed for from 8 o'clocka.m. until 5 o'clock ber, A.D. 1930.
pose her to suspicion and shame. Ver Hulst, Loyer for Tyssc. Van
PEOPLES STATE BANK.
(MRS.) WEIA FEIKEMA,
This was the view that certain Zanden for TeRoller, De Kraker p.m. on each said day for the purMortgagee.
pose
of
reviewing
the
registration
Mortgagee.
Jews took of the matter, for they for Van Zanden, Oonk for Beekman,
Dated: This 16th day of Septemand
registeringsuch of the qualiHolland, Michigan.
east Into the face of Jesus that Roosicn for Masselink; for Benton
ber, A. D. 1930.
he was horn of fornication(John Harbor, Jackson for Gugliardo, fied electors in said township as DIEKEMA. CROSS & TEN CATE, Lokkcr A Den Herder,
shall properly apply therefor.
Attorneys
for
Mortgagee,
8:41). Her faith was such that she Stevens for Siriano,Bury for BaAttorneys for Mortgagee.
Business Address:
responded with noble courage.
Businese Address:
ker. Officials— Referee, Wcstgatc,
ARTHUR WITTEVEEN,
Holland,
Michigan.
2. Mary visits Elisabeth (Luke Pennsylvania; umpire, Strome,
Holland, Michigan.
Township Clerk.
1:99-45).
Kalamazoo college;head linesman,
Kiplrr* Def. S
In her embarrassment she set out Jackson, W.S.T.C.
NOTICK OF MORTCACK FOKKCLOHt'RR
on a visit to an elderlykinswom12692-Exp.Oct. 4
REGISTRATION NOTICE
an named “Elisabeth,"where she
HALF.
DIAMOND SPRINGS
STATE
OF MICHIGAN
Tht
could have the help of a woman of
Holland Township
Probate Court for the County of
spiritual discernment.
Nallrt li hrrtfcr fl**a Ihal JrfaallM* Ottawa
Miss Dorothy Rutgers of Kala3. Mary's song (40-56).
For the general electionto be vrrutrS In Ihf rnndlllaniaf that rtrtaln
At a session of aaid Court, bell at
mazoo
was
home
of a week visiting
martfatr. 4al*4 th* 7th da? af Janaair.
Having sought the sympathy and
held on Tuesday, November 4, lilt, rirrutrdky Caral* Van I»* Bari and the City of Grand Haven in said
Mrs.
G.
Rutgers.
encouragement of her friend,her
V'rlllfVan Or Bars. M» wift. aa marlga- County, on the 9th day of Soptombor
Mr. G. De Jonge of Diamond 1930.
triumphant faith carried her beyond
To the Qualifiedelectorsof the gala, la Tht Frdrral l.and Bank af Nalnt A. D. 1930
the misunderstanding and shame Springs is now tuning in over a township of Holland, State of Past, a kady rarparatr,af Oir Clly af 8l.
new radio.
Present,Ron. Jamta J. Danbof,
Paul, f'aanly af Raiairy. Mtat* af Minwhich awaited her, and caused her
nrtala,aa marlgagrr. Bird far rarard In Judge of Probate.
The fine rain has done a lot of Michigan:
soul to burst out In a wonderful
(hr
nlflcr
af
tha
HrgUtar
af
Drada
la
and
Notice is hereby given that in
lo the Matter of tha Estata ef
song of praise. As pointed out by good for fall wheat and for winfar Ottawa Caaaly, Mlrklgan.aa Ika lltk
conformity with the "Michigan day af Janaary, A.D. 111! at I if) a'rlark
another,three features of her char- ter plowing.
HENRY J. OLERT, decMsed
Election
Law,”
I,
the
undersigned
A.M.,
ft
carded
la
Ukrr
II*
af
Marlgagea
Mr. H. J. Jurries has been on a
acter stand out In this song:
clerk, will upon any day, except an Page M ikrrraf, la tkal Ikal rertala Inbusiness
trip to Hamilton.
John
Olart having filed hit peti(1) Her heart purity.
Ullmmt af Kigkty-aareaand 1*/IH DalHenry Jurriesand family of Hol- Sunday and a legal holiday, the day Ian (IST.II),principaland InWraaf dna tion, praying that an initranent
Only a pure heart rejoices at the
land visited Mr. and Mrs. H. J. of any regular or special election, Jaaaary 7, 1*1* remalai anpatdi and fnr- filed in eaid Court be admitted tef
nearness of God.
Ikrr Ikal Ike taira wart nal paid ky Ika
Junies of Diamond Springs Satur- or primary election,receive for aiarlutgaraand wan prnaltlrdla krranit Probate as tha last will and testa- f
(2) Her humility.
registrationthe name of any legal drltnqarnt;ikal an Ika fatlaraaf aald ment of said deceased and that adday.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Jurries
She forgot herselfand gave her
voter in said township not already atari gagara la pay anek laara,Tka Fad- ministrationof said estate be grantof Holland were here Sunday.
heart In praise to God.
registered who may apply to me anl .and Bank af Haint Panl did fleet la ed to J jhn Olert and Bertha VeTtmao
(8) Her unselfishness.
pay Ike lame, and an Jaly SI, IMS, paid
Only two arrests were made last personally for such registration. the ram af One Handred Twalra aad ll/IH or some other auitable person.
She did not primarily think of
Provided,
however,
that
I
can
reDollan (IMS.I1) aa laiaa far Ika yaar
It ia Ordered, that the
the undying honor which would be week for speeding. They were Ed
ceive no names for registration » IIS*. Ikal paraaaal la ika prailaianaaf
attached to her, hut the blessing Poest, who was fined $10, and Mar14th Day e( October,A. D. 113$
•aid aiarlgaga, aald aiarlgagaakaa rlartad
during the time intervening be- la derlaraIka wkala dakl if eared thereby
which would come upon future gen- vin Schaup drew a fine of $5.
at
ten
A. M , at aaid Probate Office
tween the second Saturdaybefore la ka naw daa and payable; and Ikara la
erations through her.
daa
and
parable
al
ike
dale
af Ikls aatlra ia hereby appointed for bearing eaid
any
regular,
special
or
official
pri4. The birth of Christ at Bethle- HUNDREDS OF VISITORS ARE
apan the debt aaaarad ky aaM martgage, petition.
election and the day of such
Ika iam af Twa TkaaiaadFlea Handred
ATTRACTED TO HOLLAND mary
hem (Luke 2:15-19).
k ia Further Ordered,That Publie
election.
Farly.lkrta
and 97/IH Dalian (fSMS.*7)|
What Gabriel announced to Mary
BY NATIONWIDE WARD
The
last day for general regis- and that aa aelkan ar praceedlagal law ar notice thereof be given by publics*
was now being fulfilled. Caesar's
WEEK
tration does not apply to persons othrrwlie kaa keen Inilllatedla racatei tion of a copy hereof for three aucdecree concerningtaxation brought
aald dakl ar aay pari lharaaf, tkal, ky *lr
*
who vote under the Absent Voters' lar af a pawer af aala Ihereiacontained, ceaaive weeks previoua to aaid day
Joseph and Mary to Bethlehem for
Loeal people are commenting on Law.
aald martgage will be (ererleied and Ika of hearing in the Holland City Newa
the fulfillment of Mlcah 5:2. Beland and prrmlaee therein drier!bed lying a newaptper printed and circulated
the
interest being displayedby
cause of the crowded Inn, the birth
and being In Ike Caanty af Ottawa, State
October 25. 1930. Last Day
in aaid County.
folks from the surrounding coun
af
Mlrklgan, a* fallawa, la-wltt
of the world's Savior took place In
JAMES J- DANHOF,
try and neighboring towns in the
Tka Kail Half af Ika Haalhwail
cave stable.
quarter (K'4HW'/«>af Hectian Twa (S).
Judge of Probate.
Ward
Week
Sale now in progress. for general registration by perIII. Mary’s Faith In Her Son
TawnihipBli (I) Norik. Range FifA trot copy—
It is estimated that 6,000 visitors sonal applicationfor said election.
teen (111 Waal, rantainingRlgfcty (IS)
(John 2:1-5).
CORA VANDEWATE*.
including many from a distance
arraa. mare ar laaa, according la Ika
1. Her anxiety (v. 3).
Notice is hereby given that I will
Register ef Probate.
(•ewnmrnt rarray lharaaf,
came
from
outlying communities
The arrival of Jesus and his disbe at my home office at Holland will be Mid al pabllr auction la Ika klgheit
so far this week.
bidder far ra»h by Ika Hherlff af Ottawa
ciples put a drain upon the reThe big sale at Ward’s is, of Township, Michigan, on
County, al the narlk franl door af tha
sources of the host, for their InviCourt Home, In (he City of Orand Haarn, Chas.
course, the Mecca of all these visiOctober 11, 1930
tation seemingly came after their
In iald County and Blair, an Tueaday, Detors, but it is by no means getting
ce inker t, IISI, al l*:N o'clock In Ika farearrival at Cana.
8th St*
all their attention.Local restau- at the home of the township clerk, naan. Central Standard Tima, la pay aad Office 12
2. Mary presents the need to
rants, theatres, soda fountains,and Charles Elander and at Bert Wier- •allify Ika dakl ic cured by aald martgaga
Practice limited to
Jesus (v. 3).
and tka cam and dliburiemrnlaallowedky
EYE, EAR, N08E and THROAT
The clear ImplicationIs that she other stores have been directly and sma’s store, West limits of Zeeland, law upon aald forarlaiara tala.
on
Dated Ikii Ilk day of Beplemher.III*.
Glasaes fitted.Office hours 9-12
requested him to embrace this op- indirectlybenefitedby the buyers
from abroad.
October 18. 1930
a.m., 2-5 p.m. Except Wednesday
portunityto present his Messianic
THE FEDERAL LAND BANK OF
While the Ward Week Sale held
p.m. Saturday evenings 7-9. Phone
SAINT
PALL
claims by working a miracleto suplast Spring attracted many hun from 8 o’clock a.m. until 5 .o’clock
Marlgagea
ply the lack of wine.
p.m. on each said day for the pur- ClappertonA Owen
3. Jesus asserts his authority(v. dreds of out-of-town visitors, local
Attorney!far tha Morlgagaa,
observers are unanimous in agree- pose of reviewing the registration Urand Kapldi, Michigan.
4).
and registeringsuch of the qualiing
that
Ward’s
Fall
Event
is
He respectfullyreminded his
fied electors in said townshipas
12611 -Exp. Oct. 11
Eye, Ear, Nose and TTiroat
mother that he had now passed bringing in perceptiblylarger num- shall properly apply therefor.
Specialist
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
from her authority and that his Fa- ber, including many from a distance. Manager Mr. Pierce,of the
[Vander
Veen Block]
Court
for tbe County of Ottawa.
ther’s will was supreme.
CHARLES ELANDER,
local store, stated today that he ex2-5 p. m.
4. Mary's confidence(v. 5).
At a session of said Court, held at Office hours: 9-10 aTownship Clerk.
Evtnings—Tuea. and Saturday
Perhaps as he asserted his au- pects the current Ward Week Sale
the Probate Officein the city of Grand
R. R. 6.
7:30 to 9:00
thority he gave her a sign by which to surpass all the store’sprevious
Haven in said County, on the 28rd
day of Sept. A. D. 1939.
she understood that he would not sales and attendancerecords.
11823-Exp.. Oct. 26
fall her in her hour of embarrass- Educational Publicity.
Prasonti Boa. Jamas J. Daakof, Jadg*
STATE OF MICHIGAN— Ths Pro- of Probata.
ment. Accordinglyshe directed the
E.J.
batg Court for tha County of Ottewg.
servants to carry out whatever InIn ths mailer of ths Estste of
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
et
D. C., Ph. C.
RIWqRED BY THE "/ffT OfTonShW
structions he should give.
the Probete Office in the City of Grend
HIDDE NIEUWSMA, Deceased
IV. A Dying Son's Thought for MANAGEMENT.CIRCULATION,ETC.,
CHIROPRACTOR
OF AUGUST 24TH, 1*11
Hevtnin the seid County, jb the 3rd
Jantje Nieuwtma having filed her
Hit Mothtr (John 19:25-27).
Office: Holland City State Beak
dey of Oct. A. D., 1930.
petition,praying that an inatrument
It Is beautiful to note the tender of the Holland Cltr Nrwi pubJIihort woekly
Present,
Hon.
James
J.
Danhof,
filed
in
said
Court
be
admitted
to
Precare which Jesut In his dying hour at Holland.Michiirin, Ortobrr I. I3HU.
Judge of Probate.
bateasthelast will and testament of
manifested for his mother. He State of Michigan.
!».—
Langeland Funeral Horae
aaid deceasedand that administration
In the matter of the Estate of
committed her to the care of John. Countr of Ottawa.
of said estatebe granted to herself or
John accepted the responsibility of
Before me a notary public in and for the
MORTICIANS
KATIE
VAN
DUINE
NOGGLES,
alias
a son and took her to his own State and County aforeiaid. penonally ap- KATHERINE NOGGLES. Deceased some other suitable person.
prared Benjamin A. Mulder, who, having
21
W.
16th
Phone 4550
home.
It is Ordered, That tha
been duly iworn accordingto law. detwiei
Bert Van der Ploeg having filed in
Holland,Mich.
and ray. that he i. the Editor of the Hoi- ..W cpny. hi. na
n,..i„V nr li
28th day ef Octeker A. D. 1939
land City Newi, and that the followingia,
"•» P*ttUon(praying for liFor Sale and for rent cards are to the beet of hia knowledge and belief, al cense to sell the interestof eaid estate at ten A. M., at said Probate Office
for sale at the Newa office,32 W. true itatementof the ownenhip, manage- in certain reel estate therein described, is hereby appoointrdfor hearing said
Tyler Van Landegend
irncnt.etc., of the aforesaidpublication for
petition.
8th.
It is Ordered, Tbit tbe
Ithe date ahown In the above caption,reDealer In
quired by the Act of Augmt 24. 1912. and
It is Further Ordered,Thet public
5th Day ef Neveaker, A.D. 1939
Windmills,Gasoline Engines
embodied in section411 Postal Law* and
notice thereof be Aivgn by publication
Pumps and Plumbing Supplies
Regulation!prinledon the reverseof this A l). 1930at 16 o’clock In the forenoon,
of a copy of thii order for three suc12530 -Expires Oct. 11
form, to-wit:—
at slid probateoffice, be and it hrjrby
Phone
49 W. 8th St
cessive weeks previous to seid dey of
T*** f*1* b*nws and addressesof the
STATE OF MICHIGAN -The Probate taiblisher. editor, managing editor, and appointedfor hearing said petition, and hesrlnA in the HollandCity News, a
that all persons interested in said eakusineasmanagers are:
Court for the County of Ottawa.
newspaper printed end circulated in
H. R.
At a sesaion of said Court, held at Publisher— Benjamin A. Mulder.Holland. late appear before aaid court, at aaid
Michigan. Editor—Benjamin A. Mulder, time end place, to show cause why a seid county.
ihe Probate Officeia the City of Grand Holland. Michigan. •Managing Editor—
Drugs, Medicines and
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Haven in said County, on the 22nd day Benjamin A. Mulder. Holland. Mlrhigan. license to sell the interestof said esJudge of Probate
Toilet Articles
Busfneaa
Manager-Benjamin
A.
Mulder,
state
in
said
real
estate
should
not
be
of Sept., A.D. 1930.
Holland. Michigan.
A true copy—
Present: Hon. James J. Dinhof. That the owners are: Benjamin A. Mul- granted;
CORA VANDEWATER,
It is Further Orderod.That public not let
CLARE E.
Judge of Probate.
der. Holland.Michigan, Mrs. Edna Mulder.
Rrj£iater of Probate.
thereofbe giswn ky publication of • copy
[Chicago,HI.
In the matter of tbe Estate ef
and
of
this
order
for
three
successive
weeks
^1. That the known bondholders,mortgagees.and other ooeurityholdersowning previous to said day of hearing, in the
MATILDA F. SNYDER, Deceased
CARLE.
!
or holding 1 per cent or more of total Holland City News,* newspaper printDr.
J. 0.
Henry J. Luldens having filed in amount of bonds, mortgage*, or other
Attorneys
ed and circulated in said county.
saeurities are: none.
said court his final admiaietrationacDentist
I 4. That the two paragraphs next above,
JAMH I. DANHOF.
count, and his petition praying for the giving the names of the owners, storkholdAtm*
Judge ef Prakata. Hours: 8:30 to
Phone Far your convenience.Arrange fee
allowancethereof and for tbe assign- era. and securityholdert,if any. contain
CORA VANDEWATER
1:30 to 5
6-4604 Vppointmenta Monday, Tneadag
not
only
the
list
of
stockholders,
security
ment and distribntlonof tbe residue of
and Wednesday.
212 Med. Arts Bldg.
holdersas they appear upon the books of
Register of Probete
said estate to Paul A. Walters,as exethe company but also, In caste where the
GRAND
RAPIDS,
MICH.
PETERS BUILDING * „
cutor of said estate.
stockholder or security holder appears upon
Opposite Warm Friend Tavern
the books of the company os trustee or In
It is orderod, that tho
•
any other fiduciary relation, the name of
the person or corporationfor whom such
Phono
82 E. 8th 8t
21st Day ol October A. D. 1930
trusteeis acting,ia given; also that tha
et tea o'clock in the forenoon, at said •aid two paragraphs contain statements
probate office, be and is hereby appoint embracing affiant's full knowledge and beDAFFODILS AND NARCISSUS
lief as to the circumstancesand conditions
ed for examining and allowing aaid under which stockholders and security,
50c a dozen
account and beariagaaid petition;
holderswho do not appear upon the books
These bulbs are the Emperor
It Is Farther Ordered,That public of the companya* trustees, hold stork and
securities in a capacityother than that of variety conaidcred one of the finest
notice thereof be riven by publication e bon* fide owner : and this affiant has no
of a copy ef tnie order, for three rsesen to believethat any other person, daffodils in cultivation.All are
sncceasive weeka previoua to aid day association, or corporationhas any interest large healthy bulbs.
of hearing, in tbe Holland City News direct or indirect in the said stork, bonds,
Attorneys-at-Law
FOR SALE — Single and clusor other securities than os so stated by
ea ft.
a newspaper printed and circulated h him.
tered narcissus.All named varieB. A. MULDER,
aid caunty. iAM|B danbof,
Manager-Editor. ties.
Offiee— over the First State
Sworn
to
and
subscribed
before me this
JOn of Probate.
Bank
Enquire Mias Ruth Mulder
7th day of October.1930.

0

Registration

Expire* Dec. 27

MORTGAGE SALE

SCH001

A

LESSON

—

NOW

eneral Election
TUES., NOV. 4, A. D. 1930

.

.

TO THE QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF THE
CITY OF HOLLAND, STATE OF MICHIGAN

•

Notice is hereby given that in conformitywith the "Michigan Election Law," 1, the undersignedCity Clerk, will, upon any day, except
Sunday and a legal holiday,the day of any regular or special election or
primary election, receive for registrationthe name of any legal voter in
said City not already registeredwho may APPLY TO ME PERSONALLY
for such registration. Provided, however, that 1 can receive no names for
registrationduring the time intervening between the Third Saturday before any regular,special, or oflicial primary election and the day of such
election.
The last day for General Registration does not apply to persons who
vote under the Absent Voters’ Law. (See Registration by Affidavit.}
.

Notice is Hereby Given that' I Will be at

Wednesday, Oct.

my

Office

15, ’30

0—7

-

The Twentieth day preceding said election
As provided by Section 3, Chapter 3, Fart H, P. A. 306, 1929
from 8 o’clock A. M. until 8 o’clock P. M. on each said day for the purpose
of REVIEWING the REGISTRATION and REGISTERING such of the

PROPERLY

qualified electors in said CITY as SHALL
apply therefor.
Notice is hereby further given to the qualified electors of the CITY, that
I, the undersigned clerk of said City, will register qualified electors who
apply at my office on any business day in the year up to and including

Saturday, October

1930-Last Day

18,

for General Registrationby personal application for said election,
o’clock A.

M.to

The name

_

5 o’clock P. M.
of no person but an

may

ACTUAL RESIDENT

from 8

of the precinct

at the time of registration, and entitled under the constitution,if remaining such resident, to vote at the next election, shall be entered in the registration book.

__

:

.

Registration

by Affidavit

Sec. 10 — Registering of Electors: Regular Session of 1925 — Any aosent voter, as defined in this act, whose name is not registered and who
snail claim the right to vote by absent voter’s ballot at any electionor
primary ejection, may at the time of making applicationfor absent voter’s
ballot, present to the City Clerk an affidavit for registrationwhich shall
be in substantiallythe following form :

AFFIDAVIT FOR REGISTRATION
STATE OF

MICHIGAN

]

jss.

County of

............................................................]

being duly sw'orn, depose and say
and duly qualified elector of the ..............................................
precinct of the City of ....................................in the county of .............................
and State of Michigan; that my postofficc address is No .....................................
street ............................or R. F. D. No .........................P. 0 ................. ............ ; that
I am not now registeredas an elector therein and that I am voting by absent
voter’s ballot at the election (or primary election) to be held upon the
............................
day of ................................. 193 ......, the application for which
ballot accompaniesthis application;that I make this affidavit for the purpose of procuring my registrationas an elector in accordancewith the
statute; that I make the following statementsin compliance with the
Michigan Election Law: Age ......................................; Race .................................;
Birthplace ................................. ........... Date of naturalization ........ ........................
I further swear or affirm that the answers given to the questions concerning my qualificationsas an elector are true and correct to the best of my
I .....................................................................
...

that I

am

a citizen

...

.

.

knowledge and belief.
Taken, subscribed and sworn

day

me

this..

..........................................

........... ................193

.........

............................................
193

.........

............ .......................... ........

My Commission expires

to before

of

Signed

........................................................................

Notary Public in and for said County, State of Michigan.
— If this acknowledgement is taken outside of the State, the
Certificate of the Court that the person taking the acknowledgement is a
notary must be attached.
Note

Registration of Absentee by

<

Samson, M. D.
West

4632.

and that owing to the sickness or bodily infirmity of himself or herself or

some member of his or her family, or owing to his or her absence from
the CITY on public business or his or her own business,and without intent
to avoid or delay his or her registration,he or she was unable to make
applicationfor registrationon the last day provided by law for the registering of electorsprecedingsuch election or primary election, then the
the name of such person shall be registered,and he or she shall then be
permitted to vote at such electionor primary election. If such applicant
shall* in said manner, willfully make any false statement, he or she shall
be deemed guilty of perjury, and upon conviction,be subject to the pains
and penaltiesthereof.

Provision in Case of Removal to
Another Precinct

m.

—

BACHELLER

_

l

6038

Doesburg

HOFFMAN

HOFFMAN

Scott

IO*T-

I

ONE

registered and qualified voter who has
from
ELECTION PRECINCT of a CITY to another election precinct of the
same CITY shall have the right, on any day previous to election, or primary election day, on applicationto City Clerk, to have his or her name
transferred from the registrationbook of the precinct from which he or
she HAS REMOVED to the registrationbook of the precinct in which he
or she THEN RESIDES. Such elector shall have the right to have such
transfer made on any ELECTION, or Primary election day by obtaining
from the board of inspectors of such electionor primary election of the
precinct from which he or she HAS
a CERTIFICATE. OR
TRANSFER and presenting the said certificateto the BOARD OF ELEC-

REMOVED

TION INSPECTORS OF THE PRECINCT IN WHICH HE OR SHE

THEN RESIDES.
City Clerk.

12:00
p.m.

• •

NAMED BULBS

5291

Diekema
Cross

&

Ten Cate

4

OSCAR PETERSON.

__

•

Dr. A. Leenhout?

,lM

any person whose name is not registeredshall offer and claim the
right to vote at any election or primary election, and shall, UNDER OATH
state that he or she is a resident of such precinct and has resided in the
CITY TWENTY DAYS next preceding such election or primary election,
designating particularlythe place of his or her residence and that he oi
she possesses the other qualificationsof an elector under the constitution;

REMOVED

__

St.

Oath

If

Any

I

WILLIAM J. WESTVEER,

*CQRAVANDEWATM
Register of Probate.

Notary Public.
'

My commasion expires Jsn. &

life.

79

West 15th Street

Opposite Holland High School

Holland Mich.

DYKSTRA
FUNERAL

NEWS

THE HOLLAND CITY

Four

Everett Potts would soon have Helen Johnson, Helen Felon, Anne
Sheldon. The buildingwas in ruins
Mrs. Joe Brower has moved from 8NOW DIRECTS
plenty of work on their hands ; and Jackson, Gertrude Holleman, Joan
CHAPEL CHORUS
when Guy Phillips and Ira Autles, 64 W. 7th street to Alpena Road.
OF SEVENTY he suggestedwhat some of the Walvoord,Bernice Mollema,Anne
occupants, returnedat midnight. W. K. Watt has changed his resimusic would be like. Among the seMr. Mooi, who is in the roofing dence from Virginia Park to 18
Buth, Ruth Schreiber,Evelyn
lections will be a number by Chrisyears ago.
business is a resident of Holland E. 12th street. Richard Berkopas
At the meeting of the chapel tiansen who directs the famous St. Geerlings, Ethel I>eestma, Esther
The Ottawa County Sunday Fire of undeterminedorigin de- and a member of the Board of Ed* now lives at 155 E. 4th street in- choir Tuesday, September thirtieth, Olaf’s Choir. This suggests that a Koster, Marian Den Herder, Josestead of Montello Park.
work for the year was put under
School anaociation will hold its stroyed the summer home of ucation.
phine Rodenberg, Connie Cook,
lot of the work this year will be
way. There was littlebusiness for
1931 convention in the Reformed George Mooi, located near Port
Marguerite Rottschaefer, Marian
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Vaupell
The Holland schools have a new the president,Anna Buth, to bring A Cappella and thereforedifficult. Lordahl,Olive Peeke, Lillian Smies,
and daughter Jean were in Holland
The choir now numbers over sev Hester Pellegrom,Lillian Sabo,
last Monday afternoon to be pres- English teacher in the person of up. However, rules and regulations
ent at a dinner party in the home Mrs. Deckard Ritter who was wed in regard to rehearsalswere given enty and the complete list consists Nellie Van Eeuwen, Mildred Schupof their parents,Mr. and Mrs. Ed- recentlyto Mr. Ritter of the Hope and explained by Professor Snow. of Neil Meyer, Lois De Pree, Ruth pert, Marie Verduin Ruth Mulder,
ward Vaupell, given to celebrate College facultv. Mrs. Ritetr is He promised that the secretary- Weidner, Polly Hondelink, Lois Hazel Paalman, Arloa Van Peurthe birthday of Mr. Vaupell senior. highly educated, receivingdegrees treasurer,Roger Voskuil, and the Marsilie. Margaret Steketee, Mil- sem, Marion De Kuiper, Ruth HosCatherine Nettin0_, ts, Mildred Essenberg, Geraldine
Friday and Saturdayof this week from Newcomb college and Tulaim four librarians, Anne Jackson, Joan dred Klow, Catherine
the play, “Paris Bound,” in which university. She also studied in Walvoord, Christian Walvoord, and Olga Bender, Laurene Hollcbrands, Imies, Julia Walvoord, Louise
Miss Elaine Vaupell has an impor- Paris, France and taught school in
tant role, will be presented and will the south at New Orleans and
be attended by Mr. and Mrs. H. Alexandria, La. She is now teachv:
v:
v;
- e v;
Vaupell of this city. — Allegan Ga- ing 10-2 English in the chemistry
study room.
zette.
church at Coopersville. Holland
and Grand Haven sent invitations,
but Coopersvillewas favored as the
last convention was held there five

Michigan BellTelephoneCo.

e

Van der Werf, Raymond De Windt, Lewis Scudder,
Linden Lindsay, Marvin Luben,
Neil Van Leeuwcn, Lester Eller-

Kieft, Lester

broek, Alva Ebbers, Richard Nie«i
sink, Melvin Dole, Dick Van der
Wilt, Herbert Marsilje. Roger Voskuil, Emmet Waite, Everett Welmers, James Nettinga, Arnold Dykhuizen,Jake Grootsma, John Somsen, Preston Luidens, Alfred Bulthuis, John Oldenberg,Nathaniel
Brower, Carl Veenstra, C. Nettinga, Everett Potts, Harry Zigerius,
ngclsmi
sman,
B. Vermeer, Henrv EngeTsi
Bernard RottschHefer, Christi an
Walvoord.

CHECK YOUR NEEDS-BUY NOW

Miss Constance Norlin entertained with a kitchen shower at her

Holland Is establishingan envihome on East Eighth street Mon- able record as a convention city.

“Let’s have a telephone
right there”
are all within quick

Almost everybody
has a telephone now

call.

— its convenience is

If

so desirable

and nec-

tele-

phone, probably you

essary.

If

you haven’t a

have wished for one

often, and have

you have a

phone, there

tele-

thought of some

no

is

particularly convenneed to go out

the

in

late

would like to have

at night, to deliver

it

located.

an urgent message.

A telephone costs

The doctor, police,
fire

where you

ient place

rain or cold, or

only a few cents

department

and friends

a

day.

.

day night in honor of Mrs. Charles The calendar for 1930 listed 13 “anHayes, who before her marriage nuals,” which together brought
recently was Miss Marv Matchin- about 4,500 delegates to this city.
sky. Cards were played and Mrs. Eight of these bodies were materiRichard Brown won first prize. Mrs. ally assisted by the Holland ChamMyrtle Bennett received consola- ber of Commerce. The conventions
tion prize. The bride was the recipi- assemblinghere were: Michigan
Student Volunteer Union, State
ent of many beautifulgifts.
Christian Endeavor officers, Holland Furnace Goat, Fifth District
8AUGATUCK-DOUGLA8
American Legion, State Christian
Endeavor Union, Michigan Rural
Saugatuck Chamber of Commerce
Letter Carriers Association,Michiis planning a Halloween frolic to be
gan League of Home Dailies, Guarheld Oct. 31. The chamber also is
anty Life Insurance Co., Spanishsponsoring a senior band and has
American War Society, the Nanamed a committeeon the project
tional Union of Christian Schools,
comprising Louis Beurlie. a former
Christian Reformed Sunday School
bandmasterof Chicago; L. D. Jar- Association,Cook County Hankers,
vis and A. Miller.
and the summer conferences at
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Carbery of
Pine Lodge. The proposed farmers
Chicago have presented the Saugainstitute will mark the fourteenth
tuck public library 100 volumes of
for the year. Holland’s excellent
fiction and children'sbooks. The
hotel facilitieshave proved a strong
library is sponsored by the Saugafactor in bringing conferenceshere.
tuck Woman’s club.
— G. R. Press.
While Junior Brackenridgeand
William Gleason were drivingnorth
of town they.

Ik

Last Day!
Last Day!

Last Day!

Last Day!

Last Day!

Last Day!
For Gilettes

99c

MONETTE

UNION

MEN’S

19c

$1.00

59c

Ea

3 pkgs. $1.

NAP-

WOMEN’S RAYON ALARM CLOCKS- KINS - extra com- HOT WATER SUPER - DU ROLINGERIE - step- Choice of red, blue or fortable! Deoderized. BOTTLE— Fountain EDGE BLADES

SUITS—in

fine ribbed
knit cotton. Tomor- ins— liloomers-chrm- green crackledenam- Very absorbent! 12 Syringe
Made of for old or new Gilletrow lathe last day for so— slips! Pastel el finishes.A regular in pkg. Buy today heavy rubber. Moldtes. 10 blades in each
the big saving!
shades.
$1.50 value.
and save!
ed in one piece.
pkg.
Buying Power Does It Buying Power Does It Buying Power Does It Buying Power Does It Buying Power Does It
Buying Power Does It

—

i

LAST DAY! Saturday

Frosh Victors

DOUGLAS ITEMS

In

Bee Hive Rebekah Lodge will

Hard Battle
At Black River

give an "Old Time Dance” at their
hall on Saturdayevening, Nov. 1.

Mr. and Mrs. Roland Cook and STUBBORN ENDURANCE NETS
FIRST FROSH WIN IN
daughter Ruth of Marshallspent
SIX YEARS
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Lighthart.
Last Friday afternoon, in the
Mrs. Bein Wiegert and Mrs. Ir- annual
tal pull held at Black River,
win Eaton returned home Satuiday one of the largest crowds ever to
from a visit with relatives in Jack- attend; saw the freshmenpull the
son and Blissfield.
sophomoresthrough the river. The
Mrs. William Coxford,Jr., is banks were crowded, not only with
spendingthis week with relatives Hopeites, but with many residents
of Holland and vicinity whose inin Lansing.
Mr. John Derks and family spent terest had been aroused.
At four-fifteenthe signal was
Sunday with relatives in Fremont
Mr. Ben Wiegert and Mr. Irwin given to start digging. Each man
dug vigorously,some going so far
j Eaton spent the week-end in Chias to take off their shoes and dig
cago.

Buy

Last Day To

CHALLENGER RADIOS
to

O

with them. After a minute of rest,

STOKES

BU

'

Friday \and iSaturday 'Specials,

w,u

^ 39c

Palmafive|Soap//f4^*25c

Flour

^ 25c

5

^

Soto Crackers

“

Peas-IoiBatoes

2 a.

5c

^ u*r

3<™25t

IttLb.Usf

tw’ M,tktaA

Mft

ChipSO

“

c*r**',<’"

of

GrtnilM

8c

23c

19c

FRUITS

»d VEGETABLES

Apples

3

- I ^PORTING JOTS

^ 23c

HOLLAND HIGH GRIDMEN
LOOK FOR CLOSE GAME
WITH CRE8TON ELEVEN

^ 25c

Coach Bud Hinga is trying to
brighten the pessimistic outlook

Celery *><“«.» b--** 10c

that the fans have taken to the high
school team. Holland returns to the
home grid this week as host to

<***«&.«.

Hobbard

Squash

HeadLettace

^

CHOKE QUALITY

Fork

3

-25c
MEATS 3

Roast ^

Rolled Rib

Roast u
Choice

Leg oi Lamb

bub

3c

QuBty

u 15c
25c

Grand Rapids Creston. Despite the
fact the Maroons have failed to

Down,

SHIRTS- no

FLANNEL

Full cut grey or

$7.00 Monthly

tan

.....

MOLESKIN PANTS-

!

Small Carrying Charge!

CHILDREN’S SHOES models in tan and black
chrome soles. Siz. 8 to

on

1 to6

A

bargain! Sizes

MEN’S

Day

BLUCHER OXFORDSoak

straight tip,

outsole. leather

Walvoord, G.

9

Buy

Free from Wash
Drudgery

$2.49

.............

^

made

Buy One oi These
Electric Washers
Saturday and Be

OXFORDS-

py style.

full, well

ELECTRIC GYRATORS!

blucher

(g-fl

S BLUCHER
black gunmetal in a snap-

BOY

Cut

Last Day To

SHOES

Sizes 6l/i to

11

leather

heel! d»Q 4Q

..........

WOMEN’S NEW FALL SHOES
—fashions latest modes!
Oxfords, Ties. Pumps. .
.

The extra large tub [6

blucher. Tics. Smart d»o

^

iQ

is

..........

2

strap
buckle. Sizes 11-2

with

•PlwO

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS

.

QQ

(£-|

soft green porcelain enamel

.

.

register a victory in three starts,
Hinga has a lot of faith in his men.
I^st Saturday the Hingamen were
robbed of a victory by a long run
in the closing minutes of play at Holland.
Fenna Honnink to John BouwBenton Harbor.
man
& wf. NW»4 SE'A and W\4
Stock went up last evening at
practice with the return of Pete SW'4 SEV4 Sec. 24-6-15 W., Olive
Boter, veteran guard. He is expect- Twp.
Percv Ray 4 wf. to Jarrett N.
ed to bolsterup the center of the
line. Several changes in the lineup Clark Pt. Lot 13. Blk 32, City of
were hinted by the mentor this Holland.
John P. Steketee to Paul L Stekafternoon.Norlin, the other guard,
may be shifted to tackle, displacing etee Pt. Ut 38, Macatawa Park
one of the veterans in that poiition. Grove, Park Twp.
Consumers Power Co. to Isaac
Huesing, a sophomore end, is makNW*4
ing u game bid for one of the Kouw & kf. Pt NVSee. 9-5-16 W., Park Twp.
flanks.

N4

John Wichers A wf. to Frank
Holland respects the abilityof
the Creston team and looks for a Bos * wf. W'A El-5 NW frl>4
close battle.Craston is the first SW fr1«4 NW frU4 Sec. 19-5-14
Grand Rapids team that Holland City of Zeeland.
AlbertusRlemersma 4 wf. to
meets, South, Catholic and Davis
Tech being played before the close Charley Rlemersma 4 wf. Pt. NW>4
of the season. After a game at Mus- BE 14 Sec. 8-5-15 W., Holland
kegon Heights next week, the Two.
Hazel Wanroov to Isaac Kouw 4
Hingamen remain home for three
weeks with Grand Haven, Davis wf. WH Lot 11. Blk 11, SW Add. to

.

.

lii

&

genuine

.

.

mm.

.

Women’s

Women’s

COATS

DRESSES

The Last Day!

The Last Day!

1-Oct. 7

Andrew Klomparens to Holland
Furnace Co. Pt. Lot 10 of A. C. Van
Raalte Add. No. 2, City of Holland.
Biy Bay Realty Co. to Frederick
Van Hall Lots 146 and 156 of Chippewa Resort Plat, Holland Twp.
Marine Kooyers & wf. to Frank
Penning etal Pt. NW cor. NV4 NEli
NEV* NE‘4 Sec. 24-5-15 City of
Zeeland.
Marinus J. Vande Bunte & wf. to
Lokker Rutgers Co. WM» Lot 3, Blk
3 South Prospect Park Plat, City of

.

Trivane Agitator action [saves sheerest
fabrics]
. fully enclosedmechanism
these features make the “Windsor” a marvel ol efliciencyi beauly, and low price!

GROWING GIRLS SHOESPatent leather, one

to 8 sheet capacity]

LOVELL SWINGING WRINGER

li

V

Only S5.00 Down -Only S6.00 Monthly

three eyelet black calf
Sizes 11 to

<1

$2.98

GROWING GIRLS SHOES-

haustion, bathed their heads with
cold water and fed them pieces of
lemon.
Immediatelyafter the pull, the
frosh, with the rope, marched down
_
\ve., and Ninth
St.: gathering in a large circle on
each comer and giving yells.
Above the work of the teams, the
coaches and the girls, the feature
that marked the event was the
real Hone Spirit, each man ready
to give his last drop of energy for
the class. The sophs, fighting to
the last minute, took their defeat
without one word of alibi.

Oct

Sizes 14 to 17.

.

best year-aroundwear! ^

Mr. and Mrs. John Berkompas
Painter.
from Haarbrn and Mr. Bruin De
Beside those who pulled, credit
Haas visited at the home of John must be given to the coaches who
Knoll Saturday evening.
trained and guided the teams so
Rev. and Mrs. Hibma attended
efficiently,and the girls who, when
the Women’s MissionaryConfer- the men were on the verge of ex-

4C*“25C

Wearing blue Chambray cut lor
roomy comlort.Triple stitched, non
rip seams, buttons sewed on to stay!

Vrard Week brings no greater bargain
than this! See and hear the Challenger
tomorrow. You’ll thrill to its golden
tone
. marvel at its exquisite cabinet
“Truly”, you’ll exclaim,“here is a $145

$7.50

houts.

— C.

2 for $1.00

radio in every respect but price!"

Judges

Freshman

.

tion!

.

Sophomore — L. Scudder, M. Lecn-

ence held at Coopersvillelast Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brandsen and
family of Crisp spent Wednesday
evening at the home of B. Bartels
The P.T.A. will be held Friday
evening in the school house. A program has been prepared and
speaker from Holland will be pres
ent. The meeting begins at 7:30.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Arnoldink
and son from Grand Rapids were
Sunday evening guests at the home
of Jacob De Jongh.

3^. 25c

Barbara Aaa

Tomato Soup

Spinach

U

M. DeJonge

Moordyke

Mrs. Harry Vander Zwaag and

der Zwaag attended the Sunday
School conventionlast week at

3™. 23c

Evap. Milk

-

seriousoperation which she underwent nearly two weeks ago. Her
sister. Mrs. H. Thorman, is substituting for her at Lakewood Farm
as cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Jock Knoll from
Holland called on their mother,
Mrs. John Knoll, who is confined to
her home with illness.

.

.

N. Wiggers (C) P. Cupery (C)
L Sereer
H. Scholten
C. Bauhahn
R. Leetama
D. Koeppe
Bauman
D. Gryzen
F. Vischer
H. DeWidt
R. DePree
J. Somsen
Lindsey
H. Zegerius
H. Beninga
D. Vanden Belt A. Norman
A. Aradi
G. Nykerk
L. Janssen
Leuben
G. Van Peurson I. Decker
E. Waite
I. Waltman

Zeeland.

Cream Kkese

- FRESH

OLIVE CENTER

SHIRTS!

All Electric ... 7 Tubes .
Triple Screen-Grid ... Super- Dynamic
Speaker
. . Personal Tone Control ... a
Walnut Veneer Cabinet oi real distinc-

Spoolstra.

25c

Bul^Praoes

Evap.

New!

G. Veldman
Homkes
son Leon Dale are spending a week
G. Rottschaffer
DeJonge
in Grand Rapids at the home of
J. Homkes
J. Oldenburg
her sister, Mrs. Ruth Arnoldink.
D. Boone
Nettinga
Mr. and Mrs. Olive Banks enterCoaches
tained their daughterand family,
Freshmen — C. Vander Naald, W.
Mr. and Mrs. Thayer and daughters
i
from Newaygo, for a few days last
Sophomores—L. Vander Werf, E.
week.
Tellman.
Mrs. A. Taylor and Mrs. H. Van-

JeweLCoflee ASw£.“’ki,A 25c

1

Complete and Installed!

omores resisted stubbornly, still
ed the Hartford fair last Thursday.
pulling after the first man was in
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Falconer
the water.
left Tuesday for Californiawhere
The sophs, although having the
they will make their home with Mr.
advantage of last year’s experience,
Falconer’ssister.
were handicappedin weight, the
Mr. Rufus Monique has the con- average weight being one hundred
tract for the extension of the water seventy pounds against one hunfrom Murt’s corner to Christian- dred sixty. The teams, coaches and
sons corner,work to begin as soon , udges were as follows:
as pipe arrives.
Sophomores

Mrs. Eva Brady is still in the
Zeeland hospital as a result of a

23c

ead

•

Freshmen

&\Beans/<"^a'b/ic‘u25c

Pawake^

Mrs. William Devine returned the gun was fired as a signal to
home Monday from a visit with her start pulling. For nineteen minutes
daughter at Oak Park, III., and to the men lay holding the rope firmly
get acquaintedwith her little until with the second shot of the
grandson.
gun they started pullingvigorousMr. Armour Wiegert is expected ly. For eight minutes the fro1
home Saturday from his season’s gained inch by inch. Then for
work on the lakes.
minute the sophs gained, but t
Mrs. William Coxfird. Sr., is vis- freshmen retaliatedand from that
iting her daughter,Mrs. Frank time until the sophomoresscrambled up the southern bank, the
Blumrich, in Muskegon.
freshmengained rapidly. The sophMr. and Mrs. Louis Walz attend-

Rich Trico Broadcloth trimmed in luxur
ious furs — French Beaver [rabbit] — Manchurian Wolf [dog]
Lapin [rabbit].
Semi-fitted and Princess styles. Boloros
and Blouse Backs
the new fashion

—

—

We

believe these are the best Dress Val-

ues on the market!

Here

are smart Fall

new

feminine dig-

Frocks emphasizinga
nity

and charm. Boleros, Flare Skirts,

and interestingSleeves!
Sizes 14 to 46

trends.

Montgomery Ward &

Cc.

W

Slew
CMCrta

Tech and South in order.

STORE HOURS—

EAST EIGHTH

25-27

.........

:

STREET

SALE ENDS SATURDAY NIGHT

City of Holland.

_

8:30-5:30. Sat. 8:30 to 9:30

_______________

__________ ________

HOLLAND, MICH.

